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Morric Ill
11/19/80
SIMONS PR0CEED- - - - - - - - -1 ---

INGS

~~

2 CHAIRMAN UOLF: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen,

3 we are meeting to hear evidence in the matter of Commonwealth

'- 4 Edison Company, Dresden 3tations, Units 2 and 3, bearing

2 5 Docket Nos. 50-237 SP and 50-240 SP.

S 6 The notice of this hearing dated October 1, 1980,

O 7 was publicized in the Federal Register. Commonwealth Edison,
C

3 the operating licensee at Dresden Station seeks to have the
3
2 9, operating license for that facility amended to permit an
*

.

2 10 increase in the storage capacity of its spent fuel pools.
.

I 11 , The effect, if any, on the public's nealth and
*
s
5 12 safety will determine whether or not the prooosed amendments
4
I 13 would be approved by this Board.

14 The sole intervenor in this matter if the State

5 of Illinois.15
n
x

G 16 The Board that is sitting this morning for the j
$ l

I 17 Nuclear Regulatory Commission consists of Dr. Linda Little, !

:[ Sg who is seated on my left. She is an environmentalist who
*

i

d 19 speciali=es in t':e impact of industrial vaste on the environ-.

5
U 20 ment. She is associated with L. W. Little Associates and in

|=
% addition is an adjunct professor environmental biologist21
E

12 at the University of :: orth Carolina School of Public Health.*

On my right if Dr. Forrest J. Remick. He is
M.C'23

-

yd [ 24 Assistant Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies |Q

25 at Pennsylvania State University and is the Director of the

\ !
a

/.: 0:.nscN =L=ca N c:MPANY. :Nc.
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Intercollegiate Research Program and Facilities.
1, - -

'' I am John Wolf, a lawyer.-

2

Mr. Paul Hamilton this the Board's clerk this3

[ morning. He should be contacted by anyone desiring to make
_ 4

2 5 a limited appearance.
~

1 Oral statements by those making limited appearances
62

will be restricted to five minCres. Written statements may2 7C
M

be submitted without limitation on the length of the state-5 8
"
a
E g ment and such statements may be submitted while the Board is
a
d 10 meeting here this week.
.

The Board approves the order of presentingi 11 ,e
2 evidence previously agreed to by the parties and submittedg 12

i N
to the Board in a November 12th, 1980 communication.

13.

|h Mr. Hamilton, would you stand *up so that people14

5 may see who you are and who they are supposed to go to get15
n

$ 16 n the list for limited appearances?
5

3 17 (IO . Hamilton stands.'
.

9 ig CHAIRMAN WOL7: At this time I request that
a

d 19 e unsel for the parties note their appearances for the record
W

E 20 beginning with the staff on my left.

21 MR. GODDARD: I am Richard J. Goddard of the

i
Office of the Executive Legal Director, Nuclear Regulatory"

12

Commiston. On my lett acting as co-counsel is Mr. Charles
Eg" 23

-

3bC[ 24 Barth also of that office. On my right is the Project

25 ' Manager for this proposed modification of Dresden Station,

j''' y
N_|

AI ERdcN RE?CR**NG COMPANY. ;NC.
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1 Mr. Paul W. OcConnor. |

2 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Thank you. |

|
3 Ms. Sekuler.

/

'' 4 MS. SEKULER: Good morning. I am Susan N. Sekuler.
.

a
5 I am an Assistant Attorney General for the State of Illinois

7
6 in the Environmental Control Division. With me today is'

j 7 Mary Jo Murray, also an Assistant Attorney General, and

6 Mr. Richard Hubbard who is serving as our consultant.

9", MR. STAHL: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members
u
d 10 of the Board. My name is David Stahl. I am an attorney
~

=
g 11 with the law firm of'Isham, Lincoln & Beale in Chicago,
'E

5 12 appearing this morning on behalf of the applicant, Commonwealth
S

}.
13 Edison Company. With me at counsel table on my right are

8 5 14 Mr. Philip Steptoe and on my left Mr. Robert Fitzgibbons
r

15 also of the firm of Isham, Lincoln & Beale.

j 16 CIIAIR1M NOLF: Thank you.
?

3 17 Are there any preliminary matters that we should

[- '3 take up at this time?

d 19 Mr. Stahl.
2
5 20 MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, as you indicated in
E
; 21 your opening remarks, this is our application to increase
% 1

12
i the storage capacity of the Dresden Units 2 and 3 spent

,,05 3 g 23 ' fuel pools. We have filed prepared written direct testimony.
L,-

( ) >~N 24 We will have witnesses available to be cross-examined ons

v
25 that testimony. We believe that at the conclusion of these

-

Nj

/.i ::ER4CN .E?cRT*NG COMPANY. ;Nc.
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1

1 proceedings the record will demonstrate that the proposed

2 modification of the spent fuel pools will be found fully

3 justified under the standards .of both the Atomic Energy A ct !

lsU) 4 and the National Environmental Policy Act.

.
5 There is however one additional matter that I would

"

6 like to raise with the Board and at least a preliminary matter'

3 7 at this point in time. It has to do with scheduling. It has
"

8 to do with a matter which is not directly related to any,

3
9 of the issues that have been specified in the Board's~

a
d 10 September 9th order as appropriate for hearing, but it is
~

=
S 11 ' a matter that we believe that we do have an obligation to
E
j 12 < prepare and present some testimony on. It is a matter that
E

13 has only recently arisen and I would think it would be more.

e

14 appropriate to describe the matter in more detail once we
r
3 15 actually begin the presentation of our evidence and our
a

E 16 witnesses.
2
M 17 It is also a matter that we have discussed with

'S both the staff and with the State of Illinois. I believe

d 19 we have all tentatively agreed on a schedule whereby we
2
5 20 would file our testimony on this matter, present it to the
S

21 staff and to the State of Illinois for their review and then
"

'I return for cross-examination on that testimony sometime around
a

4 23 the first week in February.

$ D 24 This of course is all subject to the Soard's) s

25 approval and your scheduling, but it is a matter that we

| /.t ::GicN RE?cR**NG C::MPANY. INC.
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1 have discussed at least preliminarily with the other parties.

2 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Very well. Thank you.

3 MR. STAHL: So subject to that caveat we are ready
-

'' 4 to proceed today with the witnesses who have filed prefiled

5 testimony.

6'
CHAIRMAN WOLF: Will you have an opening statement,

b 7i too, Mr. Stahl?
O

8' MR. STAHL: Well, I believe that that would be<

*

9 a sufficient opening statement. We have our witnesses here
,

o
e 10 and we believe the witness who we will be presenting will

|
E 11 ;
g justify the proposed * .1fication we are requesting.
-

5 12 The only additional matter that I might add is
S

[ 13 that we do believe the issues are those specified in the

14 September 9th order and that it is clear as far as we are
:
*
- 15 concerned that what is not in issue in this proceeding if
2

'6-
'

whether Dresden Units 2 and 3 ought to be permitted to*

I
y 17 continue to operate since. in our view, that was a matter
-

2 9 that was addressed extensively and resolved in the licensing
19 process for those units.

} 20 CHAIRMAH NOLF: Thank you.
E; 21 Ms. Sekuler.

- a

32 MS. SEKULER: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that

~ 23
Th'q*127e Mr. Stahl has an impression that the State of Illinois ten-

Ee

2's 24 tatively agreed to that schedule. Mr. Stahl and Mr. Steptoe[ <

v.s
^5' spoke last night with Ms. Murray and she transmitted the

,,

(
_

1

|

|

;.;,;;gRdCN 91 cnTNG COMPANY. !NC. |
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1 information to us. It was not my understanding that we had
'

2 agreed to anything.

3 We would prefer to go forward with the hearingx

( )
4, today in entirety.-'

3 5 CHAIRf'AN WOLF: Are you referring to the February
7

6 1st date?'

.

3 7 MS. SEKULER: Yes. Mr. Stahl or Mr. Steptoe did
O

8 not talk to me and I am lead counsel, nor to Mr. Van Vranken,

?
9 about that particular issue. This morning I did speak~

G
d 10 with Mr. Steptoe about the possibility of getting a contin-
i
E 11 , ance and he told me he was not going to request one. I

E
j 12 perhaps have bungled the job in not adequately asking the
5
~

13 right question, but I am afraid the State cannot agree to.

Me 5 14 any tentative schedule.
r
3 15 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Well, as it becomes clear wha t the
5

3 16 matter is we will confer generally with the parties about
9

5 17 a date and try to accommodate anyone on that.

'3 MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, if I may make just one

d 19 brief reply to that. I apologize to the State for mis-
I
E 20 representing their position. I did not intend to do that.
=

21 I think this is a matter that we ought to confer
5
"

12 with them informally about and not take up the Board's time.

zgggg; 23 We will report back to you on this matter at some appropriate

f# [ 24 later time during the course of the proceedings.C/
v

25 CHAIF2Gd WOL7: Very well.

,

.,j
_

Agg.MdcN MY cR-*NO COMPANY. INC.
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|
|
,

I

:

1 Are you going to make an opening statement?

'

2 MS. SEKULER: I am going to make an opening

3 statement.
I )
'> 4 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Very well.'

2 5 Mr. Goddard, do you have a preliminary matter?
7
j 6 MR. GODDARD: None from the staff, sir.

j 7! CHAIRMAN WOLF. Well, then, Ms. Sekuler, would you
O

8 Proceed with your opening statement, please.,

! 9 OPENING STATEMENT OF

'i SUSAN N. SEKULER
= 10

i ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
g 11
9
c MS. SEKULER: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and
=. 12m

E Members of the Board.
13.

e
My opening statement is that I have a feeling of4

j deja vu, as I believe you must, in that we have met beforeg
.-

at Zion is an issue that was very similar. One may question*

g 16 'g
why we are back here again at Dresden when so many of the7

issues having to do with the spent fuel pool storage rerack,g

seem to be very similar to those which we have already dealtgg

# with before and presumably have reached some resolution.
o 20
5 The reason that we are back is that Illinois has

21

% no less cause for concern about this specific reracking than,

w di about that at Zion which was the first one to be~~'" 321(*7? .

done.
s 24

The similarities in the two pools are of less
25

_

' . .]

Ai E. WON REPcR"|*NG COMPANY. INc.
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.

I significance than the differences. In this case we have two |(J,

L.
2 pools cach of which will ultimately be reracked to contain

3 3,537 fuel assemblics. Each pool therefore will have at
' )

~

~ 4 least a third more than the total pool at Zion.

2 5 The weight of the fuel and the aggregate radio-
"
.

6 activity from all of the spent fuel once in place creates'

3 7i problems we believe that are significant.
~

8 In addition, at Dresden the pools have been sus-,

%
=

9 pended. They are not buried in the ground. This causes~

a
4 10 concern about proper analysis of the seismic events that
*

i 11 might occur due to the fact that we must have an accurate
8
j 12 analysis of accidents which might cause cracking in the
5

13 girders that support those pools. Also, because of the~

.

s9 '2 14 greater number of fuel assemblies the consequences 6f any
|

5 15 accidents could be greater. Therefore, we believe that !

$
3 16 accident analysis is essential to be specific to the Dresden
9

3 17 situation.

f '3 The pools at Dresden are not borated. As a result

d 19 of that, we have more concern that the poison in the racks
t
E 20 be placed significantly in the right places and that we
E

21 have an adequate neutron attenuation program for testing."

3
~

'2 , Additionally, the testimony is going to show that.

gf42;; 23 BWR fuel, boiling water reactor fuel cladding has a history

%( 24E#C of being more susceptible to cracking than that of PWRs.f
25 Iherefore the need for corrosion surveillance is at least

i,,
Lj.

/.'JERicN ?I? ORT *NG OMPANY. INC.
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a 1 as strong as it was at :: ion and there is need for better !U
2 strength tolerance tests of racks because of the consequences

3^3 that could occur if fuel were spilled.

4 Ne are particularly concerned at Dresden with the
.

5j health physics program. There.is a lack of procedures as
I 6 as the testimony will show, a lack of procedures that will

j 71 guarantee that the standard of as low as reasonably

0 achievable, ALARA, is observed.<

:
9~

The NSC design review does not address ALARA.,

"
d 10 I

There is no testimony that addresses worker exposure
i
g 11 ' In addition, the testimony will show that the
_

5 12 health physics program that was reviewed by the NRC in 1980
s
~

13 at Dresden wt3 found inadequate. The NRC concluded in its.,

Q :n .4

b f_
14 study of Dresden that the health physics program was generally

-

] 15
weak, rigid and lacking in the qualities of a good program.

x

16 The testimony will show that the NRC concluded
"
2 17 that the weaknesses included insufficient management support
.

:
tgd for health physicists, insufficient RCT training, insufficient

$ 19 access control, insufficidnt contamination control, insuf-,

.s

} 20 ficient abnormal condition surveillance, insufficient
i:

21 monitor operability surveillance and insufficient emergency
- ,,

. ~ , response. The same report noted that there was no formal
-,

23rM 7 ALARA program existing at Dresden. We believe that the

f'\ r'* IQ- health physics program at Dresden is therefore necessary-
<

25 ' to be great scrutiny.-

O
O

I /.CE34cM ME? ORT *NO COMPANY. INC.
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~s i
We also have considerably concern with the quality

-) i

2 assurance program, more so now than we did before because
)
,

|

3 the same contractors are working for Commonwealth Edison
4 -s

(-)/

4 as have worked previously in an identical type of rack
:

5 program. The racks are not identical because of the
{
f6 differences in the pools. However, they are boral racks that

0 7 are being constructed according to similar designs.
2
5 8 The quality assurance program of Commonwealth Edison
a
% 9 and its suppliers has not been implemented in a timely

a
g in fashion to check out the various racks that have already4

.

! 11 been built.
-
W

5 12 NSC's design verification for the racks, it will be
0
*

13 shown, occurred in October of 1980 afer the first group of
.

C)(_ 14 shipments had alreddy been concluded. By their own omission

k in their testimony Commonwealth Edison has stated that it15

16 has received racks but has no receiving procedure.
E

3 17 The quality assurance audit program of Commonwealth

.' ig Edison and NSC has been ineffective in assume that quality:
a

d 19 exists. One example of this is the audit of the Leckenby
k
# 20 program. The testimony will show that Commonwealth Edison
=
% on March 13th, 1980, found one finding and two observations i

-

21: |

12 when they did their audit. Yet, only one week later on*

---" 23 March 17th to 20th, 1980, when the NRC did a partial audic

Aq[d(' 24 of Lockenby, that audit disclosed 20 significant deviations[~},

g
25 ' in the QA program and concluded that Leckenby had not

(~~\
V

/.cs;tacN RE.=CRT*NG : MPANY. INC.
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1 implemented an effective QA program consistent with the,
,

2 requirements of Appendix B. This was after the Zion racks

- 3 had been shipped.

4 On September 17th and 13th of 1980 the testimony
~'

a
5 will show that SECO in an audit was cited by the Nuclear

7
6 Services Corporation for not auditing Leckenby for 17 months

'

j 7| despite the fact that there had been 63 design deviations

8 from Leckenby.
e
5 9 The training of personnel has not been effective
,

o
d 10 in all the audits. The NRC on October 31st, 1980, criticized
*
=
5 11 the attitude of the Dresden Station personnel in that they
3
j 12 did not rep >rt conditions adverse to the quality to
5
-

13 manacement..

14 Altogether tt.c testimony will show that the
r
3 15 quality assurance program that has been devised by Common-
a

E 16 wealth Edison Company and by its contractors'is deficient,
;

5 17 does not catch the errors both in manufacture and the

'3 shipping and that the inspection and receipt procedures are

f 19 lacking or inadequate.
=

{ 20 Finally, and perhaps most significantly,
p

21 Commonwealth Edison has not implemented procedures to

32 reasssess potential fc.r accidents in the NUREGs. The
,

qf 23 applicant has conceded that there will be a significant

SNQ 24 amount of bowing of the fuel combined with anticipated
'

:
v

25 bowing of the racks which could potentially prevent the fuel

g
Nj

/.I. GdcN RE?cRT*'IG CO.".1PANY. |NC.
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r3 1 from being placed in the racks, stored without 9rmage
V

2 and withdrawn from the racks.

3 Additionally, the existing accident analyses-

4 are based on the single failure criteria test for accident
,

j 5 credibility. The evidence will show that this test is no
7

6 longer sufficient to meet the requirements of an NRC licensing'

3 7 board.
0

8 TMI was a multiple-failure accident with both

E 9 dependent and independent failures. The spent fuel pool
a
4 10 ' overflow at Commonwealth Edison's plants has been a multiple

f 11 ' failure. A single-failure criteria has been criticized
8
j 12 < by both the Kemeny Commission and the Rogo@in Commission
5
~

13 as well as by the NRC's own TMI Action Plan, Item 2C-3..

14 The testimony will show that multiple-failure
-

3 15 accidents must be considered for Dresden 2 and 3. Single-
2
g 16 failure analysis, which is the only kind that has been done,
9

6 17 is not adequate. Failures, human errors and maintenance

[- '3 errors mast be evaluated with fault trees and event trees

d 19 in order to have the correct amount of assessment of the risk
k i
U 20 and consequences of potential accidents due to this spent
3

,; 21 fuel conversion.
e
~

; 12 At the end of the cross-examination we believe

. gt$ 4 23 that it will be shown that Commonwealth Edison's plant o

[/ hbk[ 24 rerack Dresden has not been well thought out, is notD
(_

25 properly controlled, has not considered all the proper

!

)

/.*JERecN RE?cRT*NG COMPANY. ;NC.
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I analyses for accidents and therefore this particular rcrack, ,

'J
2 should not be licensed.

3 Thank you.,

/
'~'

4' CHAIRMAN WOLF: Thank you.
,

5 I take it from your remarks, Ms. Sekuler, that'

7
6 you do not intend to put on any witnesses?

'

3 7 MS. SEKULER: That is correct. We will sustain
O

8 our burden on cross-examination, sir.,

s
A 9 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Very well. Thank you.
G
d 10 Mr. Goddard, do you have any opening statement
*

=
g 11 to make.
8
j 12 ; OPENING STATEMENT OF
5
~

13 RICHARD J. GODDARD.

14 ON BEHALF OF THE NRC
r
5 15 MR. GODDARD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
E

3 16 I do not have a formal opening statement. How-
?
-

g 17 ever, I would point out for the members of the public who

'3 are here today that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is

d 19 charged with the duty of performing the independent evaluatiod
,

20 of the licensee's proposal to modify the spent fuel storage
G

21 system at Dresden Station, Units 2 and 3.

12 This evaluation is set forth in two staff

'' 23 documents known as the Safety Evaluation and the Environmenta:
, ~ ,

'

[ | / 24 Impact Appraisal wnich of course have been served on all
*

25 parties and the Board prior to today. The staff will

,--

\v-
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' I present their own witnesses on each of the contentions
,

2 during this hearing.

3 It has been the conclusion of the NRC staff
! -
'' 4 that the licensee's proposal was appropriate and could be

5 performed with proper concern for the public health and

6 safety or, as we use the term in the statute,of reasonable |
'

j 7' assurance of the public health and safety.

8 Mr. Stahl in his preliminary remarks indicated
:

9 that there is, let us call it, an open item which we have"

a
4 10 discussed. Short of an analysis at this time of that open
~

-

[ 11 I item, the staff is confident that the modifications as
6
j 12 proposed by applicant can be performed with the appropriate
5
~

13 assurance of public health and safety..

14 Thank yod.
:
3 15 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Thank you, Mr. Goddard.
,

E
j 16 Mr. Hamilton, wouJd you come up here, please.
E
y 17 (Mr.. Hamilton comes forward.)

'3 CHAIRMAN WOLF: We will now move on to limited

19 appearances. I understand from Mr. Hamilton that only
?
7 20 one person has made a request to appear on a limited basis.
G; 21 He will call that person at this time, please.
5

12 , MR. HAMILTON: I have Ms. Theinis Klotz.

. 23 would you come up to the witness stand, please.
~

,.

() s' 24*
,

v

25

,-.

t !

x_/_
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1 PRESENTATION OF

2 TIIEMIS A. KLOTZ

3 MS, KLOTZ: I live at 1180 Carol Lane in Glencoe,
[ w}

--

4 Illinois and at 14 Jacques Loeb Road, Woods Hole, Massachusett.s .

3 5 That is at the corner of Jacques Loeb and Morgan Road. The
"

6 Morgan involved is Thomas Hunt Morgan, a rather prominent'

3 7 geneticist.
~

8, I have learned in five minutes to confine my<

3
9 remarks to ontological statements. Having attended thea

a
d 10 previous proceeding'in Chicago in August, I will simply
i
g 11 run through where I have been since then.
15

j 12 I have spent six weeks in Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
S

13 presumably in an international scientific community. I was.

O 3
V 5 14 sniffing the air in regard to big government and big science.

:
y 15 Nothing I saw, heard, felt or thought changes my view of
a

j 16 the nuclear delusions.
2
y 17 Lawyers may try to separate spent fuel pools

'3 from consideration of closing down particular nuclear power

[ 19 plants. It simply can't be done. Therefore, I will proceed
?
g 20 to be ontological.
3:

21 I ususally come to these with a stack of books
~

; | 12 and I usually refer to books which I consider underutilized.

234 I have mentioned in the past Harvey Brooks. Today I will |

( 24 mention Alvin Weinberg who wrote a book called " Reflections

25 on Big Science."

l

O |

/.i.OERdCN ME. tort *NG COMPANY. INC.
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1 I have with me the annual bulletin, 1980, of the

2 Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

s 3 I have a copy of what used to be called Senate Bill 1, a
'

4 revision of the Federal Criminal Code.
-

2 5 I do not feel lonely standing here representing
"

g 6 all the citizens. Harvard has Godwin lectures for emphasis

j 71 of the duties of a citizen in a democratic society. At

", 8 Woods liole I read C. P. Snow's Godwin lectures and they are
%

9 terribly instru ctive, and I do mean terribly.~

a
4 10 A Presidential election has intervened as has
.

f 11 a new genre of literature that desperately fancies survival
2
j 12 in nuclear ages.
1

13 A week ago Friday I heard the junior Senator.

(_) W
(_, y 14 from Massachusetts speaking in Massachusetts. Early on he

F
15 referred to, and I am quoting, the " problem" being that we

=

a

5 16 are a democracy. I have no problem with our being a
a

5 17 democracy. If any of the participants here today do, all

'3 that will be said will be inane mouthir.gs however structured.
b 19 I do believe that at this time R&D stands increasingly for
2
a 20 the rich and the dead.
54

: 21 In aedition to these books, I brought with me
'

"
12 my daughter who is at a point in her life where she make

*

gg 23 expect to be called upon to serve in a military way her
r- -

(T p'<, 24 country and she will be pondering very seriously all that/ s

25 she sees and hears today.

O

pgg3gcM :qE,noptT*NG COMPANY. |NC.
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1 Thank you. |0- !
2 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Thank you. |

3 (The prepared statement of Themis A. Klot:

O 4 follows:)

1 5

7
6'

we

7I
2
-

8-

3
% 9
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4 10
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g 11
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E 12
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d 16
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i 17
.
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1188 Carol Lano
,

Glencoe, Illinoisi
*

,

6C022 '*

"nitec States cf
America

and 50 Ch CCO C67
167 MBL % organ ad

August 17, 1979

To Board of Acceals
Pown of Falmo"* Re: Appeal !io 110-79

Greetinas.,

I ha~ve just receive. 7ed Notice of Public Eearing Under
Zonine By-Laes, date .Q, 1979. Please add Zip Code 60022,

' ,

-

in caso another mai: ild over take ulace. The Notice ar-
,

rived by way of Lake in the next county to the -North.

Pleasa note that I am v.riting from my winter residence. Ordinar-
ape Cod es in the past 30 years.ily I trould have s7ent summer on a

But the tires rnd the Cnne and oceanocroohy and marine 3cience and
the "nited 3tntes Air Force, etc., have chnneed and there seems to
be n ~eneral nbsence of "ordinarilinessi Ordinarily, I would uttend
the hearing in Town Hall cn Monday, August 27, 1979 I am sincerely-

grateful for. the invitation.

However, I expect to have to content myself with submitting this

() statement. Ordinarily, I nould not have to work so hard at trying
to do shat Rudyard Kipling is supcosed to have said could not be
done, namely, the meeting of T.ast and West.

,

Unless between now and Sugust 27th I learn that the PAVE-PKi.S in-
stn11ation at Otis Air Force Base is no longer raking the Cape with
microwaves for what I understand to be the preposterous purpose.of
tolling pecple they have 20 minutes in which to flee, I have no in-
tention of setting foot on that beloved narrow land, just to become
automatically anguinea pig for misguided, careor-building epidemiol.
ogista, both here and around the precious world.

I am not informed in reeard to the suecifics of the Special Pormit'

asoect of the ennen1 by the 7loods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
Therefore I shall cddress you not only as en abutter but as a Federal
taxcaved and a tarnayer in the State of Illinois and I shall address
this entter at levels that not only underlie, and perhaps even overlie,
the succifics, btt thet are necan3arily inherent in and thus inseparable
from the specifics. I have been sufficiently part of the " scientific

.

'

8co rtnitv and the +acodemic conmnity'' to hcve informed ouinions, in-
tuitions, and notivations, and at the sane time sufficiently apart%

fecm those com unities to not be muzzled nor intimidatable.
On Aucust 15,1Q77 I attended at Cupe Cod Community College the Con-
cressional. Subcommittee Hearings on the Role of the Coast Guard in
the Arco Merchant Oil Spill. I call your ettention to the Fact that
I chanced to have the opoortunity to make a brief stater.ent. If%t4

pleases you to do so, you may of course obtain a copy from wherever
those hearing transcripts are.

.
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AND THE WAY WE UVE
.

CCMMUNITY FORUMS

(A~'
What would you do if the lights went out? Like most of us you're
probably sitting, scoffing, "It couldn't happen, not here, not in
America!". And yet each continued day of energy crisis, runaway
inflation, and middle east anxiety brings the "i=possible" nearer

,

to possibility.
4

Please join us as we explore Energy Issues for the Eighties in a
series of practical and provocative community forums:

.

WHAT DO WE DO IF THE LIGHTS GO OUT7!

Feb. 21 " Batten Down the Hatches -- Energy Efficiency at Home"
Thurs. Niles Public Library

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

March 11 "The Energy. Crisis - Wha't You Can Do"
Tues. Oakton Community, College'

Room 308-309
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

April 9 " Consumer to Conserver - Changing our Energy Values"O Wed. Skokie Public Library
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

- April 27 "What Do We Do if the (011) Well Runs Dry?"
Sun. Glenview Public Library

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

The series of cou:munity forums, moderated by Oakton Associate Professor
of Biology, John Mikuiski, is open to the public. The forums ~ supplement

~

MONNACEP's Course-by-Newspaper, " Energy and *he Vay We Live'*, sppearing
in the Chicago Tribune, beginning January 25, and in the Lerner-Life
and Pickwick Newspapers, beginning January 24.

.

Topics to be covered in the Course-by-Newspaper " ENERGY AND THE WAY kT.

LIVE" include: 1) The Current Energy Dilemma; 2) Lessons frca the Past;
3) Energy and American Values; 4) Alternatives for our Energy Future.

.

Four c.dditional discussion sessions, which round out the components of
the C-b-N, meet from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at Niles West High School
on Thursdays February 14, March 13, April 17 and May 1.

J
Call the OCC Center for Media Based Courses, 967-5120, extension 238 for
further information about_the forums, or to register for the C-b-N.

We invite you to call the MEC office to receive vour free " Energy Wise"
questiennaire, to help you find out' hew much you really know about the
current energy situation; and then join us at the forums as we fill in ;
the blanks. |

|

. - -
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In July of that summer I had already heard Dr. Charloc ifollister
of liFCI steak in tho .inrine Biolo ical ?.aboratcrys :larino Ecc;cg7
Course on the Oeop Seabed Eurial of Migh ;evel I;uclear '.cstos. ce
vns followed by nr. John ? cal sneaking on the /*rgo lerchant 011 Spill.

I stnrted roine throuch t"o issues of 'la 15 macazine 'me n nu s .

Since the surrar of 1077 I have availed myself c.hile off-Cane of(~l
h'

otportunities to liston to and s nak with a very larr.e numbbr of\-

leadine nnd not-so-leadinc personares und persens in scientifico-
technolocico-politico-sociologico-financio-etc. and public policy
and government, particularly 10 Nordawestern 'Iniv9rsity but not
confined to there. I heve for cvar two decades been accused of
being an omnivorcus render by sono. In addition I have att'nded
more public meetings in Cook and Lake Counties (no doncnstrations)
than scos people hereabouta like.

Inst 7ay I availed myself of the opportunity of hearing Dr. Farvey
Brooks richtfu'ly renowned member of the "xecutive Committee of
?c?OI, nresent a lecture at Morthwestern 7niversity in the disting-
uished Ticestee Serios (see revor9e 3ide of ?ngo 1 of this state-
=ent). I chanced to norticipnte in a diccussion later during his
stay. It was sufficient for re to impart to him at least a few
dim views concerning the orenent status of science, technoloty
and nublic policy. I urge you to work through his book, ~The Govern-
eent of <cience, if you have not already dono'so. Acnin, I? 1: was
any lenkth of time past. Because if was published in 1900, it gives
a necessary and excellent histcric point against which to measuro

(]) current pronosals, one of which is the matter at hand, namely the
wisdem of further expanding " marine sciance re earch"at u tire
when that enterprise seens to involve exploring for oil under the
sea so that wells'can becomo runawnys. (I am here about equidistant
from Vineyard iound and the Gulf of Yexico.)

Starting June lith at Zion, Illinois I attended all of the session:
of the Nuclear Reculatory Cor-issions hearinas on on application
by Commonwealth Tdison Ocmpany to increase its storage of spont
nuclear fuel in an already existing pool on the reactor site. I
made a 11?'.ted supearance statement which could centain in five
minutes little more 6:an raference to Woods Fole, l. inter 1977 Oceanus,
Charles Fo11tster's seabed burial oroject, Harvey Ercoks, Attcrney
General Scott (Illinois), Idi Amin 3 former s'inister of sealth, and
additionn117 some irrecularities and tossible conflict-of-interest
reenrding the chief counsel for the electric utility.

Last week, as long as I seem to be stuck here vihile the goldenrod
bloom I attsnded two days of the National ?ransportation Safety
Boer , hearings in Rosemont into the crash of the DC-10 N110AA
near are on Voy 25th. I divided my tine between that hearing

3 and the hearings of the Department of Inargy on its Drcft Generic
(V Invironmental Impnct Statonent on the 'Jensgement of Comercial17

Generated Badicactive ? nstes. I was allowed 15 minutes at the latter
during which I pointed out-the inconsistency if act outright mutual
exclusivity nnd ridiculosity of asking Charles Hollister and ..h01

,
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0AKTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE |

and

THE GLENVIEW PUBLIC LIBRARY
,

present

- An: Energy Forum

,

"WHAT D0 WE 00 IF THE OIL WELL RUNS DRY?"

I

1 Guest Speakers and Participants
.

j Senator John Nimrod - Vice Chairperson,
1 Illinois Resource Committee

: George Travers ';st, to the Chairman of the Board,
2

-Commonwealth Ediscon Co.

n Lee Bauguss - Regional Sales Manager,
_U Mobil Oil Corp.

John Mikulski - Assoc. Prof. Natural Sciences.
Oakton Community College,-
Forum Moderator

i

Glenview Public Library
~ 1930 Glenview Road

,

Glenview

SUNDAY,

April 27. 1980
j 2:00 - 4:00 pm

I'Q _

:

4

i
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genarslly to undertako crucial tasks at the level of the deep seabed
burial of high level nuclear wastes while at the same time the USAF
bathes their nervous systems with impairing radiations all day every
day and on into the night. I hope that you will evail yourselves of
the statements I made at the aforementionod |IRC and DOE hearings
(June 11 and Aug. 6, respectively).
In summary the nporopriate functioning of WHOI with the physica161 ant

C/] it 91 ready has is obviously doomed by the c1cceby operation of RAVE-
VAWS, not merely because of the prinary effects of microwave irradia-
tien but by the fact that experimental animals generally get sacrificed.
at the end of the ernarimant for maxiral efficient cain in ' knowledge.'
IIeurosciencaxhas a long and bcd history of being' a Monster that feedshapn117 Sisiiidrdh on other researchers.

It is vary hard for us to watch dag lilies bloom here--we feel we
should he there. But I am now certain that if I can be of hele insaving the Cape and Cape Codders from destruction, I can best wodrk
from here for now. ,

It pains ne to record the statement I heard attributed to an Upper
Cape selectman last summer at a meeting in Barnstable of the Cape~

Cod 'lanning and Economic Development Board, namely that anyone who ques-
tions the Air Force is a troublemaker.
crash referred to above(we now have a new generation of jet crashesMy informal study of thgpC-10
in which an enaine sannrates); which includes a reading of the Julyoth issue of Aviation .eek and Scace Technoloey, impels me to. correctthe selectnan: every citizen has a duty to question not only the Air
Force but any and all entities that purport to exist directly or' n-directly with the consent of the coverned. ix

s) stor of Hea'th, Henry Tyemba, abodt accountability, in case ofAsk Idi Amin's formerf41ni-
oubt.

" lith all due respect, Professor Earvey Brooks, it wouldnh hurt for
you to rereed your book. The only optimisn I can squeeze out ofall
this derives fran Earvey Brooks'being a Cleveland boy. And thus thereis hope.

I am sorry about the length of this statement. I hope it arrives intime for the he9 ring and that it can be read in my absence. It islongish partly because some is overdue in being stated by me inmouth Town Hall. Fal-
My briefest statements take the form of minipoems,such as:

DC-10
Deceased-273
Title: Chicago

@ Themis A. Klotz
Respectfully submitted,

Cocies to: C/ /3 f4(mtu_.4 d . J .),
Lj) I don't know yet.(' ~

-.
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lidml R2 gist:r / Vol 44. No. 247 / Friday. December
^

21. 1979 / Proposed Rules 75651

NUCLEAR REGULATORY Who must have concurrence
COMMISSION Review and concurrence procedures

Differences in requirements for emergency
10 CFR Part 50 plannmg zones, ie. plume exposure zone

compared to ingestion pathway zone
i Emergency Planning; Notice of FederclEmergency Monogement AgencyWgrkshops /T W A1

A2 ENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Role in overall ernergency preparedness
" Commission. PublicAffoirs

Action: Notice of workshops for review Role cipublic affairs officials in an
of NRC emergency planning. emergency. coordination between

-

" responders" and the media and local officials and utility companies:
.

SUMMARY:The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission approved on December 5. @esuons cad Comments Emm Ceneml

however, all sessions will be open to

1979, publication for public comment * public attendance and observation on a
space available basis. Reports on theproposed rule amendments to 10 CFR Afternoon Session-1:oo p.m. proceedings of these meetiags will hePart 50 and Appendix E de:aling with tne Discussion Points:

dsvelopment of emergency plans at filed in the NRC Public Document Rocm.
nuclear power plants.The preposed rule Requirement that state and local 1717 H St., NW, Washingten. D.C.

emersency response plans be concurred in by Dated at Bethesda, Maryland. this 13th daywas published in the Federal Register on the NRC as a cond2 tion of operating license of December 1979.December 19.1979 (44 FR 75167). Issuance. (NRC concurrence in State and
The Commission has determined that local plana is not required at the construction For the Nuclear Regulatory Cornmission

four regional workshops with permit stage.) Additionally: g). g 3,i,,,,*

appropriate State and local officials and a. An operating plant may be required to Acting Director. Office ofStendards
utility r'Eresentatives should be held shutdown if a State or local emergency plan Dere/opment. U.S. NuclecrRegulatory
during.the pubh.c comment period to has not received NRC concurrence within 180 Commission.
d2scuss the feasibility of the various days of the effective date of the anal

int ooc som ma ss-ao-rs: s4s ==1
, amendments. or January 1.1981. whichever isportions of proposed amendments, their earlier. supeGcoot M

*

impact. and the procedures proposed for b. An operating plant may be required to
complying with their provisions. % shutdown if a State orlocaremergency plan

_

The NRC will use the information does not warrant continued NRC concurrence
I.'from these workshops.to evaluate the and is not corrected withm 4 montha of

!roposed rule changes. notification of NRC concurrence withdrawal.
(NATES: Workshops will be held: (Discussion willinclude considersbon of.

January 15-New Ycrk. New York: altematise proposed rules for permitting
centinued operation or issuance of operatingJanuary 17--San Francisco. Calif.: licenses for an intenm pened where there areJanuary 22-Des Plaines. Ill.: no concu. red in plans or concurrence hasJtnuary 24-Atlanta. Ga. been withdrawnl.

ADDRESSES:The workshops will be held Requirement that emergency planning be
from 8.30 a.m. to E00 p.m. at the expanded to cover ' Emergency Planning
following locations on the detes given g",'quirement that detailed emergency

'

below:
January 15-Roosevelt Hotel Maa, son planning implementing procedures be

submitted to NRC for review
& 45th Street New York. New York: The requirement that speci'ied " Emergency

January 17-Bellevue Hotel. 505 Geary Action Levels" be used by the applicant.
Street. San Franciscc. California: State and local authenties

January 20-Ramada O' Hare Inn. 6600 Dissemination to the public of basic
N. Mannheim Road. Des Plaines. Illinois: em"Sency planning informa* ion

January 24-Downtown Holiday Inn. Pmnn n8 I T Tmmpt alnting of the public '

175 Piedmont. NE, Atlanta, Georgia. and ins:ructi ns f r pubhc protection
Requirements for having Emergency

FC 1 FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:A operatons Center
Morrengiello. Office of Standards Fequirement for providing redundant -

-

Development. NRC (331) 443-596S. ccmmunications systems
Aginda for Emergency Preparedness Requirement for providmg specialized

,

Workshops traming to licensee and local emergency
support personnel

Mort:!rg Session 430 a.m. Requ:rement for maintaming up to-date

A|mdaten
plans.

(%irpose & Scope cf Meetmg Wcat measures can compensate for
var.cus deficiencies?

' Background. Reason fcr prep: sed Rule
Proposed Rule provides for Fe:ers!/ State / gf,,j,; 3,,,j,,

!.ocal planning for emergencies Indiddual statements / comments by
NRC Ernergency Planning requirements. partic: pants and public

concurrence required Cenclucmg statement by NRC,

'

Fresen!ation o!Prc;csediL:le Adice ~-5Do p.m.
Retionale for and desenpnen of propcsed Th se workshops are being held to

rule obtain the views of. and to. provide the
Critena to be met for cor.currence cppcrtunity for discussion among. State

---
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLF: That concludes then the limitedfs
C

2 appearances. We will now proceed to take the witnesses.
!

3 Mr. Stahl, are you prepared to go forward at

O' . 4 this time?

3 5 MR. STAHL: Yes, we are, Mr. Chairman.
2
.% 6 The first witness we will tender for cross-

4

j 7 examination this morning will be Mr. Terry Pekins whose
0

8 testimony relates to the Board Question No. 1, and we

E 9 now tender Mr. Pekins for cross-examination on that question.
a
d 10 Whereupon,

f 11 TERRY ARTHUR PICKINS
9

| 12 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn
5
~

13 by Chairman Wolf, was examined and testified as follows:.

('T E
3 ,/ 3 14 CHAIRMAN WOLF: You may be seated.

r
3 15 DIRECT EXAMINATION
2
# 16 BY MR. STEPTOE:
5
3 17 0 Mr. Pickins, would you state your full name ?

I

[. 'S for the record.

d 19 A My name is Terry Arthur 'Pickins.
-

E 20 0 Arc you familiar with the prefiled testimony
5

21 in this case entitled " Testimony of Terry A. 'Pickins?"

E '

~

' 12 . A Yes, I am.

gGP gg 23 Q Was that prepared by you?
b*$ 24 A Yes, it was./ss

/,

25 0 Is it accurate?

I

1

A*ct/8 0;. sgncMT*NG COMPANY. iNC.

I
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1 A Yes.

2 Q You accept responsibility for it?

3 A Yes, I do.

4 MR. STEPTOE: At this time, Mr. Chairman, we
,

.
5 move that.the testimony of Terry A. Pickins, prefiled in'

f6 this matter, be incorporated into the record as if read

3 7I and we would tender the witness for cross-examination with
C

8
g respect to Board Question 1. L'e will bring him back for;

- e
9'" cross-examination on the other aspects of his testimony.

a
d 10 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Mr. Goddard,'do you have any
i
g 11 I objection?
E

$ 12 MR. GODDARD: No objeqtion by the staff, sir. !
5
-

13 CHAIRMAN WOLF: All right..

O 5 14 Ms. Sekular, do you have any objections to the
i

'

E
15 motion that has been made?]

.=

y 16 MS. SEKULER: No, sir, we do not.
9

9 17 MR. WOLF: Without objection, the motion to
:.

,3 submit the testimony of Terry A. Pickins into the recordW

f 19 as if read is granted.
2
Y e

3 40 (The testimony of Terry A. Pickins follows:)
c

21*

5̂
22 \

J

. 23

h 24
d[~T

25

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORI THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
,

,

In The Matter of Commonwealth ) Docket Nos: 50-237
Edison Company ) 50-249
(Dresden Station, Units 2 and 3) )

TESTIMONY OF TERRY A. PICKENS

Board Question 1:
Spent Fuel Status
Contention 2:

Quality Assurance for the
Neutron Absorbing Spent
Fuel Storage Racks for
Dresden Station

Contention 3:

Preventing and ProtectinJ
Against Transportation

,Damage

Contention 6:

Impact of increased fuel
storage capacity on in-
creased consequences of
accidents considered in
the FSAR, SER and FES
associated with the operat-
ing license review of() Dresden Units 2 and 3

m
\
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A. Introduction

--a1 =1- av a me is Terrv ^ ricxe#-O.
engineer in Commonwealth Edison Company's Station Nuclear

Engineering Department ("SNED"). I graduated from Southern

1976 withIllinois University, Carbondale, Illinois in June,

a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering Technology. I have been

employed by Commonwealth Edison since June, 1976 and am

currently the project engineer responsible for the modifications

currently underway to increase the spent fuel storage

capacity at the Dresden Nuclear Power Plant Units 2 and 3.

As a result of my work experience I am personally familiar

with all pertinent aspects of the proposed Dresden spent

fuel racks. More particularly, my present responsibilities

in connection with design, engineering procurement, licensing,

and installation of the proposed absorber racks have caused

me to study the details of the Dresden spent fuel pool, the

spent fuel cooling system, and related sections of the Final

Safety Analysis Report ("FSAR"). Applicant's architect / engineer

with respect to this project, Nuclear Services Corporation -

Quadrex (" NSC" ) , is subject to my supervision and control,

although I am not qualified to address the more technical
details of the work they did in connection with this project.

2. As a result of this trair.ing, experience and

study I believe I am qualified to address Board Question No. I

and Contentions 2, 3 and 6.

-2-
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B. Board Ouestion No. 1

3. Board Question No. I asks:
What is the current status of the spentA. fuel anfilled storage capacity at Dresden
Station Units 2 and 3?

- When will full core discharge no longerB.
be possible?

C. When will normal refueling discharge no
longer be possible?

D. What alternatives, if any, exist to
shuttin; down the Unit (s) when the spent
fuel pool (s) is (are) filled to capacity?

E. Which, if any, of these alternatives
would require subsequent license amend-
ments?

4. The Dresden Nuclear Power Station includes

(O_) twc 800 MWe (Units 2 and 3) and one 200 MWe (Unit 1) nuclear

generating units. The reactor core for Dresden Unit I

consists of 464 fuel assemblies. The cores for Units 2 and

3 each consist of 724 fuel assemblies.
A spent fuel storage pool is provided for5.

each of the Dresden generating units. There are storage

spaces for 720 fuel assemblies in the Unit I fuel storage
1400 fuel assemblies in the Unit 2 fuel storage pool,Pool,

and 1420 fuel assemblies in the Unit 3 fuel storage pool.
The

The fuel assemblies for Units 2 and 3 are identical.
fuel assemblies for Unit 1 are an earlier design and smaller

k'_'%/
than the fuel assemblies used for Units 2 and 3.

Consequently,

fuel assemblies used for Units 2 and 3 cannot be stored in
the Unit I fuel storage pool. However, with special adap'. ors,

-3-
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fuel assemblies from Unit 1 can be stored in the Unit 2 and

Unit 3 pools.

6. The current status of the spent fuel unfilled

storage capacity at the Dresden generating units is as follows:
Remaininc

Unit Pool Stored Assemblies Storace Capacity

1 219 501

2 668 732

3 760 660

No fuel assemblies from Unit 1 are being stored in

the fuel storage pools of Units 2 and 3 at this time.

7. Full Core Discharge Capability ("FCDC") is

defined as sufficient unused storage capacity in the spent

fuel storage pool to receive the total number of fuel
Commonwealth Edison believesassemblies from a reactor core.

maintaining FCDC in each unit is desirable to ensure that any

repairs and maintenance of the reactor vescel requiring

discharge of the fuel can be carried out promptly and econo-

mically. FCDC is not a safety requirement since reactors

are designed to shut down and store indefinitely the fuel

in the reactor core in a safe manner. Considering each

unit's fuel storage pool in isolation, Dresden Unit 3 lost

FCDC in February, 1980. Unit 2 will lose FCDC in January,

The purpose of this application is to restore and() 1981.

maintain FCDC in the Dresden Units 2 and 3.'

8. Refueling Discharge Capability ("RDC") is ;

)
j

|
,

i' defined as sufficient storage capacity in the spent fuel 1

I
:

l

-4-
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storage' pool to accept the number of fuel assemblies which

need to be replacea to accomplish a normal refueling of a(}
reactor based on an 18 month operating cycle. Each reload

for Unit 2 or Unit 3 consists of approximately 204 fuel

assemblies. The actual number of fuel assemblies which are

replaced will vary according to the projected power needs

over the next operating cycle. RDC is essential to allow

unloading of spent fuel and loading of new fuel. Again,

viewing each generating unit's fuel storage pool in isolation,
Unit 2 will lose RDC in October, 1984, and Unit 3 will lose

RDC in February, 1985. This would require shutdown of the

Dresden Unit 2 reactor approximately in February, 1986 and

shutdown of the Dresden 3 reactor approximately in September,

1986, at the end of the subsequent refueling cycles. Should
.

this occur Dresden Units 2 and 3 could not restart until RDC
was reestablished or another location for storing or disposing

of the spent fuel in the core was found.
In my opinion, there are no viable alternatives9.

to shutting down the Dresden generating units when the spent

fuel storage pools are filled to capacity. I have reached

this conclusion for the following reasons:

a) Shifting of Spent Fuel: Fuel assemblies from

(' Unit 1 may be stored in any of the three Dresden spent fuel

storage pools. No spent fuel from Unit 1 is currently
Instored in the spent fuel storage pools of Units 2 and 3.

the fuel assemblies used in generating Units 2 andi
contrast,

-5-
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due to the design differences noted above, can only be3,

stored, and thus shif ted between, the spent fuel storage
O This shifting of fuel assembliespools for Units 2 and 3.

between storage pools is accomplished through the use of- a

spent fuel shipping cask. By utilizing the combined storage

capacity of the storage pools provided for Units 2 and 3 FCDC

and RDC for one generating unit can be maintained for a

longer period of time than if each pool is considered separately.
The shifting of fuel assemblies between the Unit 2

and Unit 3 storage pools is, however, in my opinion, un-

satisfactory. First, even using the combined storage capa-

bilities of storage pools for Units 2 and 3, FCDC will be
1985.O lost in January, 1983, with RDC di.= appearing in March,'s_j

This does not constitute a significant improvement in the

storage difficulties Commonwealth Edison is presently

encountering. Second, shifting of fuel assemblies between

the spent fuel storage pools is a very slow process (approxi-'

and the need formately 14 fuel assemblies every three days)

FCDC in one pool or the other due to unscheduled outages

cannot be anticipated. Consequently, reliance on the

transfer of fuel assemblies between storage pools of Units 2

and 3 will unduly extend unscheduled outages whenever FCDC

is needed.-}
b) Transshiprent To Other Nuclear Stations:v

Commonwealth Edison Company has filed an application with

the NRC seeking permission to transship spent fuel assemblies

-6-
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between Dresden and Quad Cities nuclear stations. This

application is currently the subject of a contested proceeding
before another licensing board, involving the Natural Resources

Defense Council, Citizens for a Better Environment and the

State of Illinois as intervenors. The Staff has not yet

Produced a Safety Evaluation Report and Commonwealth Edison

is unable to predict when the requested transshipment authority

will be forthcoming.

Authority to transship fuel between Dresden and

Quad Cities stations will not alleviate the shortage of

spent fuel storage at Dresden Units 2 and 3. Transshipments

will make best use of, rather than increase, existing storage
O
k- capacity. Quad Cities is presently expected to lose FCDC in

March, 1954 and RDC in September, 1985. Thus, transshipments

of fuel assemblies between Dresden and Quad Cities stations
will not significantly prolong the ability to operate of Dresden

Units 2 and 3.

c) Reprocessing: Under the Carter Administration's

policy, the reprocessi)g of spent fuel is not an option

available to Commonwealth Edison. Even if a change in policy

were to be announced in the near future, it is uncertain when

commercial reprocessing of spent fuel would begin. The

Commission would need to complete its Generic Environmental
{}

Statement on the use of Mixed Oxide Fuels (" GESMO" ) and issue

licenses for commercial reprocessing plants such as the one

built by Allied General Nuclear Services in Barnwell, South
i
|

! -7-
!
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Carolina. Moreover, the Barnwell facility could not accept

and reprocess all of the spent fuel stored at the nation's
,-
(_/ nuclear facilities at once.

d) Away From Reactor Storage ("AFR"): AFR, in my

opinion, does not constitute a present alternative to the
installation of high density, neutron absorbing racks requested

in this proceeding. There is only one commercially licensed

facility presently accepting spent fuel assemblies. This is

the General Electric Morris facility. Commonwealth Edison

Company has exhausted all of the storage space there which it has

contracted for. It is doubtful whether additional space can

be made available. G. E. Morris currently only accepts spent

() fuel from utilities with which it has entered into reprocessing

agreements. Commonwealth Edison is not a party to any of

these agreements. Moreover, while the federal government

may ultimately build or otherwise acquire AFR facilities,

legislation authorizing federal AFR's and appropriating funds
More-for this purpose has not yet been enacted by Congress.

any fe'deral ATR would require the preparation of anover,

environmental impact statement and licensing by the NRC.

Commonwealth Edison has researched the possibility

of constructing its own centrally located AFR facility to

serve its nuclear generating stations. Such a facility was
g3
V not favored because on-site storage of spent fuel assemblies

enjoyed a cost advantage of over 3 to 1. Furthermore, the

time needed for licensing and constructing such a facility

-8-
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was estimated to be in excess of six years.

e) Physical Expansion of Pools: From an engineering

{} perspective, 1 believe that it would be extremely difficult
and expensive to expand the spent fuel storage pools of

Dresden Units 2 and 3. This is due to the limited space

available and the fact that these storage pools are located

above ground level and adjacent to the reactor vessel.

any alteration of the physical characteristics ofMoreover,

the storage pools for Units 2 and 3 would involve the problem

of where to move the spent fuel assemblies presently stored

in these pools during construction,. Physical expansion of

an unreviewedspent fuel storage pools would probably present

O- safety question requiring licensing approval by the NRC.

f) Alternate Rack Desiens: In my opinion, Common-

wealth Edison acted reasonably when it selected the high

density, neutron absorbing racks to install in the Dresden spent

fuel storage pools. Alternative rack designs would not have

increased the storage capacity of Unit 2's and 3's spent

fuel pools as much as the racks the subject of this proceeding.

I cannot see any environmental, economic or safety reasons

to p"rsue other rack designs at this time.
While I am not a lawyer, it is my understanding,10.

af ter consulting with lawyers, that all of the alternatives
(}

enumerated above, with the exception of the shifting of |
l

spent fuel between the spent fuel storage pools of Dresden

-9-
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Units 2 and 3, would require the issuance of licenses by the

('T
NRC, either to Commonwealth Edison or to other persons.

w/
Commonwealth Edison was granted authority to shift spent fuel

among the various pools at Dresden Station by NRC license

amendments numbers 34 and 31 t Facility Operating License

Numbers DpR-19 and DPR-25, dated January 30, 1978.

C. Contentions 2 and_3

11. Contention 2 asserts:

The Application does not show that the quality
control and quality assurance prograts of Appli-
cant and its contractors are adequate to assure
that tube and rack construction and the boron-10
loading of the Boral in the tubes will meet
specifications.

Walter Shewski's testimony on contention 212.()
briefly outlines the Quality Assurance procedures that have

been designed and implemented to assure that the tube and

rack construction, including the Boron-10 loading of the

Boral in the tubes, will meet the specifications. My

testimony will summarize the responsibilities of the Engineering

Department with respect to Quality control and Quality

Assurance for the design and procurement of the Dresden

In addition, I will discuss the technicaltubes and racks.

problems which have arisen during fabrication of the racks

and demonstrate that Commonwealth Edison, Nuclear Services
b Leckenby and Brooks & Perkins have workedCorp. ("NSC" ) ,'~'

to resolve those problems in a responsible manner.

With respect to Quality Control, Commonwealth13.i

Edison's Station Nuclear Engineering Department is responsible
(

i
10

|
- .



_ _ _ _ _ _

for designating a project as safety or non-safety related.

Projects designated as safety related must comply with the
O J

kJ requirements of Commonwealth Edison's Quality Assurance l

In addition,
Program and SNED's Quality Control Procedures.

all vendors which work on projects designated safety related

must have Quality Assurance programs, and comply with such

approved by Commonwealth Edison and on file withPrograms,

Commonwealth Edison's Quality Assurance Department.

14. In the case of the fuel racks which are the

subject of this proceeding, a decision was made in 1977 to

expand the spent fuel storage pools of Dresden Units 2 and 3
NSC wasutilizing high density absorber spent fuel racks.

contracted to act as the architect-engineer. This project

(})
was initially designated non-safety related and NSC's

Late in 1977, /purchase order was written accordingly.
Commonwealth Edison upgraded the project to safety-related

At that point NSC was verbally notified that thestatus.

racks were safety related and instructed to upgrade their
NSCcompliance with their Quality Assurance Program.

internal work initiation sheets indicate that this was done
as early as October, 1977.

15. This change in status was not formally
1980.incorporated into the purchase order until October,

O The NSC purchase order now has the proper safety related
I was in error fordesignation and approved program listed.

not formally amending the NSC purchase order in a timely

-11-
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This documentation error was harmless, however,fashion.

since it did not compromise the quality of the tubes' and
-

racks' fabrication. The Commonwealth Edison Quality Assurance

Department audited the NSC files and determined that all

work has been done in accordance with their Quality Assurance
both the Brooks & Perkins and LeckenbyProgram. Moreover,

contracts were from the very beginning properly identified

as safety related and had the approved Quality Assurance

Programs listed. All work done by Brooks & Perkins and

Leckenby has been in accordance with their own Quality

Assurance Programs.

Operation of Commonwealth Edison's Quality16.

() Control and Quality Assurance procedures is illustrated by

the technical. problems which have been identified during

f abrication by Commonwealth Edison's, NSC's, Leckenby's and

Brooks & Perkins' Quality Control and Quality Assurance

All problems have been documented properly viaprograms.

Deviation Disposition Requests (DDR's) and their resolutions

have been reviewed and approved by NSC and Commonwealth

Edison. In my opinion, these problems have been resolved

satisfactorily:

Particularly close attention has been paid to(a)

the problem areas which arose in the Zion spent fuel rackrg
(_) For example, during construction of the Zion racksproject.

" oil canning" on the inner face of tubes occurred when the

tubes were welded together. By " oil canning" I mean that.

:
t

-12-
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shrinkage due to the cooling of welds sometimes caused a slight

bulging of the inner walls of some of the tubes so that the{}
tubes had to be resized to meet the mandrel test which
ensures that the tubes will be large enough to accommodate a

fuel assembly. When this point was reached in fabricating

the Dresden racks it was discovered that due to the smaller

cross section of the tube the tube walls were stiffer and no
" oil canning" occurred.

(b) A problem which occurred with a number of

tubes for both the Zion and Dresden spent fuel racks was the

loss of proper identification of boral stock during the

rolling and stamping of boral sheets. Loss of identification

sometimes was due to the deformation of identification

markings occasioned by this process. Also, due to human

documentation establishing the acceptability oferror,

neutron attenuation properties for some plates has been lost

after the boral plates have been inserted into a tube and
In the first case, identification was re-establishedhydrosized.

by subjecting the boral' plate to a neutron attenuation test

at the University of Michigan's reactor. In the second

due to the physical impossibility of performing thecase,

test on completed tubes at the University of Michigan's
Perkins contracted National Nuclear Corporationreactor, Brooks &()

to perform a neutron attenuation test similar to the neutron
attenuation test to be performed at Dresden after the racks

are installed in the spent fuel storage pools. This test

-13- ,
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consists of inserting a neutron source and shielded monitor

in a tube which is lying flat on a plastic block. Ther-
C]e plastic serves to reflect neutrons back towards the shielded

monitor thereby allowing them to be detected. The neutron

count is recorded gnd compared to standard samples of stainless

steel and boral. Procedures for both types of tests were

reviewed by NSC and Commonwealth Edison. The acceptance

criteria for the test done by National Nuclear Corporation

at Brooks & Perkins was derived by comparison of results

with those obtained through neutron attenuation testing at

the University of Michigan's reactor. The National Nuclear

test provides a 6% reproducibility with 3 sigma (9 9. 7% ) confidence.

'c) (i) Other significant problems which occurred
-

during manuf acturing include the bowing of the first rack to

be fabricated and the accumulation of pitch spacing to)erances.

The first Dresden rack to be manufactured bowed due to tube

welds. The racks are constructed by connecting tubes via

full length corner to corner welds. As these welds cooled

they would shrink slightly and cause the array of tubes to bend.

Each additional row of tubes aggravated the bowing. After

the fourth row of tubes were welded on to the rack Leckenby

notified NSC that the rack was askew by approximately 1/16".

Work was stopped and af t.er meetings between the parties{}
involved it was decided to try flipping the racks af ter the

welding of each row of tubes was completed. This allows the |

bow of each subsequent row to counteract the bow from the

i

|-14-
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NSC calculated the amount of bow each rowprevious row.

added using this welding technique and showed that the{}
bowing was within allowable tolerances after the completion

After the welding of five rows the stiffnessof five rows.

and mass of the rack prevents the remaining welding from

further bowing the rack.

(c) (ii) With respect to pitch spacing, Leckenby

reported to NSC on completion of the first Dresden spent

fuel rack that although the minimum average center to center

spacing was within allowable tolerances, there was an

unanticipated systematic effect which caused the overall

dimensions of the rack to be slightly smaller than that

O- called for by the specifications. This occurred because as

the corner to corner welds cool, they shrink slightly and
+

tend to pull the rack together in a slightly more dense

configuration than called for by the specifications.
6.3"+ 0.060"Specifications had called for pitch spacing at

non- accumulative. Because of the weld shrinkage effect,

the rack was 25 mils shorter in one lateral dimension than
called for in the original design. In response NSC per-

formed a criticality analysis in which the center to center

spacings were all assumed to decrease to 6.24" (6.3"- 0.060")

() and demonstrated that even such a rack, which would shrink a

maximum of .78" on a row containing 13 storage spaces would

satisfy all criticality requirements (K,f f less than 0.95)

and that such a rack could still be used. In addition,

-15-



tooling changes were initiated by Leckenby to better control

the pitch spacing. The reanalysis of criticality required a

change in NSC's Licensing Report, which is reflected in

Revision 3 of that report sent to the Licensing Board on

October 28, 1980.

National Nuclear Corporation17. As a final test,

will perform a neutron attenuation test of a sampling of
tubes in the Dresden racks af ter they are immersed in the

while not as accurate as the Nationalpools. This test,

Nuclear test conducted on some tubes at Brooks & Perkins,

will serve as a gross check to ensure that Boral plates are|

present in the tubes. Enough tubes will be checked to

ensure that Boral plates are present in an the tubes to a

95% confidence factor. If any boral plate is missing, the

tube will be blocked and 100% of all the tubes in the pool

will be checked. This test was conducted at Zion and to

date no Boral plates have been found to be missing.

In conclusion, based on my knowledge and18.

personal experience, particularly as illustrated by the
above noted examples, I am confident that the quality control

and quality assurance programs being used adequately ensure

that the tubes and racks will meet the required specifications.

19. Contention 3 asserts: 1

|The Application does not demonstrate that rack
and tube packaglng, transportation, and receipt
inspections are adequate to prevent and detect )transportation damage.

.

The testimony of Walter Shewski on contention20.
|

3 outlines the methods taken by Brooks & Terkins and Leckenbyi

I
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to prevent transportation damage and by Leckenby and Commonwealth

Edison to assure that any tubes or racks which have been

damaged as a result of improper packaging and/or transportation

will be detected. My testimony will relate my personal

involvement in the transportation incident which caused

damage to some of the boxes containing tubes in the first

two shipments which Brooks & Perkins sent to Leckenby in

early August, 1979.
When the above noted shipments arrived at21.

Leckenby it was discovered that boxes containing tubes had .

Brooks &tipped over onto other boxes during transit.
Perkins utilized a transportation procedure at that time

which required the tubes to be packaged in heavy duty

Each box contained four tubes and thecorrugated boxing.

tubes were separated from each other by cardboard separators.

Each box was individually banded and then banded with other

boxes onto a wooden skid. Each skid held six boxes, two

These package units were then loadedacross and three high.

Two package units were located alonginto a closed trailer.>

each wall of the trailer. Bracing was then placed between

the adjacent wood skids to prevent sliding.
At some unknown point in transit, as the f

22. I

truck was negotiating a turn, centrifugal force caused

the boxes on one side of the trailer to move towards the

center. These boxes tipped over. This occurred because,

while the skids were not allowed to slide, the banding ofI

-17-



the boxes was not suf ficiently tight to prevent slippage of
It should be noted that Brooks & Perkins' packagingthe boxes.

was in compliance with their approved procedure.

The procedure was subsequently modified in23.'

September, 1979. The skids were then placed in a two skid

long-two skid wide configuration down the center line of the

truck and banded together into place. This provides a

broader base and a larger mass to prevent sliding of the

skids. The additional banding prevented shifting of the

boxes during the time it was in effect. In January, 1980

the procedure described in the testimony of Walter Shewski

was adopted. This procedure was requested by Brooks &

Perkins because it was similar to packaging being used on(G,)

another project and it allows use of a flat bed trailer

which provides easier handling of the boxer.
When Leckenby informed me of the transportation24.

incident described above I notified Brooks & Perkins of the

problem and accompanied their representative to Leckenby in

order to review the situation. We inspected the boxes for

damage and wherever damage was suspected identified the

tubes and had them shipped back to Brooks & Perkins for

inspection and acceptance. Eighty tubes were so identified
Of theand sent back to Brooks & Perkins for re-inspection.

7-}
eighty tubes only three required minor rework and these%/

subsequently passed inspection. The eighty tubes' inspection

| and acceptance are documented in Brooks & Perkins' Deviation

-18-
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Disposition Requests 6 and 7, respectively dated September

21, 1979 and September 24, 1979. Tubes which were not

shipped back to Brooks .& Perkins were put through the normal

receiving inspection at Leckenby. None of these tubes

failed to pass inspection.

25. Based on my involvement in this transportation

incident I believe that any damage to the tubes was detected

and corrected, and that the procedures, inspections and

tests as described in the testimony of Walter Shewski will

disclose any future damage and prevent the installation of

spent fuel storage racks which do not conform to tt.e design

requirements and specifications.

() C. Contention 6

26. Contention 6 asserts:

The Application inadequately addresses the
increased consequences of accidents considered in
the FSAR, SER and FES associated with the operating
license review of Dresden Units 2 and 3 due to
the increased number of spent fuel assemblies and
additional amounts of defective fuel to be stored
in the spent fuel pool as a result of the
modification.

27. Analyses of postulated accidents involving

the spent fuel pools for Dresden Units 2 and 3 are contained

in several documents. The Final Safety Analysis Report

(" FSAR" ) was prepared in November, 1967 and submitted as part

fs of Commonwealth Edison's application for AEC operating. (,)'

licenses for Dresden. Two Safety Evaluation Reports ("SER")
|

for the two Dresden Units and a single Final Environmental

Statement (" FES" ) for both units were prepared by the Atomic

-19-
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Energy Staff in 1969, 1970 and 1973 respectively to document

() their review of Commonwealth Edison's application.

28. The FES considered two categories of accidents

which are possibly relevant to this proceeding: refueling

and spent fuel handling accidents (Attachment 1) . The

refueling accidents are labelled " fuel bundle drop" and

" heavy object drop," both involving dropping things onto
Under the category of spent fuel handlingthe reactor core.

accidents, the FES evaluated the results of drcpping (1) a

fuel assembly in a spent fuel storage rack; (2) a heavy
theobject on to a loaded spent fuel storage rack; and ,'3)

dropping of a cask.

29. The accidents considered in the FES vere not

mechanistic; that is, no ef fort was made to determine what

would really happen if, for example, a spent fuel assembly

were dropped in the fuel rack. Instead, the consequences of

such accidents were analyzed in accordance with certain

defined assumptions contained in 10 CFR part 50 Appendix

D (Attachment 2).-1/For example, the drop of a spent fuel

assembly in the fuel rack is assumed to result in a release

of all the gap activity in one row of pins, one week af ter

shutdown.

- 1

1/ 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix D was revoked effective July
18, 1974 and replaced by 10 CFR Part 51.

I have been informed by the NRC Staff that in calculating
the consequences of the spent fuel handling accidents
(Attachment 1, Table 7.2, Events 7.1 through 7.3) for Dresden, |

the Staff assumed gap activity to be 2% of the total activity
in a fuel pin, rather than the 1% given in 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix D.
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Because the consequences of the accidents30.

considered in the FES follow directly from the assumptions

O dictated by 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix D, it is difficult, and

perhaps not even meaningful, to talk about increased consequences
Thoseof such accidents due to the proposed reracking.

consequences are defined, and therefore independent of the

configuration of the storage racks in the Dresden pools or

the mechanisr by which any accident occurs.

Nevertheless, one can examine the assumptions31.

used in the FES to determine whether they would be affected

by the proposed reracking. ,

32. The " fuel bundle drop" onto the core (Attach-

ment 1, Table 7.2, Event 6.1) will be addressed below in()
my discussion of FSAR and SER accidents.

33. The " Heavy object drop onto fuel in core"

(Autachment 1, Table 7.2, Event 6.2) assumes, among other

things, the release of all the gap activity in one average
fuel assembly after 100 hours decay time (Attachment 2,

Section 6.2). The "her.vy object" referred to, according to

the NRC Staff, is a reactor vessel head stud. This type of

accident is totally unrelated to the installation and use of

the new spent fuel storage racks. Refueling procedures are

not going to be changed, nor are any new " heavy objects"
Therefore the proposedgoing to be carried over the core.

freracking will not alter the probability or consequences of ;

this accident.

-21-
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34. The " fuel assembly drop in fuel rack" (Attach-

ment 1, Table 7. 2, Event 7.1) postulates that the gap
{"} activity in one row of fuel pins in one assembly is released

after one week's decay time (Attachment 2, Section 7.1).

Increasing the spent fuel stor-ge capacity in the Dresden
pools will not change the fuel being used-2/and therefore

does not call into question the FES assumptions concerning

damage to a dropped assembly. Commonwealth Edison's

architect / engineer, Quadrex, has analyzed the effect of a

dropped assembly hitting one of the new racks and has shown

that the deformed rack will still maintain the criticality

coefficient Keff below 0.95. Licensing Report, Section
Ok/ 3.4.3.5; R.F. Janacek, letter to Director of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation dated May 30, 1979 including Commonwealth Edison's

response to NRC' Technical Review Question 7, Round 2 (Attachment

3).

35. The likelihood of a fuel assembly drop in the

spent fuel pool is increased somewhat since the proposed

rack replacement involves about 3700 additional fuel movements

for both storage pools not contemplated when Dresden Units 2

and 3 were licensed. This represents an increase of about

5-61 over the 66,000 fuel moves anticipated over the lifetime

of both units. Two points need to be made, however. The
(}

fuel to be shif ted during che proposed rack replacement

operation will have been stored for a period longer than the

i

2/ See paragraph 44, below.
|

1
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therefore the consequences of aone week assumed in the FES;

fuel drop accident during the installation of new racks would
Second, not granting the license ar.andmentsbe reduced.

raquested in this proceeding might also result in an increased

number of fuel moves over the lifetime of the station since
Commonwealth Edison would probably have to shift fuel among

the Dresden pools to prolona station operation pending the

availability of an AFR.

The " Heavy object drop onto fuel rack"36.

(Attachnent 1, Table 7.2, Event 7.2) postulates the release

of all the gap activity in one average fuel assembly thirty

days after shutdown (Attachment 2, Section 7. 2) .
The " heavy

is not defined, and we have been unable to determineobject"
Thekind of object the NRC originally had in mind.what

heaviest object carried over stored spent fuel in the Dresden
Since thefuel pools is another spent fuel assembly.spent

oroposed reracking does not involve changing the fuel in

fuel handling procedures used at Dresden and does not involve

carrying any objects heavier than a spent fuel assembly over
the likelihood and consequences of a " heavystored fuel,

The likelihoodobject drop onto fuel rack" are not increased.
and consequences of dropping a rack during rack replacement

operation are described in paragraph 41 below.
{]';

The FES considered a spent fuel cask drop37.
This accident involved(Attachment 1, Table 7. 2, Event 7.3) .

fully loaded spent fuel Cask being dropped while beingi

d
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All the gap activity in the|

lowered onto a waiting flat car.

This event was
fuel in the cask was assumed to be released.('),

chosen to represent its category because it had the potential\_/

for dropping the fuel cask from its maximum height of 99
The FES did not consider dropping the cask inside thefeet.

The FES references statements made in Supplementfuel pool.

1 to the Dresden Unit 3 Environmental Report to theNo.

effect that dropping a spent fuel cask in the spent fuel

pools would not cause significant structural damage to the
that the spent fuel cask integrity would still bepools,

leiease from the spent fuel cask wouldassured, and that r':

Further, both Commonwealth Edison and the Staffoccur.

t') assumed that the cask would not strike fuel .in the pool(>
since administrative controls were in force at that time to
Pre.'ent the cask from moving over the racks containing spent

The cask drop accident onto a flat car as analyzed infuel.

TES Section 7 is obviously not affected by the proposed

reracking.

Af ter the issuance of operating licenses,35.

further analyses of the cask drop accident were carried out.

1973 Dresden Station Special Report No. 28 wasIn May,

prepared by Sargent & Lundy for Commonwealth Edison and

submitted to the NRC as part of a request to allow use of a(} Specialcask to ship spent fuel to the G. E. Morris facility.

Report No. 28 analyzed in great detail the dropping of General
|

Electric IF-300 70 ton spent fuel cask in the spent fuel

~24-
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pool, among other things. Again, the' accident did not

consider the striking of fuel in the pool by the cask as the{} Thecask is never suspended over fuel stored in the pool.

report concluded that the fuel pools would withstand the d_op

of a 70 ton cask with no significant cracking.

39. By letter dated April 23, 1973, the NRC Staff

requested Commonwealth Edison to install an acceptable cask

drop protection system which would provide additional
'

assurance of pool structural integrity in the event of a cask

drop. By letter dated November 8, 1974 Commonwealth Edison

submitted Dresden Special Report No. 41, describing modifications

to the crane handling system at Dresden to creclude dropping

O a spent fuel shipping cask by preventing poctulated single

component failures. As part of these modifications Commonwealth

Edison installed an electrical interlock system to prevent crane

or cask travel over spent fuel or outside a specific controlled

path. After nearly two years of further review, the NRC

Staf f issued a Safety Evaluation Report dated June 3, 1976

along with Arendment Nos. 22 and 19 to License Nos. DPR-19

and DPR-25 in June, 1976. The Safety Evaluation concludes

that the overhead crane handling system and the associated

spent fuel cask handling technical specifications meet NRC

(])
requirements and are acceptable for handling spent fuel casks

weighing up to 100 tons.

Commonwealth Edison currently owns a Transnuclear40.

TN-9 cask used for spent fuel shipping. Its weight in the

-25-
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It alsofully loaded condition is approximately 40 tons.

has access to the General Electric IF-300 70 ton cask. It is()
anticipated that the TN-9 or IF-300 casks would be used if

fuel moves outside of the pool take place in the future. However,

no cask movements are involved in the proposed installation

of new spent fuel racke ..nd continued operation of the station

with the new racks will not require any change in cask

handling procedures.

41. Commonwealth Edison intends to use the same

crane which is used to move a spent fuel shipping cask to

install the new spent fuel racks. Administrative controls

are being implemented to prevent movement of any racks over

O other racks containing spent fuel assemblies. If a rack

were dropped in the pool, but not on spent fuel, the consequences

would be bounded by the analysis given in Special Report No.

28 because the racks are lighter and would have less impact

than that of a dropped cask. While the pool liner might be

the concrete and steel structure of the pool would nottorn,

suffer significant damage. Any water leaking through the

liner would be collected by drainage troughs leading to the

reactor building floor drain system. There are four drain

outlets for each fuel pool, each of which is valved closed.

Therefore, there would be no escape of pool water to the(),

environment.

42. The FSAR and SER considered four design basis

These were a control rod drop, a main steam lineaccidents.

break outside the drywell, the loss of reactor coolant

-26-
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accident and a refueling accident. Only the last accident's

likelihood or consequences may potentially be relevant to
(]}

this proceeding.

43. The refueling accident considered in the FSAE

and SER was the dropping of a fuel assembly onto the reactor

core fror the maximum height allowed by the refueling

equipment (less than 30 feet). This analysis appears in

FSAR section 14.2.2.4 (Attachment 4); in the Dresden 2 SIR

section 4.2 (Attachment 5); and in the Dresden 3 SER Section 4

(Attachment 6). In addition, the FES considers a " fuel
(Attachment 1, Table 7. 2,t

bundle drop" onto the reactor core

Event 6.1; Attach =ent 2, Section 6.1) . Although there is a
O

~# remarkable disparity in the consequences given in these

different documents for what at least nominally is the same

owing to the different assumptions used, even theaccident,

highest estimate given is well within regulatory limits.
Increasing the storage capacity of the spent fuel pools for

Dresden Units 2 and 3 will not alter the results of these
because it neither changes the fuel being used,analyses,

the frequency of fuel movements over the reactor core, nor

the number of fuel assemblies in the core which might be

subject to impact.

44. On March 25, 1974 and December 26, 1974,().

Dresden Units 3 and 2, respectively, were granted permid-ion

by the NRC to use 8x8 fuel. As part of the reload fuel

application submitted by Commonwealth Edison and reviewed by |
!
;
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the NRC at that time, the refueling fuel drop accident

' considered in the PSAR was reanalyzed using 8x8 fuel rather

than 7x7 fuel. The conclusion reached was that the consequences

of this accident would be slightly less using 8x8 fuel,

because even though more rods would be broken, the average

activity per rod in the Bx8 assembly is less than in the 7x7

assembly originally considered.

45. The design of structures important to safety

at Dresden Nuclear Power Station takes into account seismic

loadings. FSAR section 12 identifies the spent fuel storage

pools and their cooline systems as Class I seismic structures

and components. Accordingly, they have been designed to
{a~}

5.'ithstand the Operating Basis Earthquake ("0BE") and Safe

Shutdown Earthquake ("SSE") defined for Dresden Units 2 and

2. The structural capacity of the spent fuel storage pools

for Dresd en 2 and 3 was reviewed and the seismic loadings

were taker into account when the new racks were designed.

The consequences of the OBE and SSE earthquakes are therefore

not increased by the proposed modification. Obviously the

likelihood or expected magnitude of an earthquake is not

increased by the proposed action.

46. The design of structures important to safety

.O) at Dresden also includes consideration of tornado-driven\-

missiles. FSAR section 12 identifies the reactor building,

which houses the spent fuel storage pools for Dresden Units ,

.,

i.

-28-
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as one of several structures designed to withstand2 and 3,

Since installationthe impact of tornado-driven missiles.
O of the high density absorber spent fuel racks will not

therequire structural modification of the reactor building,
;

propcsed modification will not increase the likelihood ori

consequences of a tornado.
For the reasons stated above, I believe that47.

the proposed installation of new spent fuel storage racks and

continued operation of Dresden Units 2 and 3 with increased

spent fuel storage capacity will not increase the consequences
of accidents considered in the FSAR, SER and FES associatedI

with the operating license review of Dresden Units 2 and 3.

O)\-,

1

I
I
i

i
I

|

1
4

;
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& 7. E1VIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTS
,

PLANT ACCIDE';TS IN'.UllNG RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIALS7.1

a high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulated
-

accidents in the Dresden Station - Units 2 and 3 is provided through
design, manuf acture, and operation, and the quality assurance

f correct used to establish the necessary high integrity of the reactorprorra: 2system, as considered in the Co=:.ission's Saiety Evaluation for Unit
4, da cd October 17, 1969, and Safety Evaluation for Unit 3 dated

?;ovenber IS, 1970. Deviations that may occur are handled by protective
systems to place and hold the plant 3 a safe condition. No twi tiis ta ndin g
thic, the conse:vative postulate is cade that serious accidents eight

even though they may be extremely unlikely; and engineered.

i ec cur ,
-afety features are installed te citigate those postulated events which
are judged credible.

.

O

Tbc probability of occurrence of accidents and the spectru of their

E*
censequences to be considered from an environnental ef f ects standpoint
have been analyzed using best estimates of probabilities and realistic
fiesten product release and transport as s ump tions . For site evaluation
in the Cer-ission's safety review, extremely conservative assu=ptions
sill be used for the purpose of comparing calculated doses resulting
f re a hypcthetical release of fission products from the fuel against
the 10 CFR Tart 100 siting guidelines. Realistically co=puted doses
that vould be received by the pcpulation and environment fro the
accidents which are postulated would be significantly less than those
presented in the Saf ety Evaluation.

The Con-ission issued guidance to applicants on September 1,1971, te-
euiring the consideration of a spectrue of accidents with assu=ptions as
scalistic as the state of knowledge per=its. The Applicant's response
was contained in the " Supplement I to Dresden 3 Nuclear Power Station
Environmental Report," dated Nove=ber 8,1971.

{j

The Applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard accident
-

assunptions and guidance issued as a proposed a:nendment to Appendix D of
l 10 CFR Part 50 by the Commission on December 1,1971. Nine classes ofi aestulated accidents and occurrences ranging in severity from trivial to

very serious were identified by the Coccission. In general, accidents in
.

the high potential consequence end of the spectru:n have a lov occurrence
rate. The exa=ples selected by the Applicant for these cases are shcn
an Table 7.1. The examples selected are reasonably homgeneous in terns

I of probability within each class.
(J.

Comission estinates of the dose dich might be received by an assuned
,

individual standing at the site boundary in the downvind direction, using

*
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TABLE 7.1 Classificatier. of Postulated Accidents and Occurrences

Class AEC Description Applicant 's Exa=ples

1 Trivial incidents Not considered
.

2 S=all releases outside Reactor coolant leaks outside
containment containment

3 Radioactive waste syste= Abnor=al release fro = of f gas system
failure and release fro = holdup syste: via

purge valve operation

4 Fission products of pri- Fuel failure during nor=al

tary syste= (B'a*R) operation
.

5 Fissien products to pri- N. A.
g cary and secondary systems

(PE)

1 6 Refueling accident Design basis refueling accident
i

h4 involving a fuel assembly dropping
onto the reactor core

}
r

3' 7 Spent fuel handling Move =ent of spent fuel cask outside
g

accident containment and onsiteip
F4

r E Accident initiation events Loss of coolant accident, stLas
considered in design- line break accident, and control

basis evaluation in the rod drop accident
Safety Analysis Report

1
i 9 Hypothetical sequence of ' Not considered'

failures more severe than
; Class 8
, ,

i

1

,

i
1

l

!

.
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i.

Su==ary of Radiological Consequencesif Postulated Accidents!
'i

i:
AstE 7.2

Estimated
Dose to 'y

Estimated t-

Traction of Population ,

'

10 CFR Part 20 in 50 mile I;:
J ,

limit at site radius
i.

'

2 man-rembaundarv t,
Event

||' Class 3
- 3 i

n Trivial incidents1.0 3
3

Small releases outside '
2.0

containment

Radwaste System failures).O
0.087 17 |

3.1 Equipment leakage or c.al-
function

690.35
3.2 Release of waste gas

stcrage tank contents
<0.1<0.001Release of liquid vaste3.3

sterage contents,

1.0 Fissien products to primary
system (Eki)

g 3
3

1 Fuel cladding def ect s4.1
| 0.004 1.8

4.2 Of f-design transients that
induce fuel failures above
these expected

E. A.N. A.
* 5.0 Fission products to pr; mary

g and secondary systees (PLT)
[

The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents areI
based on airborne transport of radioactive materials resulting in bothdoses

Our evaluation of the accidentand an inhalation dose.
the Applicant's environmental monitoring program and

a direct ,

..

>ropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated subsequent
assumes that P

the
I detected by in-plant monitoring) would detect |

.

to an incident in a timely manner such
presence of radioactivity in the environment

reredial action could be taken if necessary to limit exposure from, that
| other potential pathways to man.
I

~ Represents the calculated fraction of a whole body dose of 500 mre=, | |

,,

| or the equivalent dose to an organ. l

of 10 CFR Part 20y
*

,'These releases are expected to be a small fractio.7 ;.
4

limits for either gaseous or liquid effluents. *:
e

Y .|

I F

i.

I

:A3
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TABLE 7.2 (cont 'd)

Estimated.,

Esti=ated Dose to
Fraction of Population
10 CFR Part 20 in 50 mile-

limit at radius
,

boundary', siteClass Event; can-re=

| 6.0 Refueling accidents

} 6.1 Fuel bundle drop 0.002 0.4
:
j 6.2 Heavy object drop onto fuel 0.015 3.0*

in core

g- 7.0 Spent fuel handling -

c, accident
&

7.1 Fuel asse:bly drop in 0.003 0.66
| fuel rack

(,I 7.2 Heavy object drop onto 0.006 1.2y fuel rack
*

| 7.3 Fuel casi drop 0.13 26
1

1; 8.0 Accident initiation events |

g considered in design basis
,; evaluarion in the SAR
|

. E.1 Loss-of-Coolant a:sioents
,

F
*

Small break <0.001 <0.1
.

Large break O.26 41

I 8.8.1(a) Break in instrument line fro: <0.001 <0.1
primary syste= that penetrates
the containment

?

[ 8. 2 (a ) Rod ejection accident (Pil) N. A. N. A.

8. 2 (b) Rod drop accident (Brn) 0.004 2.1

8. 3 (a) Steamline breaks (P'n?'s N. A. N. A.
, outside containment)
:

8.3(b) Steamline break (Brn)
I
p. Small break O.003 0.6

Large break 0.015 3.1

_ ____
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50,*. a re ;

a<su ptiens in the proposed Annex to Appendix D of 10 CFREstimates of the integrated exposure that icight
>

tsc
; rc<ented in Table 7.2. l

w delivered to the popu1= tion within 50 miles of the site are a so pre-The man-rec estimate was based on the projected,ented in Table 7.2.
-nuistion within 50 miles of the site for the year 1980.

k rigerously establish a realistic annual risk, the calculated doses inf The
!abic 7.2 would have to be craltiplied by estimated probabilities.ticipated
cwnts in Classes 1 and 2 represent occurrences which are anand their consequences, which are very s=all,

9

.:uring plant operations: h l t
are considered within the franework of routine eff]uents from t e p an .

,

I for a linited amount of fuel failures the events in Classes 3but events of this !tr ee t anticipated during plant opera _ tion: Accidentsthreu:S 5 are not
tvre could occur sometine during the 40 year plant lifetine. lower
tn Classes 6 and 7 and small accidents in Class 8 are of sicilar orib le .
-rebsbility than accidents in Classes 3 through 5 but are still poss
!v prebability of occurrence of large Class 8 accidents is very small.

.

consequences indicated in Table 7.2 are weighted byI Se r e f e re , whe n the The postulated occur-rr.'5shilities, the environnental risk is very lov.
rences in C1,ss 9 involve sequences of successive failures mere severedesign bases of protection
than :hese . . ;uired te be considered in the* heir consequences could be

J -p:c .s and engineered saf ety features.H0vever, the probability of their occurrence is judged so scall
.

Defense in depth5evere.
th:t their enviren ental risk is extrently lev.
(nultiple physical barriers), quality assurance for design, manufactureI g

and eperatien, centinued surveillance and testing, and conservative;

dc<ign are all applied te provide and maintain a high degree of assurancej

potential accidents in this class are, and will remain, suf ficintlyths: the environmental risk is extrenely loe.sns11 in probability that

is currently performing a study to essess more quantitativelyThe AE The initial results of these ef forts are expected to beI ,

these risks. This study is called the Reactor Saf etysvsilable in early 1974 b bilities
(:udy and is an ef fort to develop realistic data on the pro a
and sequences of accidents in water cooled pcver reactors, in order teIf iW.e the quantification of available knowledge related to nuclear

The Coc=fssion has organized a specialf e'" .or accidents probabilities.
50 specialists uuder the direction of Professor Norcancroup of about The scope of the study has been:.asnussen of MIT to conduct the study.,

j diteussed with EPA and described in correspondence with IPA which has
Seen placed in the AEC public Docunent Roon (letter, Nub to Dominick,i

Ii dated June 5, 1973).

8

'Yhe meteorological conditions indicated in this annex approximate the501 of the ti=e.dispersien conditions which would prevail at least
,

1-

0 -
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I
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I
As with all new inforcation developed which might have an effect on
the health and sa'ety of the public, the results of these. studies vill |

be made public and would be assessed on a timely basis within the l

regulatery process on generic or specific bases as may be warranted.
-

Table 7.2 indicates that the realistically estinated radiologica) con-
sequences of the postulated accidents would result in exposures of an
assu=ed individual at the site boundary to concentrations of radioactive

. materials that are within the Maxf mum Permissible Concentrations (MFC) of ;
Table II of 10 CFR Part 20. The table also shows that the estimated inte-
grated exposure of the population within 50 miles of the plant fro: each
pos tulated accident would be orders of magnitude scaller than that trom
naturally occurring radioactivity. The exposure from naturally occurring
radioactivity corresponds to approximately 1,100,000 nan-re per year
within a 50 mile radius based on a natural background of 135 =re:/ year
Vnen conside*ed with the probability of occurrence, the annual potential
radiation exposure of the population froc all the postulated accidents
is an even smaller fraction of the exposure fro natutal background
radiation and, in fact, is well within naturally occurring variations
in the natural background. It is concluded fro the results of the
realistic analysis that the environmental risks due to postula ted
radiological accidents are exceedingly small, and need not to be con-

7 sidered further.

7.2 TMNSPORTATION ACCIDENTS INV01.VING RADICACTIVE MATERIAL.S

Eased on recent accident statistics,' a shipment of fuel or vas te =ay be
expected to be involved in an accident about once in a total of 750,000
ship.ent-:iles. Eased on regulatory standards and requirements for
package design and quality assurance, results of tests, and past experi-
ence Type E packages are likely to withstand all but very severe, highly
unusual neidents. The pr d.ility of a Type B package being breached
is lov, so lov that detailed consideration is no' required in this
analysis. Although the consequences of a release could be serious,
the probability of occurrence is small, and therefore the risk or i= pact
on the environment is very small. Based on data developed in Section 3.5,
the Staf f es timates that a eaxistr- total of 2.2 r.1111on shiprent- iles-

of irradiated fuel and solid radioactive waste could be accrued during
the 30-year lifetine of Units 2 and 3.

Provisions in transportation regulations are designed to assure caximu=
containment of wastes and minimum contamination from vastes in accidents.
Ship:ents of vastes are likely to be made ty exclusive-use t ru ck , whi ch
means that the vehicle is loaded by the consignor and unloaded by the
cr.ns i gn e e . In most cases the shipments are made in closed vehicles.
Since the shipnent is exclusive-rse, the shipper can provide specific
instructions to carrier personnel regarding procedures in case of
accidents,

i
'

I,

|

|
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2
.ce-nission and Department of Transportation regulations provide-speci- |fic instructions to carriers for segregating da= aged and leaking packages, '

and notification ofMing people away from the scene of an accident,
1 the shipper and the Departeent of Transportation,

rach package containing radioactive material is labeled with the radio-
-active material label, a distinctive label which identifies the material

The regulations specify placarding on3

and provides a visual warning.'

the outside of the truck for identifying the presence of shipments ofAn extensive prograc haslarce quantities of radioactive materials.
been carried out over the past several years by which energency personnel, |

'

including police departments, fire departments, and civil defense offices,
have been advised of procedures to follow in accidents involving radio-
active naterials and other hazardous caterials. Specific instructions i

d th regard to radioactive caterials have been provided through the
AEC's ef forts as well as those of carrier organizations such as the
Sureau of Explosives of the Association of American Railroads, the ,

An .'A erican Trucking Association, and the Air Transport Association.
intergevernmental progra: to previde personnel and equipment is avail-

| request of persons (truck drivers, po ice, bystanders, or j1

able at the

Jl! ether persons) at the scene of such accidents. i ,

! !I ~he waste itself is confined either in the for= of solidified raterials,
f

'
'

such as concrete, or compacted solids. The low level of radimetivity
I

in the vas te togethe r with the form of the waste serves to einlei:e the
certa:ina*1cn in the unlike y event that there is a spill in an accident.

The procedures prescribed by existing applicable regulations, together
vith the other precautions discussed above, are considered by the Cornis-

accidents whichsion te be adequate to citir. ate the effects of infrequent,

'

I icht occur invclving shiptents of vastes from the Station.

1 7.2.1 Nev Fueli

l'nder accident conditions other than accidental criticality, the pelletized
! form of the nuclear fuel, its encapsulation, and the lov specific activity
I of the fuel licit the radiological inpact on the environment to negligible-

II levels.
. ;

The packaging is designed to prevent criticality under normal and severe
accident conditions. To release a number of fuel assemblies under condi-

.

[tions that could lead to accidental criticality would require severe .'damas or destruction of more than one package, which is unlikely to
happ :n in other than an extremely severe acident. The probability that [

an accident coulu occur under conditions * hat could result in accidental
j!
,'

criticality is extremely remote. r

.

I
.

A
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If criticality were to occur in a transportation accident, pe rsons with-

in a radius of about 16 feet from the accident would receive a f atal or
near-f atal exposure unless shielded by intervening material. Exposure

,

levels drop off rapidly with distance (exposure is approximately 20 rem,

at a radius of 50 feet), and are of the order of 100 mre= at a radius of
100 feet from the accident. No detectable radiation eff ects are expected

j at distances greater than 100 f eet. Although there would be no nuclear
g explosion, heat generated in the reaction would probably separate the

fuel ele =ents so that the reactions would stop. The reaction would not
be expected to continue for more than a few seconds nor to recur. Resid--

,

ual radiation levels due to induced radioactivity in the fuel elements
might reach a f ew roentgens per hour at three feet and there would be
very little dispersion of selid radioactive material.

7.2.2 Irradiated Fuel .

Eff e ts on the environeent fro: accidental releases of radioactive mate-
'

rials during shipment of irradiated fuel have been esticated for the

situation where contaminated coolant is released and the situation where
gases and coolant are released.

(a) Leakare of conta inated coolant resulting fron improper closing
of the cask is possible as a result of hu=an error, even thotgh
the shipper is required tc follow specific procedures which in-
clude tests and exa-ination of the closed container prior te
each ship =ent. Such an accident is highly unlikely during t he
30-year life of the plant.

Leakage of liquid at a rate of 0.001 ce per second or about
80 drops / hour is about the smallest a=ount of leakage that can
be detected by visual observation of a large container. If
undetected leakage of conta=inated liquid coolant were to
occur, the amount would be so small that the individual expo-
sure would not exceed a few n:ree and >nly a very few people
vould receive such exposures.

(b) Release of gases and coolant is an extremely re aote possibility.
In the improbable event that a isk is involved in an extrecely
severe accident such that the cask containment is breached and
the cladding of the fuel assemblies penetrated, some of the
coolant and some of the noble gases might be released fro the
cask.

In such an accident, the amount of radioactive material released
would be limited to the available fraction of the noble gases in

the void spaces in the fuel pins and some fraction of the lov
level contamination in the coolant. Persons would not be txpected

to remain near the accident due to the severe conditims sich

'

{

i

L
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If releases occurref,could be involved, including a major fire.'

they vocid be expected to take place in a short period of tire.
Persens in the dovnvindonlv a limited area vould be af f ected.

region and within 100 f eet or so of the accident might receive /
,

-v
Under average weatherdoses as high as a f ew hundred millirec.

conditions, a few hundred square fee t mir,ht be contaninated to
the extent that it would require deconta ;ination (that is,
Range 1 contanination levels) according to the standards'' of the |: ,

# '

Environnental Protection Agency.
,

;

t

7.2.3 Selid Radicac.ive k'astes
I, I

! is highly unlikely tha: a shipment of solid radioactive vaste vill be ' !If-.elved in a severe acciden: durin the 30-yea.- life of the plant.
i chip tent of lov-level vaste (in druns) becones involved in a severe
.ucident, scne release of vaste night ec ur, but the specific activity
of the vaste vill be so lov that the exmsure of personnel vould no: be

Oth-r solu radioactive vastes vill be' expected to be sig-ificant.
Girped in Sipe 3 packages. The probability of release from a Type B
attate , in even a ve:/ severe accident, is sufficiently small that,

censidering the selid form of the vaste and the verv renote erobabilityof such vaste veuld be involved in a very severe accid'ent,
'

| that a shipment
the likelihood of significant exposure would be extre ely snall.

spread of ti.e con aminatien beyond the irinediate area is
! In either case ,

unliicly and, although local cleanu? eight be required, no significant
to the general public would be expected to result.

.

c posurex>

.

7.2.4 Seve rity of Dostulated Transpor:ation Accide...
|
. N events postulated in this analysis are unlikely but possible. More

-evere accidents than those analyzed can be postulated and their conse- ]!

j Quality assurance for design, nanuf acture, andc,uer.ces could be severe.
} | of the packages , continued surveillance and testing of pachases andu'?

conditions , and conservative design of packages ensure ths:3 t ranspe r tf the probability of accidents of this latter potential is suf ficiently
sna11 that the environnental risk is extremely lov. For those reasons,

; j nore severe accidents have not been included in the analysis.
a

!
E7.3 COO .ING LAKE DIKE FAILb'RE

The Dresden cooling lake was evaluated from a hydrologic standpoint to,

deternine whether overtopping or dike failures from other means could.

*

create a major hazard to the public. The consequences of dike failures'

| wre evaluated in a preliminary manner, limiting the study to only those
locations where dike f ailure could potentially cause problems to local
rc51 dents. To deternine the locations that should be studied, the

:

I
!
|

(
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P
investigations and evaluatiens perferned by the staff on the foundations
beneath the perineter dike were used as guides. In addition, the study
also included the consequences of a dike failure which could be caused*

by a rupture of the 36-inch, high-pressure natural gas pipeline at
either of its intersections with the perimeter dike.

l

7.3.1 Dike Failures Caused by Overtopping
)

For the evaluation of the lake for overtopping, the 48-hour local ,

probable maximu precipitation (PMP) was conservatively esti=ated for |
the site, based on the U. S. Feather Bureau's (now WAA) Hvdrometect-
ological Report Mo. 33, as approximately 35 inches. (The probable I

eaxinu precipitation is defined as the maxinun precipitation censidered !

reasonably possible in the hvdrologic region.) Asseing that no re- i

leases would de nade fror. the lake durinF the storm, and severe wind ;
'

and wave activity could occur coincident with the sterm, the staf f
considers the dikes saf e from overtopping since approximately two feet
of freeboard would be available between the r.axinu= vater surf ace eleva-
tion of about 525 feet MSL and the top of the dikes at 527 fee t MSL.e

P

7.3.2 Dike Failures Caused by Katural Gas Pipeline Ecolosions
I

A buried 36-inch, higb-pressure natural gas pipeline transects the are a
occupied by the cooling lake, passing directly underneath the south and
wes t perime ter dikes. Although the possibility of an explosion so=e.here
alonE the pipeline would, in general, fall within noreal design and a:ci-
dent assessment probability limits, the probability of an ex-losion in
the irrediate vicinity of either intersection would be quite low. Never-
theless, a preli .inary analysis was perferned to evaluate the consequences
of dike failures caused by such explosions. For the west dike , the study
indicated that considerable da . age could be caused by a flood wave
resulting f rom such an explosion to the access road paralleling the dike
in this area. However. since no permanent residences are located in this
general vicinity, the possibility of lost of life is extrenely snall.
The only danger would be to traffic on the road at the tine the flood
wave arrived. The water would tend to accumulate in the area bounded
by the road on the west, the perimeter dike on the east , and the s:all
dike protecting the discharge canal of the lake on the north. The

| natural drainage in this area is to the north where the water is col-
lected in a drainage channel that transports it to a siphon ander the |

olant discharge canal and thence to the Goose 1.ake Pumping Station on
the Gnkakee n.ive r . Fondage in this area from water issuing f ro: any
potential dike failure is likely to rer.ain for sonetime due to the rela-'

tively low pumping rates in relation to the large voice pf water in the
cooling lake (approxinately 12,250 acre-feet). Therefore, sone incon-
venience would be likely for local traf fic on the access road.

Tor the south dike, the najor concern was whether a failure of the dihe
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E

due to an explosion would create a major hazard to the children ig the20 ele =entary students (see ! /

roese 1.ake School stich normally holds aboutThe natural drainaee in this area is fron east
yc. 3.5 for location) .(teward the school) with higher ground generallysouth of the

I so ve s t no serious probleri to the school
Our evaluation indicated that *

Since the diff erential elevation of the water behind the
road.

5 f ee t , the flood wavevpuld occur.in the area of the pipeline is only about the road paral-
, I ,ke 2 feet high atI

9 '

t ron the asstned breach would be aboutThe distance from the assuned breach to the school is| 1eling the dike.
apareximately 6,600 feet and the school is located on the opposite sidethe toeIn addition, the drainage channel at

'

g of the road from the dike. The conbir'd eff ect of all
;

3 15 to 22 fee t s-ide.of the dike varies fre:by the time a flood wave could rea.h the vicinitythese f actors is that1

of the school, it will be contained in the draina;;e channel and vill not
'

pese a threat to the schoci in the fort of a sudden rush of water which|
4

could i- peril children.j

Dike Failures Caused by Foundatien Conditions7.3.3

Be reelegic evaluations by the staf f o' the cooling lake peritwter- |
dikes recc .nended a n_.ber of areas for further investigations and coni-

'

)

:: rin;; pregra .s by the applicant. The staf f's hydrelogic evaluations cfI
,

the censequences of potential dike failures were limited to these potential!'

areas.

in the vicinity of the Goose I.ake SchoolFor the seuth dike the portion If a failure were to occur#

identified as a potential proble: area.
f her e the consee.uences could be very serious. Directly across the road

vas

f rem this area is Goose ' ake School, and a dike failure could cause a|
It

flood wave as high as approximately four feet to strike the school.|

the danage could be extensive and possibly result in
,

!
is very likely that
injury and/or less of life to any occupants.

other potential problen areas along the south dike, it wasTor the
no serious consecuences of a postulated dike failure| deter-ined thatj j vould occur. The staff has estinated that, in the event of a failure,

rest of the cooling lake water would be carried by the drainage channel|

under Will Road) :

st the toe of the dike (probably washing out the culvert
I to the Goose Lake Pumping Station on the Itankakee River.| i

1
.

However,
dike , a nunber of problem areas were identified. |

.

For the west
I the hydrologic evaluation of dike f ailures in these areas indicated no rThis is due to the fact that,

O Serious consequences would probably occur. '

although the lake is the deepest in this area, there are no permanent
,

residences close enough to be danaged. Water issuing fron dike f ailures|

in this area vill be collected by the draina;;e channel to the siphon jIt is then punned into the Kankakee
dyderthelakedischargecanal. Some pendage may occur near the
h

g aiver at Goose I,ake Pumoing Station.
g 'i? hon, but this should present no serious problem.

'.
t'

I
o,
y-
1 I

- - .

;g1
.
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For the north dike, problem areas were identified duf to possible seepage
and the possibility of the extention of an abandoned .<oal cine under the

dike. Most of the potential failure areas have been stabilized by sheet
"

piling extending into relatively impervious clay or tedrock. The con-f
sequences of postulated dike failures along this dike would be quite
serious since a neber of both per anent and seasonal residences are

g located on the banks of the Kanhakee P.iver, just north of the dike. The-

,

staff has est2;cated that flood waves as high as 5 feet could impinge on j

these residences, causing serious damage and possibly injury and/or loss '

of life to residents.*

The Staf f concludes however, that the potential for dike failure will be

[ reduced by the require ents in Section 5.1.4 Also, the required dike

.] surveillance progran should provide an early warning of potential f ailure
fj and allow citigating actions to be taken,

w;
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$N Annes to' AksnJn U as propo d. W ,

(c) Meteorology assumptiont-x/O values sha!! .ic 1/10 of those given ', ,.

, 9
in AEC Safety Guidc No. 3 dated Nm ember 2.1970.

V(f) Cone.cquin.. , shou!1 he calculated by weighting the chects in dif- ~

fcrent dircetmn- by the irrynency the wind blows in cach direction. 1-

M-I qACCIDEN T-5.0 FISSION PRODUCTS TO PRIM ARY AND

f}i SECONDARY SYSTEMS (PRESSURIZED y,

f,
} WATER REACTOR)

51 Fuc! c!cid:,.; defcct c c,:d stcom generator Icck y .- |
Releases f ro:o ti.est crems shall be included and es aluated t.adcr routine

-

relcas in accordance witi pro;used Appendix 1. y''

5. Op-design: transicw t;.ct induce fuct foi!ure abcre t%c catuted and
k,.-s
7siccm gencrcSe lect (such an Aow blockage and flux ma!distributmnd

(a 0 02 persent of the core inventory of noble rates and 0.02 percent of *

thee inventory of halegens sha!I be ahumed to be reicased in:o the reactor
d

,

coola nt.
(b) Avernet ;r. en:ory in the primary -ystem prior to the transient shall

'

e' 'f .be b.u cd on operation with 0.5 percent failed fud

shall be basc.1 cr a 20 g.J. d 3 ste.ar. generator lec.k and a 10 g p.m. blow-
'

h*(c) Secondar* sy< tem u;uih!.num radinactivity pr;nr to the transient '

i

..

down rate ,

(d) All no! i c..-c:. nC 0 i percent of the halogcu in the stean' reachin;; /ysj
the condenser sh " be assumed to be released by the condenscr air ejector. A . :p*;

' '

(c) M e:t - =.3 --u: pwr --x Q values shah bc 1/10 of those given fiti-

in AEC E fey Gu 'e L 4 f,f.2
',(f) Consequiner- should b. calcu!ated by weighting the effects in dif-
'

;

I

ferent directior.s 1.; the frequer.cr the wmd b:ows in each dircction.
'

- r
.

1-53 S.ccn e ,c:-e ru ' c r ,3. , .- h( a l ' ;.t ra . tht a . r:.: c im enten of n4!c g:. . - an J halogers in
the prn ary coWco th:J. Le assumed tc.be tcleased into the seconJnry coola:a , 4, *Q: |

.
'

m

[e'The average pnman cov::_n activity shall bc based on Cs5 percent failed .-

fuci ** 4.'
.,

'-
(b) Et,ul! riur ra hcactiv:n pc < r to rupturt shai! be ba-t.! on a 20 ~ y'

3,

gallor. per day cit n ger cr . tor ikk and a 10 c.p m bic wdown rate- .

'd'(ci All ncM ra-ci an ! O 1 percent of the haiogen- in the steam reaching d - g
"

tl e condenser sha" bt r.ssumed to be released by the condenser air ejectcr. ( b-
(di Meteorchev assumptions-x/Q values shall be 1/10 ci those given j

in AEC Safety Gu:de No 4. , f ;- .,

(c) Consequences should be calculated by weightir.: the eficcts in di::er- - *-

9 ent directions by the frequency the wind blows in each direction. 3, .

'

ACCIDENT-6.0 REFUELING ACCIDENTS [:3 U
& }4 ,' 61 Fuc! bund:c dec; s

.M.(a) " Die gap activity (noble gaser. and haloger.s) ir. one row of fuel pins l' .I
shall be assumed to be released into the water. (Gap activity is I percent of Y p-

tot.d activity in a p:n ) {i
(b) One week decay time before the accident occurs shall be assumed. . . ,-

(c) lodine decontamination factor in water shall be 500. c- -) ' ,.#
..

Nuclear Regulauon Reports 10 CPR 50. App. D 57469 ( ~ r
N
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8746 leccuwn n --rina...i leccutsm y ( mn.i un
.

ir-~~> Annes to Appenths D ns proposed.

(d) Charco.41 filter ef6ciency for iodines shall be 09 percent. d
*'

(ci A reahstic fraction of the contamment volume shall be assumed to .

.''leak to the atmo phere prior to i-nlatn e tht containment.
(f Metenrntogy a- emptions-3 y s. duo shall be 1/10 c,f tho-c gi.cn 23 ,

in AE(. daiety Guiilt No 3 er a. Ad .
'-

'
.

g. t w . '4
t ,1 /-(g) Consequences should 1 t- calcuh ted by ucighting the cEccts in d:fier-

ent directions by the frequen:y the uind bicu sin cach direction. ;

6.2 Hear y obyct dwf en:- |w! :.: cn.-
* '.

.m ascranc fut! 'r *(..) Thg ap artis it y (n.'.h gases ar.1 hangtn t ir
1. . ' k.,assembly shf l.c auumed to bt rt ica-cd mto thi water e Gap activity s!.all Y-

be I pcreent of tots) actnity m a pm i

(c) Icxlac decontaminatmn f act.a m nator shall be 500. ~h' ;.(b) 100 pours of decay timc beinre .dytet is droppe.1 shall be assumed

(d) Charcoal filter ef6ciency for iodine- shall be 99 percent. . Ff
(c) A reahstic fraction of the containment volume shall be assumed tn ~I

leak to the atmosphere prior to isolatm; thc containment. -i
?(f) Meteorotocy auumptions-x 'O valuu shall be 1/10 cf thost given 1
,

in AEC Safets Gmde No 3 or 4
(g) Consequenet:- should be calculated b. weighting the cDects in

?2
,Q',difiercnt directions bs th( frequenes tht wind l!!cws m cach directior.. 5
*I

5ACCIDENT-7.0 SPENT FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT -
.,

? ~

~1 1:u r! c m% d*. | in fuc| stray pa!
i Th < c m ctn::3 tnoble gue- and halogens) in ort row of fuel pins

i to be rch asc ,' inw the wr.tcr. (Gap act vit3 shall be I per-sna" In 2 - 6.: .

cent of tota! asinity in a ; o i
'

..

(b One week deca > ti:m befcn :cidcnt occurs shall be anurntd
-

. (

O (c) lodine decentarmnaten f.ato m water shr.!! bc 300. .,3 ( |
(d ' Charcos! fdter eff.:icnty for ioir.cs shall bc 99 percent.

'

(e i Meteorology assu~ptionm O values sh .ll be 1.'10 of those g,. en in f ;' ,
.

AEC Safety Guide No 3 cr a {t

(f) Consequences sha'l 1.e calcu: ted by weightine thc effect> m dit?ct-
*

,

ent directions by the frc quenes the e m i blou> in enth dinction.

7.2 Hea- olicct i!r cn: fuc|r.:d y,
9 '

(c) The cap actaity (noble gases and halogenst in one ascrage fuel
assembly shall be assumed to be released into the water. (Gap activity is 1 ;

percent of tota! activity in a pint 7

(b) 30 days decay tirre before the acenicnt occurs shall be assumed. .t f . g n-

.k(c) Iodine decontarnination factor m water shall be 500. M t

I'

(d a Charcoal filt er eff.ciency for iodines shall be 99 percent.

(e) Mcteurotocy nuumptions x/Q values shall be 1/10 of those given p ,c ' :/
'

f .

in AEC Safety Guide No 3 cr 4 '

E ''

(f) Consequences should be calculated by weighting the effects in differ-
ent directions by the frequency the w md blows in cach direction ,. ? [.

}' } e, p
rT7469 10 CTR 50, App. D 01975. Comrnerce Clearing House. Inc. ,;
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M Annes to Appendia D is propos r

7.3 Fs.cl cask dret k .120 day
.p actnity from one fully loaded fuel casf a) Noble pt

shall be auumed to be rshc.md. Wap activity shall be 1 pcrcent ofenobng)
total actn sty in the p:nd. --% -

~~ " * * *

(b) ?.!cteorchg anurnptions-uO values shall I,e 1/10 of those given - ~c-~*Ps. W:*T~r's*M-@-p. 7 ' $in AFC Safety Gua Na 3 er 4. .

cm in din cr- y-
(c) Consequenm. shou'd be calcul.ited M u cicht v the ef:.3

'

~M ent directions by the fr(queng the wind bloniin cach difcctir

ACCIDENT-S a ACCID E N T INITInftc h rstNTS COMstDrmrD lE des 3CN sAsis p att aTa# sM TH*
sartT1 ANatists mEPoRr

81 Loss o! ect.'c's: r.erid en r r
Le*ge p1pr bereic , ,

**Sneell p;pe t'eak ti c'les'n
radma e r- [

(at Scurre terrr -Tr,e a era, t rad. ar:n *y tan Source term-The a erate
arneriterT in the primary cW:.nt sr.a'. be ,

Inventory in the pr; na y twr.r : sha': tic
a.ss ame d mis inse-te y sha:: be bved sNrred (TPs trnenters s*x: be based on

-

on cre a:::r s c t 0 5 f.er r: !a e: f ac' ' eperati-e m.** C5 rer:er' f :. D' 14:'

plus retense in , r e exa.r: c.!
To* p'rsskr6:rd irstr* erc :e %;' perre:.a

of the cere nr. seaters c' ta:r gens a .et
r@|e f aset

Te- bn; c.c L e * * c a: r*r- C : pe r -e - *
r.: 15e en c in en:crt c' l E * -* - ed

st T.: t t' e? te - * " a' t- M pr * s t, . F.it-t erf.:.ent. * stan be !! pe r.cnt fr
__ _ _ _ - - _ , , , _ - - 3s.%:e ree- -

~

'--

interra: f.:ters anc 99 perte .: f:r es:e na' trierna* f.!ters a id !+ per:er.: icr,e s te rs. .
.

* *** ., fit
g e , 'crsbe percer.' b. Id.r.c t .1:rg f ar boilar.;4 fu:t rF

(c i H percent te:1.r g t-1u r.; f e' be :.r;g
mster res:: ors sna!: te ass arr.e4m a:er rear':-s ** a:: te m.15.r e::

{d Fer tre e"r:ts cf P. ate: S r r r. * D'- (d ' For the ef e:ts of 1.r. c:mt. Cc ritanme * .--

canivn ns*ic t T a': e r tn F:< an: C:re sprus Cere Spts s : tan-* bssc2 en f :a

) Sp as s t he f e :.m t. ; re: : .er, f.s" :rs =:.a" re r-t r.: of ha:rn .u ffi cria uc f r*r * t'.c
/ be assume 3 f nHcs tng redu:ttor. f 2*tc9 c.s.:: be as-

smi.ed
Fr* T*!%';:rd L c * r* *ene te*J V * :Th r e p**eno =t-*d a c'c receto-e-t 'S s 't

themics' add s** 1r spra* e .' -- i . e cl.en .-a sac nes in spra: s C 2 for nv

chea.:ca" at:" a tS**. : *.' ad $ .i.s e-
To- bc:!a; t. c'e c :te-%c ; Tc bmhaig i. a:r* res.-re-a e I

fe) A rea:i' - tu..d;r g c a k ra:e a.s a f ,.r e. te A reMJ .r t ;1c.r r r:A N r . P. f r-

tien cg time at;c ine'.:c.rg def.fu lean t:c - , . j ," S . ,

*

'tic 5 of time sha:; te mes.irt.ed *

c! stes nline s aa e arr PR Rt shril te
;* *

ass amed m.._~+ . _ . -,-

if * Metr $rNcry A s i ;it:rs- a Q s :. . cs a gi Mete ra:cg> Assua ;t.m-i C is e sw.

st r. : te 1 '10 tf h o*e f a er. tr. AEC 52:c f sta!! be I ~ 30 Cf those gre e:-. . AEC E..It :s
8 *

G m e e N r * c'r 4 Gmde No 3 or 4 ,

she.:: t.e ca:: . a ed te agi consep,ences showd be ea cu12ted t- n ww ,g

5"d'. * * ' '*'" #
*(p, Consequences

me.phtir:t the e5ce:s F. c.. erent d;re::ier$ m etp ht:ng the e*ects in 6:Perent direc * * ' '[ .* * * * * . . *
t'y the f requency the s.r,$ b.cu en each tier.s bv the freepency the u tnd b:ess la .,

b '. *,*
r each d.reettort ,* .e d.recticng'' - ,,

): *.
. e =* ' ' *

*

.,.
- ,

4

$1(a) Frcch in b:gr:m , e | |ie from (thncry Sp!Cm thC f(n(trCfi$ t|:c
.

cont:Unment (hnes not provided with isolation capabihty inside ccntainment).
.

(a) The pnmary coolant im entory of nobic gases and halogens shall be
a

-

',,
* -

b.i-cd on eperation with 0 ' pcreent failed fuel.
,

10 CFR 50, Mpp.D $7469 n,,-
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QUESTION NUMBER 7:

Provide a description and Rawings showing the iocation of the
most critical fuel assembly drop. Provide the maximum drop

height used in the analysis. Provide a listing of all other-

heavy objects which are transported over the pool and the poten-
tial damage to the fuel racks fpm the n:axim:. energy of these
objects at impact. Discuss quantitatively the consequences of a

-

fuel bundle dropping straight through the tube and impactin's the

batt:m of the rack.

RESPONS.:

O The ::p c rners of the racks were found to be the ces; critical
locati:ns f:r evaluating the consequence of dropping a fuel bendie.
When the fuel bundle drc;s on the rack, the cross sectional area

of the cell walls abs rbing the in;act energy increases as the
load is transmitted d:wnward. Since this gradually-increasing
cross sectional area is minimum when the fuel bundle drops on a

corner, the latter constituted the nest critical location.

For evaluating the consequences of fuel bundle drop, the bundle

configuration was assumed to be vertical at impact (Figure 7.1).-

An inclined drop was judged to be less critical from the follcwin;

consicerations:

(a) The impact area will be larger

(b) The impact will be " softer" because of the flexibility of
the fuel bundle itself.

,
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In the analysis, it was assumed that the ~1uipment and operating
/] . procedures used to handle the fuel bundles in the spent fuel pool
v limits the maximu= height of fuel bundle drop during an acciden;'

to be less than 12 inches.

In the event that a fuel bundle drops straight through a tube, it
will impact on the fuel support plate inside the tube. Each fuel
support plate is a thin (3/10-inch) rectangular plate with a
circular hole at the center. this is attar .ed to the inside of
the tube with fillet welds. A detailed fi .. element analysis
of the fuel support plate shows that the plate starts yielding at a
.'oad of 2650 pounds. The energy required to cause the plate to
yield is small compared to the energy with which the bundle :ill
impact the fuel support plate. Hence the plate will yield under
the i=pacting bundle. However, the fuel support plate's can be
dispensed with since these are not essential for the structural
integri:y of the rack. The stress analysis reportt.1 in the
licensing report was performed without considering the stif f eni::g
effect of the fuel suppor: plates.

An elasto-plastic limit analysis of the fuel support plate was
performed which shcwed that the collapse load of the fuel supportp> plate is 5010 pounds. Thus, the maximu= load the plate can transmit%
to the tube wall is '.i=ited to 5010 pounds. Stresses in the tube

,

wall due to this lo .d were co=puted at a height of 5.09 inches f rom
the fuel suppor: Ma? e using a finite ele =ent model of a pertion of
the rack in the vicialty of the drop. This location represents the

lower =os: elevation for active fuel. Tbe maximu= stress a: this
elevation was co=puted to be 10,750 psi which is below the 3leid

! stress of the =aterial (i.e. 30,000 psi). Thus, even though the
fuel support plate would yield when subjected to the dropping fuel
bundle load, the stresses in the rack tubes in the active region
will re=ain within the yield limit.

Other heavy objects which are moved over or near the spen: fuel
Pool are a spent fuel cask and various reactor internals. The
spent fuel casks which is less than 100 tons is handled as a
" Restricted Load" and can not be physically moved anywhere fcr

.

which a drop analysis has not been performed. This is brought into
the pool over the cask pad by a single f ailure-proof bandling crane.
If the cask would drop it would impact the cask pad area only. This

has been analyzed in Dresden Spcial Report No. 28 sub=itted to the
NRC, dated May 31, 1918. Varous reactor internals will periodically
be removed from the reactor to the pool for temporary stornge.
Special care is taken to move the internals around the spent fuel.

The racks were evaluated for the drop of a fuel bundle oniv. Due
tothe controls described above no other heavy objects were assumed
to impact on the racks.
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. 14.2.2 Refueling Acef dent

14.2.2.1 Identifiention

Daring a refueling operation the primary contaiament (drystil-suppression chamber) and the

reactor vessel are open. the secondary conta!nment (reactor building) remains in-service as the major

barrier to the release of ra6cactive materials. The accident is assumed to occur * ben a feel assembly

is accidenta!!) dropped onto the top of the core daring fuel handling operations.

14.2.2.2 Designed Saferuards

.

The reactor core is designed to remain suberitical with one control rod fully withdrawn even if

it is assumed that a fresh fuel assembly is dropped inte an emp*) fael spacein an othersise fully con-
.

stituted core. At least two control rods adjacent to the empty fuel space must be withdrast for a nuclear

excursion to occur.

Eith the reactor mode switch an "refal" or "startap" a rod withdrasa! interlock prevents any

sithdrawal wheneser the trasel lirr.it ssitch on the refueling platferm ind2estes that the platform is
;

carrying fae! oser the reactor core.

%1th the remeter mode sutch in " refuel," a rod withdrasal interlock prevents the sithdrasal of

more than one control rod. uten any one rod position indacator shows that a rod is withdrast from the

fu !y inserted positaon, the interlock is effectise.

When an:. rod posittor. ind.cator shews a rod is withdrasn, an interlock prevents the movement of

the refueling plati:.rrn toward a position over the reactor core stile the hoists are carrying fael.

Each f.ae! hoist is equipped with a load limit suitch and two independent travel limit smitches to

present damage due to upward, sertica! movement. To drop the fuel assembly either the assembly bale,
the fuel grapple, or the grapple cable must break.

14.2.2.3 Procedara! Saferuards

f

Refueling procedares require verif2 cation that the reactor is suberitical by withdrawing and rein-

serting a contro! rod before and after each fel load 2ng group.

Procedares require the reactor cont o! operator to observe rod position instrumentation and toJ

be in communjcation with the refueling operator during all het loading operations.
;

14.2.2.4 Accident Analysis

|
Dropping a fuel assembt> onto the core from the maximum beight allowed by the refuellag equip-)

ment (less than 30 feet) sould produce an impact velocity of 40 R/sec. The itinetic energy acquired by

.

- # " " .--p. ., __
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% the fa!!!ng assembly would be less than 17,000 ft-lb. This energy sou!d be dissipated in one or more

impacts. The Erst impact would be espected to dissipate most of the energy and hence prodace the

largest number of perforated fuel rods. In order to estmate the expected number of failed rods in eachg

impact at. enerc approach has been used.

The fuel assembb wou!d be expected to impact on the core at a sma!! angle frem the vertca!,

possib!) inducing a bending mode of failure on the impacting fuel rods of the dropped assemb!). The

bending mode of failure could be expected to absorb !!ttle energy per rod if one assumes that each rod

resists the imposed bending load by a couple consisting of only tuo equa!, opposite concertrated forces

per rod. Actual performation tests sith concentrated point loads show that each rod absorbs about Ift-lb

to perforation.

For rods wbch fait due to gross compression d stortion, each rod aodd be expected to abscrb

aboat 250 ft-lb to perforation (this is based on li unifore plaste deformation of the rods). This energy

is tne expected enerp to rast perforate each rod. on the Lrst impact, energy in excesu uf oerforation

enerc would be absorbed in the rod and other structures of the fuel assemb!y. A fael assembly consists

of about 11~ clad structure,17i other structural materia! and 721 fuel, by weight. It has beec assun ed

that none of the fae; material absorbs the kinete enere of the fa!!.

^ The energ abscrption er. successae impacts has beer. estmatedb> consideraticn cf a p!astic

'H 1mpact. Consenaton of momentum under a plaste impact shows that the fractienal kinetic enerc-
M1 stere M is the impacting mass and M2 :s the struck mass.abserbed dunn; f tpact as 1 -

3

M *M
3 2

Based on the fael geometts within the core, effectrely 4 fuel assemblies are struck by the impacting

assemb'y The fractaenal enero loss on the first impact sould be expected to be about EOS.
'

_

The second impact sou!d be expected to be less direet; that is, the broad side of the assembly

sodd be expected to impact apprcximately 24 more fuel assemblies so that after the second impact

only .005, or about li, of the original kancte energy would be available for a third impact. Since lit

of,the total kinetic energv is 170 ft-!b, and a single rod is capable of absorbing 250 ft-Ib in compression
before perforation it is un!!kely that any rods sould be perforated on a *hird impact. In the less likely

event of the dropped assembly striking only one or two assemblies instead of four, the effective mass of
-

the tore support structure mould still be expected to produce a mass effect similar to the assumed four
assemblies. Therefore, the energy distribution per impact would still be very much Egher on the first

impact compared to seevnd and possibly third impacts.

Since the first impact is expected to dissipate 0.60 x 17,000, or 13,600 ft-lb, and a 49 rod

assembly could absorb es !sttle as O ft-lb in clad rerformation or as much as 49 x 250 = 12,500 ft-lb

in clad perforaton, at least one assembly (49 rods) would be expectad to be perforated in the Lrst

To perforate the 49 rods, it is estimated that at least as much other structural enerD absorp-impact.
tion would take place since there la more "other structural material"(179 than " clad structure"(11%)

present in a fuel assembly. On this basis, the first impact (involdng as many as 5 assemblies, or as

/ \

J
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few as 2 assembliest would consume more than the assumed !?,600 h-lb. To conservatively estimate*
g

the expected number of perforated rods, it is assumed that the 49 rods of the dropped assemb!) are#

Because the other 4 assemblies areperforated due to bending which absorbs little energy in the rods.

guided and in place in the core, performation of these rods would be expected in a direct compression
On this basis the 4 impacted assemblies are capable of absorbing 250 x 49 x 4 or 49,r.06 ft-lbmode .

From this consideration it is clear that not all rods of the struti assem-of enerp in elading alone.
blies would be expected to be perforated. The expected number of perforated would be at mest:

0. 9 x 17,000 x 11/17 = 31no

Similarly, during the second impact the expected number of perfor.ted rods would be no more than.

(1 0-0 S t x 1~ .600 x 11 17 ,g
1 2.W

Thus, the expected number of failed rods would be less than 49 35 * r or 92 failed rods.
1

DJ failed rods would be expected from a fuel drop accident, it may be argued thatAlthougr. on13

O, with some lesser probab;12t> more elements could be failed af the sequence of events which occurred
To bound this possibility, it is assumed

caused more bending failures than exiv.eted e.this sequence.
, 3

that all fne assemthes experience bendini; failures on the first impact which would produce 5 x 49 or
| . ./

On the second impact the 5 tie-rods in each of the 24 assemblies are considerably24~ perforated rods
more suscepub!e te bening than other rods. As previously discussed, bending absorbs on!3 a Mt

Therefore, the second impact could be assumed to perforate b x 24 * 19; rods due toamount of energv.
j bending fa!!ure and e adinena! rods due to failure in the compression mode as previously discussed.
i

Thus, a tots! maximum of 243 - 1D2 * t or 445 fuel rods, is the upper limit of possible fuel rod fa:Iures
which could occur from a fuel drop accident.

4.2.2.5 Raiolopeal Effects

Fission Prodaet Release from Tuel

Tission product release estimates for the expected 92 foal rod failures are based on the fo!!oving

assumptions:

The reactor fue! has an average irradiation time of 1000 days at 2527 MWt up to 24 hoursd 1.
prior to the fuel assembl3 drop.

As in the Control Itod Drop Accident, a maximum of 1 percent of the noble gas activity is2.
in the fuel rod plenums and a maximum of 0.5 percent of the halogen activity is in the fuel

} P enums. Negligible solid or particulate activity would be released from the fuel and anyl'M
auch release would be absorbed in the reactor pool water.

.
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The quantities of Ession products calculated to be released from the fa!!ed fuel to the s1 iter are:
s
/

Tission Product Amount Released (curies) from fue!

5 x 10'Noble Gases (Xe, Kr)
8

3 a 10Halogens (Br, !)

Tission Product Inventort in the Resetor Buildzer

All of the noble gas Dssion products are assumed to be released from the reactor sater to the

reactor bu116mg.

The halogens released are absorbed in the pool. They are assumed to be evolved from the pool

into the air to estab!!sh an equilibrium partition factor. At the halogen concentration in the 4ater
0

(10[ mot 11tr ) from a refueling accident the partition factors we 104 (Reference 1), 2 x 10
(Reference 2), and 104 (Reference 3). In the analysis of this acc., 'nt the partition factor was conser-

vative!) assumed to be 10

Halogen fission prodacts sould also fa!! out and plate out in the reactor building, but adicocal

ha'ogens sould be evohed from the reactor sater to maintain equilibrium ':oncentration in the reactor

bui!6ng air if a true equilibrium con 6 tion sere established as is assumed in this analysis. There would

be little fallout or plateout of the noble gas fission prodacts.

m Based cr. the abcse assumptons and a 100 percent of buil6rg volu ne per day 6scharge rate)
through the stande gas treatment system, the calculated builing fassion product inventory with time is

shosm in Table A4.2.4.

Mai: S ack Release Rate

The standby gas treatment system is actuated automatically on high area radiation in the reactor
Monitors are located nearbuilding in order to control the release of fission products to the atmosphere.

the fuel pool, and the standby gas treatment system sill be initiated prior to fission product release by the

regular ventilaton s> stem. 'Ibe standby gas treatment system can pull a vacuum of 0.25 in of water in
The amount ofthe reactor buf!6ng volume per day through the Illters to the elevated Telease point.

Miller, et al.. " International Symposium on Tission Product Release and Transpcrt Under(1)
Accident Cond.tions," Paper 12, April,1955, Oak Ridge Tennessee.

Allen, T.L., and Keefer, R.M., "The Formation of Hypolodus Acid and Hydrated lo6ne Cation
(2)

by the Hydrolysis of lodine," JACS 77, No.11, June,1955. |

Watson, Bancroft and Hoelke, AECL-1130, " lodine Containment by Dousing in NPD-11," 1960.(3)

N
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TABLE 14.2.4'

REACTOR Bt'1LDING AIRBORNE RSSION PRODt'CT Ih*VENTORY

(Curies)Od
Time Noble Cases Halogens!

3 2

1 tr.inute 4.9x10 1.0x 10
1.0 x 10

30 rninutes 4.8 x 10
21.0 x 10

1 hour 4.6x 10
3 9.8 x 10

3 hours 4.2x 10 I
3 7.8 x 10

10 hours 2.9 x 10
5.4 x 10

1 da) 1. 4 x 10 I2 1. 8 x ' 0
3 day s 1.4 x 10

-2 3, g , 3 p.
10 days 5.6 x 10

8.6 10'
25 days 0

Ession products that are released to the atmosphere is calculated assuming that the ef5ciency of the

Liters is cr.!y 99 percent The Elter units, which consist of demisters, high e!!iciemey filters and
charcoa: D!ters. have an actua! Slter ef5ciency on the order of 99.9 percent. The activity release rate

is as follows:

bQ
TABLE 14.2. 5

STACK RELEASE MTE TO ATMOSPHERE

(Ccries /see)

Halorens
Tirne Noble Gases

I rr.inute 5.6 x 10 1. 2 x 10~0

30 rr.inates 5.5x 10 1.2 x 10-5-2
5-

5.3 x 10' 1.2 x 10
1 hour -5-2 1. 0 x 10
3 hours 4.8x 10

~

3.4 x 10' 9.1 x 10
10 bours -6

1.6 x 10' 6.3 x 10
1 day -6

1. 6 x 10' 2.1 x 10
3 days

6.5x 10' 6.7 x 10'
10 days

1.0 x 10'I025 days

Meteorolon and Dose Ratesq

Table 14.2.6 summarizes the cateu!sted radiological effects for the following six meterological
very stable conditions with a 2 mph sind speed (VS-2), moderately stable condition with aconditions:

2 mph wind speed (MS-2), neutral stability condition with 2 and 10 mph wind speeds (N-2 and N-10). and
unstable stability conditions with 2 and 10 mph mind speeds (U-2 and U-10). The largest of these

'N
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|

radiation e e- .'res is well below the limits of 10CTR100. For the failure of 445 rods, the calculated

the doses are at most only 6.4 a 10'4 of 10CI7t100 guideline dose limits.
r3 upper bounu,

)
14.2.3 * sin Steam Line Break Outside the Drvsell

14.2.3.1 Identification

The postulated accident is a sudden, complete severance of one main steam line outside the drysell

with subsegaent release of stearn Nuf water containing fission products to the pipe tunnel and the turbine

This large flos of steam to de turbine building sill fail blosout panels and lead to formation ofbuildin;;.
;

a large steam cloud which is presumed to c.-ift to the site boundary.

14.2.3.2 Assumptiens

To evaluate the oser-all consequences of the postulated severance of one of the four ma n steam

lines, the sequence of esents following the break was investigated in detail. The initial conditions prior

to the loss of coolar,t accident were assumed to be:

Reactor Poser 2527 M%T
Reactor Pressure 1020 psia

Normal Water Level in Reactor Vessel

14.2.3.3 Main Steam Line Isolation Valve ctesure

The steam blowdcun flow rate through both ends of the postulated break would cause an increase

in steam flow in each of the four lines to the maximum value allowed b) critical flow considerations.
Flos limiters (venturis) are sized in conjunction with isolation valve closure time so that ccre submergence

Therefor 3, venturi design limits the
is assured during blowdown and after termination of the accidect.
maximum initial steam blowdown rate to 200 percent of rated steam flos. Rapid depressurizatzon in the

steam lines downstream of the flow limiters sould initiate closure of the main turbii.* admission valves
The increased pressure differential across the flow limiters would

within 0.2 seconds after the accident.
indicate the sc-.erance immediately and initiate main steam line isolation valve closure fa!! 5 valves)

Multaple flow limiter pressure differential sensors are provided inwithin 0.5 seconds after the accident.
the reactor protection system to accomplish this function.

14.2.3.4 Reactor Core Shutdown

O A reactor scram would be initlated by a position switch on each steam line isolation valve atks
appr%2mately 10 percent closc-e of the valve stem, as described in Section 7.7.1. Therefore, control
rod insertion would begis. within 1.6 seend after the break for an isolatfor, valve closure total time of

The steam liar isolation valves are10.5 seconds (0.5 seconds detection plus 10 seconds closure).

designed to close against reactor operstiug pressure. In addition to the scram from main steam line

'N
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k.O ANALYSES OF DESIGN 1% SIS ACCIDEr5
(]

Four major postulated accident situations were considered as design basis
accidents to assess the adequacy of the Unit 2 engineered safety
features te contro' the possible escape of fission products froc
the fa cility. The design basis accidents analyzed were: (1) control-
rod-drop, (2) refueling, (3) stese-line-brest, and (4) loss-of-coolant

In addition, we examined postulated seeidents which couldaccidents.
pipe or cocponent ruptures within e=ergency core coolingresult fro: Oursubsyste=s such as the core spray, LPCI, and HPCI systems.

evaluation of taese accidents showed that effective core cooling
would be maintained and that the resultant radiological consequences
were significantly less than those calculated for the design basis
a ccid ent s .

The results of ou- analyses for the design basis accidents are
su==arized in the foll: wing sections and the dosas which va bave

using conservative assu=ptions are su==arized in Table L.O.calculated
The doses resulting froc these postuisted accidents are well within
10 CFF Part 133 guideline values.

,

Tl?'.I L.0

C A'ETJ-I' DOSEE IF "*'I EVI:7 OF

PDS JJII: ACCIDE.T5 AT UNIT 2 0? 3
_

Two Hour Dose at 33 Dey Dose At The
Site Soundary (ret) Low Population Zone (re-)

Accident
Thy-ei d_ Whole Body Thyroid Vbole Body

Loss of Ceolant 195 8 93 2

Fefueling 25 <1 6 1

Control Rod krop 55 1 1 <1

Stea: Line Break 25 <1 <1 <1

(10 see valve closure
time) .

k_M
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' k.1 Loss ef Coolant Inside the Dryvell

In calculating the consequences of the loss-of-coolant accident, we
have assumed fission product release fractions released froc the core
a s suggested in Technical Infor-e tion Document ikSLL , "Calculstions of
Distance Factors for Power and Test Beactor Sites |' i.e. ,10M of the

noble gases, 50% of the halogens, and 1% of the solids. In addition,g SM of the halogens released fror. the core is assu=ed to plate out onto
internal surfaces of the contain=ent building or onto internal con-
ponents. The pri=ary containment was assred to leak at a constant
rate of 2.0 percent of the contain=ent volume per day for the d2 ration

- -

of the accident without consideration of the effects of decreasing
pressure during the post-accident interval.

Ve have assured a 9M halogen removal efficiency of the chareml absorbers
of the standby gas treat =ent syste: in the secondary contain:c..i building.
In our anatsis, we took the conservative approach of assuming that leaka ge

withoutfro: the dry * ell goes directly to the standby gas treatment syste:
cixing in the reactor building and then to the environs via the 310-foot

%

9 stack.

Fuzigation conditions were assu:ed for the first half hour exposure at
the site boundary, followed by the most conservative unstable condition.
The controlling location was found to be about 1300 ceters nortbaa;c of

, the stack, at a LOO-foot river bluff. In calculating the doses at the low
population distance for the first 8 hours, ve used a dilutim factor,
based on the curves for the various Pesquill types of ceteorology for
a 310-foot release height, that eaxizizes the calculated dose as a

For 8 to 2k hours this condition was assumed tofunction of distance.g continue, but the plu=e was spread unifor:1y in a 22-1/2 degree sector.
For the next three days, the vind was assu=ed to continue bicving into
the sa:e sector, but diffusion conditions were varied so as to shift the

concentration, and the vind speed was allowed tolocation of the eaxieu:After four days, sicilar diffusion conditions wereused, butincrease.
the vind was assumed to ressin in the sector only 1/3 of the tice.

In addition to the radtiogical consequences of an assumed loss-of-coolant
accident, tte potential c onsequences of radiolytic decocposition of water

Fuch decocposition would result in the productionhave been considered. If
of Esseous hydrogen an'. Oxygen in the containment atmosphere.g aufficient hydrogen a9d oxygen are produced by such a reaction, it is;

possible that a flar.:able mixture could be attained in the contain:ent| Y

that if ignited vo'.id introduce an additional source of energy into the ]
.,_

./ =
Preliminary studies by the applicant suggest that

;'

I

the extent of tb> decocposition reaction cay be limited by back-reaction f
contain=ent systeo.

This me.ter is undergoing thorough review by industry, Oak Ridge
,

National Imboratory, Battelle Memorial Institute, and the Coc ission's
|ra te s .

Division of Reactor Licensing. We vill evaluate further information as
it becomes available and vill require the applicant to take such action
as deemed necessary to control the concentration of hydrogen in the

*ct'" - eonta inment.

-------w_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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k.2 Fefueling Accident

In our evaluation of the refueling accident we assu:e that during the
fuel handling operations, a fuel bundle fells with sufficient force to-'

physically damage ( perforate) Lc fuel rods (l asse:bly) with consequent
release of 23I of the noble Eases and 10% of the halogens from the
damaged rods into the fenctor building. Ninety percent of the halogens
released fro: the perforated fuel rods are assu=ed to re= sin in the

ash 8W refueling water. The re=ai=ing airborne fission products (201 of the
noble gases and 15 of the halogens contained in tte fuel) within the

-- building are assu:ed to be discharged to theat=osphere through the standby
s@7- gas treatment syste (with an iodine filter removal efficiency of 935)''

and through the stack over a tvn-hour period. It is assumed that the
accident occurs 2L hours after shutscen. The =eteorological conditions
assumet are the sete as des:ribed above for a less-of-coolant accident.

Even in the extremely unlikely event thet as enny as nine fuci asse:blies
were to fail, as suggested in the applicant's analysis based on the
conservati n er energy folleging i= pact of a fuel asse:bly on the core,
the doses v:uld retain well belzw the 13 CTF. Part 100 Evideline values.gg

g L.3 Contr:1 Fod Dro;

In the control-rod-drop at:1 dent it is assured tbat a bottoc-entry rod
has been fully inserted er.d has stuck in this position unknown to the
rea ctor operator. It is then assured thnt the drive beco=es uncoupled*

_-

and withdrawn fro: tho rod. Subsequently, it is assu=ed that the rod
falls out of the core inserting en amount of reactivity corresponding
to the vorth of the rod.

e Hot standby is the verst operating condition at which the accident could
happen both because e higher energy release is calculated for this condi-
tion and because a path for the unfiltered release of fission products

9p - could exist through the mechanical vacuum pump on the condenser. A rod.

reactivity worth of 2.5( Lk, the highest veru; rod per:itted by the
Technical Specification:, var assured in the analys 's . This reactivity
addition vould result in a pesk fuel energy density of about 220 cal /g:
(average across the peak fuel pellet). Perforation er ebout 333 fuel
rods is predicted.

We have evaluated the consequences cf the control-rod-drop accident
7-~J . - assuming that 330 fuel reds feil, releasing 100 percent of the nobles . ,, , !

L_
gases and 50 percent of the halogens from the effected rods to the'~~~T
primary syste:. Of the halogens released from the affected rods,''""""

90 percent are assu ed to be retained in the primary system and one-half
All I

of the re=sining halogens are assu ed to be removed by plateout.
of the noble gases and 2 51 of the beloEens would be released from the
primary system through the condenser vacuu: p2:p syste to the atmos-
phere. A ground release was assuwd with Type F conditions
at 1 m/see for the two-hour deses at the site boundary. At the low

#tWi
_
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.' population distance, these conditions were essumed to continue for
6 hours , followed by s preeding of the pit .e #nto a 22-1/2 degree"

C to 2L heurs. For this accident, the 2L-hour ti=esector from
interval is the full course of the accident. ,

An automatie isolation valve has been installed on the discharge

side of the condenser veeuus pu:p whi:5 vould be closed by a high
radiation signal froc the stes: line conitor to confine fission

#N products released fr:c the fuel to the pri=ary syste:. The pump
would also be tripped by these si nals, thus providing a secondE

.
barrier to the release of fission products. These features were
considered in the calculations, and the resulting doses are well
within the 10 CFF Part 100 guidelines. -

The applicent has proposed, and we agree, to allow initial fuel loading
without secondary contain:ent. The rod-drep a ccident for the unitra-
disted core during the initial fuel loading of Unit 2 without secendary
containment has been analyzed, assu:ing an energy generation of 62 Ki-see
in the 230 fuel pins which perforate during the transient, the release
fractions noted above and a factarof 2 for plateout in the building.f-~

f ]g The resulting offsite dose fro: a s.ound level release is approximately
2 re: thyroid, with a much s aller whole body dose. These doses are well
within the 10 CF7. Part 100 Euidelines. Secondary contain ent integrity
vill be established prior to power operation of Unit 2.

L.L Stes: Line 2reak Cutside Contain=ent
.

The break of a main stes: line outside of both the drywell and the
reactor building represenos a potentiel escape route for reactor
coolant from the vessel to the at:osphere without passage through the

*da* 3 reactor building and standby gas treatment syste:.

The stee line break would be sensed by either hi6h stes: flov er
increased temperature in the pipe tunnel if the break occurred in this
region. The s teer line isolation velves vould start to close within
0 5 second after the steam line break is sensed. The valves are
designed for a closure time of froc 3 to 10 seconds. In our analysis,
we have assumed that valve closure ti=e is increased to its maxi =ur

,

adjusteent of 10 seconds. The meteorological considerations assumed ,

1

for this accident are the sa:e as for the control-rod-drop accident.

( ) "~ ~ ' In order to assure that the doses that may result froc a stes: line break
do not exceed 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, it is necessary that no fuel

~"'"? rod perforations cecur prior to closure of the main stes: line isolation
valves. Analyses have been provided that show fuel rod cladding
perforations would be avoided for volve closure ti=es, includin6
instrument delsy, as long as 10 5 seconds. In our opinion, these

.

.

| |3C?3
[ _ :
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*n couId su*,,o*. *. accet. tance of v41ve- danalyses appear reasonab9.*
closure td e= ur +o about 10 seconds. Ecwever. ,- g,,

'

toassure$ hat ~ fuel f ailu e weuld r.o+. c's duri .e r .e{ e

forethev417esarec.ose{...he. _ i
-

,

-
i .,m, g1 * ., . ,s,
i

' s valve closure tire of not greater than 5 se-or.,.s. r -.

,

[ ' ',. pri ary coolar.* tetal iodir.e fission pro et adv tor. --
-

,

i

,

at 20/41/ce, .t.ich corresponds to the a
Usi:.g tnese assu ; tier.s. the two-hour thyrc;ye.

o'

, , , , ,,
d dose wo,,,,- -- -

i

te ap;rcricately 10 re .
S

j *.5 Cenclusien.

On the basis of cur evaluation, the rag ,.,e,* c' doses tnat coulda4 e1 .~

Wi, --
) :W ~~ re uit fro: a. y of the design basis accider.ts are wel

guidel:.ne values giver. in 10 CFR Part 100.' ' ~ '
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'. 4.0 ACCIDENT ANAL.TSES 1

Tour major postulated design basis accidents (those involving the
Potential release of significant amounts of fission products) wereThe assumptionsaxamined as part of our review for Dresden Unit 2.

g used and resulting doses are described in Section 4.0 of our Safety
Evaluation for Dresden Unit 2 (Appendix A). On the basis of that
evaluation of the various design basis accidents, we concluded that
the calculated radiological doses that could result from any of the.

,p - accidents are well within the guidelines given in 10 CFR Part 100.-; Dresden 3 is virtually identical to Unit 2 and located adjacent,- to
-

it; nothing has arisen since our previous report to change our
conclusion with respect to Unit 2 and it is applicable also to Unit 3.e

5.0 EMERGENCY Pl.ANNINO

In Amendment 12 for Unit 2 and Amendment 13 for Unit 3, the applicant
p described a comprehensive plan for coping with the consequences of an

the general public, including arrangementskJ accident which might af fect
to deal with radiological energencies that have been made with

-
responsible agencies of the State of Illinois and appropriate localthe arrange-

Our review of these amendments concluded thatofficials.
sents made by the applicant to cope with the possible consequences of

the site were both reasonable and prudent, and that thereaccidents at
la adequate assurance that such arrangements will be satisfactorily '

implemented in the unlikely event that .they afte needed.

the Atomic Energy Constission noticed its intent to
On May 21, 1970,
amend its regulation,10 CFR Part 50, " Licensing of Production and
Utilization Facilities," to specify in more detail the information re-

'

quired from applicants in regard to neergency planning to be submitted
We have again reviewed thE applicant's submitt'ai--

to the Commission.
on emergency planning and conclude that it conforms to the intent of

,
"

the proposed change to 10 CFR 50.34 of the Commission's t egulations
and is acceptable.

QNDUCT OF OPERATIONS AND TECHNICA1, QUALIFICATIONS6.0

In our Safety Evaluation for Unit 2 (Appendix A) we concluded that the
applicant was technically qualified to operate that facility and had..+-

established effective means for continuing review, evaluation, and2. The startup test program
improvement of plant operational safety. The applicant has encotetered
is currently being condueced for Dresden 2.
certain operational difficulties which have resulted in changes to the
Dresden 2 facility Technical Specifications, operating procedures and

,

.

- - - - - -
j_
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1 CIIAIRMAN WOLF: Do you wish to go ahead with

d 2 cross-examination of Mr. Pickins on Board Question No. 1 at
3 this *.ime, Ms. Sekuler?

A MS. SEKULER: Yes. I have only one or tuo

2 5 questions, Mr. Chairman.
7

6 CROSS-EXAMINATION'

5 7' BY MS. SEKULER:
0

8, Q Mr. Pickins, on page 5 of your testimony on,

?
9 Doard Question No. 1 you state an opinion that there are"'

a
:i 10 no viable alternatives to shutting down the Dresden generating
i
g 11 ' units when the spent fuel storage pools are filled to
i!
j 12 capacity. What is the basis for this opinion, Mr. Pickins?
5.,

~

i 13 A I based that opinion on my discussions with.

14 other people at Commonwealth Edison and my understanding of
~

-

} 15 the alternatives as listed in my testimony.
E

E 16 Q Did you consider the alternative of transshipment
;::

5 17 | of fuel from Dresden to any other reactor in Commonwealth j
I

|- 'S Edison's system?

d 19 A Yes, I did. ;

$ '

E 20 Q Why is that not a viable alternative?
E

: 21 A That would not satisfactorily extend our full
&

" , 12 core discharge or reload discharge capability. The only

@ 23 other pool available is Quad Cities. It would only'give {
Ps 2 24 us, I believe it is two years.

l
25 Q However, in two years you would have two-year's 1

' '

O

|
|

A*JERicM REPC9"*NC COMPANY. INC.
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1*

| capacity by doing transshipment and therefore you could

2 stave off the shut-down of the reactor for a period of two

' 3 years using transshipment; is that correct?

4 A I believe the figure is two years. I would
.

5'
have to check.

#

6'

Q Have you considered the possibility of using

j 7 a federally-owned away-from-reactor storage facility such

8 as Morris which is located a half mile from Dresden in the
3

9~
event that you have gotten to the point where you have

,

u
i 10 full storage in your facility?
~

=
,@ 11 ' A Yes, we have.
E

5 12 Q Why is that not a viable alternative, Mr. PickinsP
5

} 13 A To keep the unit from shutting down it would be

t = -

,4
}-

- a viable alternative while we had to make repairs. General
-

| 15 Zlectric would accept fuel for a short period of time but
a

j IS their position is that they would then expect us to ta.ke
=

5 17 the fuel back and we would not be able to take the fuel back
O. t3 after repair.J

d 19 Q That is in relation to " orris, but if there were
2

{ 20 some other place that were available that the Federal
n

21 Government had would you be able to continue to store fuel
"

12
, and not shut down the reactor such as the plant at Barnwell?

g$y95 23 A If it was available we could.

$5L '7
<
I 24 Q But your statement on page 5 was that theres
1,

25 was no " viable alternative to shutting down the Dresden
-

( -j'

;.;,,0G4cN :!E.ScR-*NG COMP ANY. INC.
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(
.

1 generating units." In fact, there is a viable alternative
)

I to shutting them down. It is just that you would have to

3 find something else to do in the two-year period that you,

I i
4 were storing the fuel elsewhere; is that correct?'-

3 5 A Yes.
7

6 MS. SEKULER: Thank you.'

j 7 I have no other questions.

5 8 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Mr. Goddard, do you wish to
'

E
A 9 cross-examine?
d
i 10 MR. CODDARD: The staff has no cross-examination
~

~

! 11 ' of Mr. Pickins.
E
E 12 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Mr. Steptoe?
$
-

13 MR. STEPTOZ: If I may have a few minutes, I.

14 would like to conduct a redirect, if that is all right.
r
3 15 CEAIRMAN WOLF: You may.
E

E 16 (Short pause.)
5

5 17 MS. LITTLE: Ms. Sekuler.

.
'S MS. SEKULER: Yes.

d 19 MS. LITTLE: V. orris is not owned by the Federal
i
5 20 ' Government but by GE.
=
E 21 ' MS. SEKULER: That is correct. I am sorry. In
E
~

12 j my question I was asking a combined question. You are

MQ' ' 23
-

correct. It is anticipated that GE may in fact eventually

fdk(24 sell Morris to the Federal Government. However, I do

25 believe that Morris does still accept fuel from utilities

,.,

? !

%_ '

;;,::g,qscN RE:cRT*NG C::MPANY. INC.
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1 on contract, as Mr. Pickins has stated. I would be glad
)

a
2 to ask him a couple of questions to clarify the position of

3 GE as a private entity.'
,

( )
~ 4 MS. LITTLE: I think that would be a good for the

.

: 5 status of the record.
"

5 6 sy MS. SEKuLER:
,

7 Q Mr. Pickins, when you described the availabilityj
8 of Morris as a temporary storage facility for fuel at

E
9 Dresden. Were you not referring to the arrangement that~

a
4 10 you would have made with the General Electric Company as
4
g 11 : a private owner of Morris as it exists today?
2
5 12 A It would be an arrangement with General Electric
5
~

13 as a private facility.,.

8 i

5 14 MS. SEKULER: Thank you.
r
5 15
,

Does that clarify the record?
=

5 16 MS. LITTLE: Yes.
p

3 17 MS. SEKULER: Thank you.

- 9 . REDIRECT EXAMINATION

d 19 BY MR. STEPTOE:
I

20 0 Mr. Pickins, are you aware of any federally
5
[ 21 owned reactor storage facilities at this time?
e

12 A None that are available at this time.

4 23 0 Do you know whether any exist?

'/C[24~#
A None exist to my knowledge.

25 0 would you explain how trans2hipment of spent

n
)

'

~

/.i.OERdcN ME.:oRTNG COMP ANY. INC.
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1 fuel to Morris would be carried out physically?
( I

~

2 A We would utilize a spent i Mal shipping cask,

3 a Commonwealth Edison transnuclear 9 st.ppinc cask to ship~

i s' 4, 'he fuel. He would then lower the cask into the spent fuel

2 5 po,1. We would have to load the fuel into the cask and take

6 the casa our of the pool and we would follow the path that

j 7 that is designated for the single-failure crane criteria.
0

8 It would then travel over to where it would be lowered down,

3
% 9 onto the truck and shipped by truck over to the Morris
a
d 10 ' facility and unloaded in a similar manner. Then the casks

f 11, would have to be brought back to Dresden for further ship-
M
E 12 < monts. The transnuclear 9 cask carries 7 BWR spent ftel.
m
5

13 Q Do you have an opinion'of how long it would
~

.

{~1' 4
( ; 3 14 take to re-establish full core discharge capability in onc
~s -

3 15 of the Dresden pools using this procedure of tran3 shipment
E

16 to Morris?-

N

i 17 A Depending on the number of assemblies, I believe
.

:
a. 59 that o' shipment of fuel to Morris would take a minimum

s.

b 19 of three days and probably closer to four or five 's per
i
E 20 shipment. If you assume the normal reload of 2 0 '-

21 assemblies, then you are looking at close to 30 movements
E
"

22 of the TN 9 casks.
|

23 Q Now, I believe that you stated with respect to
,%
y47[ 24 Ms. Sekuler's questions about transshipment that there

25 was a transshipment request presently pending before the NRC

,,
,

( )
../

/.CERdCN #E. CRTNG COMP ANY. INC.
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1 involving Dresden in Quad Cities; is that correct?
,

s
''

2 A Yes, sir, it is.

- 3 Q Do you know what the position of the Stete of
( )

' 4 Illinois, if any, is with respect to that application?

5 MS. GEKULER: I object to that question as asking
a

7
6 for a legal conclusion. It is not a factual element of the'

3 7 case whether or not Mr. Pickins knows what the State of
0

8 Illinois' position on that question is.g
E
A 9 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Would you read the question back,
a
d 10 please?

i
5 11 ' (The pending question was read by the reporter.)
3
E 12 CHAIRMAN WOLF: I will sustain that objection,
S
~

13 Mr. Steptoe..

28 2 M BY MR. STEPTOE:
=
= 15 Q Do you know whether the NRC has approved the
2
E 16 transshipment application presently pending between Dresden
5
3 17 and Quad Cities?
:

I'3 A No, they have not.~
-

d 19 Q Do you know whether a licensing board has been
2
k e

20 appointed?a
=
W

21 A There has been a licensing board appointed.*

E
n

12 ' Q Do know whether anyone has intervened in

z( } 23 opposition to that transshipment application?

E C 24 A Yes, there has been intervention on that case.

25 Q Who has intervened?
|,

,- .
'

:

J'

i.1,,sERacN RE?CRTNG CCMPANY. INC.
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l

1 A The State of Illinois and the Citizens For AO
-

2 Better Environment. There is one other, the National

3 Resources Defense Council./1
i ?

k../Simons 4 i

Rese Marie
fol; 7 5
9:55 a.m. ",
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fois
Simons

1 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, at this time, Commonwealth,

''
2 Edison Company moves for leave to file a copy of the

3 petition for intervention by th; State of Illinois in that

'' 4 proceedinc. If we're not allowed to establish through the

.

: 5 witness what the State of Illinois' local position is, then
7
j 6 it would seem to me that there can hardly be any cuestion

3 71 as to the authenticity of the document of which we would
0

8 tender. 1:e don't have it here today, but we'd like to putg
E

9 it into the Record so the Record is clear on that point.*

d
i 10 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Would you stipulate to the filinc ot
:
3 11 ' that, iiiss Sekuler?
E
= 12 MISS SEKULER: '70 , I would not. I .rould object to the
$.

*

~. 13 filine of it. It's a pleadina in another intervention
l'' Z
(,! { 14 proceeding. It's not relevant in any way to the expansion

} 15 of the testimony already put forward by -ir . Pekins.
E

E 16 I believe that the point has been made that
:

E 17 the license has not yet been issued for transshipment by

'3 the NRC, and there is a proceeding going en in 'hich the

d 19 State of Illinois has intervened. I don't bel. that
2
5 20 the sub. mission of any petitions in that particular
=

f 21 proceeding are relevant to this proceedinu or vill add
:

12 ; anything to the testimony already put before the Board.

4 23 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, may I respond?

N 24 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, you may.

25 MR. STEPTOE: This is an issue which Miss Sekuler

.

\ ~_ ,I
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? I raised on cross-examination. I don't think there can be
i,

''
2 any question about what the State of Illinois' position is

3 in thc transshiptant application, and it seems to me if the,

's 4 issue which has been raised is alternatives to this spent

*.~

5 fuel reracking, the State of I]linois should not be,

7
6 allowed to sneak out of both sides of its mouth and say'

-o
.

-

7 one thing in this proceeding and play that off against what~

0
8 it says in the Dresden tuar Citios Proceeding.,

C
9 There is a duty of consistency, particularlya

a
i 10 on the part of the State of Illinois before the Muclear
-

-

3 11 ' Regulatory Comrc.ission; and that's what we think is being
a

h 12 jeopardiced here.
1 |~

13 .ISS SEKULER: That does not change my position on the
|

*

.

E9 i
E 14 relevancy of a pleading in this proceeding, Mr. Chairman.
:

.

5 15 CHAIRMAN WoLFE. Are you taking two positions, Miss
n
+
C 16 Sekuler?
?
? 17 MISS SEKULER: I'm not taxing twc positions in tnis
a

'3 prcceeding. In this proceeding, we have intervened to
'

-

d 19 cake sure that any rerack that goes forwar6 at Dresden -

|
2
5 20 done in the safest possible .: ode.
E; 21 In the intervention in the other proceerling ,

12 we have taken positions relevant to that prcceeding, which

. 23 are not relevant to this one. The question that was

2,4 i' s 24 d. ;cted to the witness was only 1:hether or not, in making
--

25 a certain statement in his testimony, he had taken into |

p
! Y

_/
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3 1 consideration certain types of other alternatives such as
!. i

-

2 transshipment; and if so, if they were available and what
3 type of time sequence there would be; and that's what went

m/ 4 to Question -- Bcard Question Number 1.

2 5 CHAIR"AN 'iOLFE. Mr. Stectoe?
7
. 6 MR. STEPTOE: If I may have one more chance? I've been
'

o

3 7' listeninc very closely to Miss Sekuler, and she has not
:

8 once stated what the ~acsition of the State of Illinois is,

E
% 9 in the transshipment application, and I call upon her now to
a
d 10 answer that question directly.
~

~

j 11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, her position is that that isn't
E
E 12 relevant here,
n
5.
~

13 :1R . STEPTOE: Nell,if it is an alternative, Mr. Chairman,.

'^N i I

((x _,l E 14 then the position -- and if it is an alternative which she
_

E' 15 ,is opposing, the alternatives open to the apolicant area
a

26 certainly are relevant to Board Question 1. It's something
~

.-

5 17 Ithat I think is perfectly pertinent to this proceeding.
13 CHAIRMAN WOLFZ: "R. Steptoe, we'll take your Motion

b 19 under advisement and decice later in the day zhat the Board's
;-
U 20 position will be.
=
>

[ 21 MR. STEPTOE: Thank you, ?!r. Chairman ,
k i

'2 ' I have nothing fur".her by vay of re-direct..

. 23 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Now, what about the witness? Have you
PM[ 24 ; anything further from this ritr.e ss ?

25 MR. STEPTOE: No, "r. Chair'an..

/ '

! )
x_./
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| '
1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Miss Sekuler, do you have any re-cross? |

~

|
2 MISS SEKULER: No, Mr. Chairman, I do not. |

T'm 3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Goddard?i

4~~

MR. GODDARD: Nothing from the staff, Sir.
,

5,

CHAIRMAN NOLFE: The Board has some questions.
t

6'

Doctor Remick?*

7 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Mr. Pekins, on Page 5 of your written

8' testimony the statement is made that, again, viewing each
E

9~
generating unit's fuel storage in isolation, Unit 2 will

u
i 10 lose RCC in October 19S4 and Unit 3 will lose RDC in
*

=

$ 11 February 1985; and I wonder if you can elaborate on what
5
j 12 assumptions are maae there cf particularly any power,

s
13 coast-down or at what point would one shut doun the units?.

, 1 g

/. 5 14 THE WITNESS: In answering this question, I utilized
:
* 15
7. the orojected refueling out of the schedules and reload
E

E 16 discharge capability cf 200 assemblies per refueling outage.p

3 17 The dates that reflect the outage following
:. Sg
i the time that we would not be able to -- the normal outage
.

* 19
5 schedule that would take place is the dates that I have
=

{ 20 just said, and we would not have the ability to unload the

2 *1 amount of assemblies we need.e
%

2 CHAIRMAN REIIICK: So, am I correct that assuming no

~ 23
>g{ power coast-down, you would shut down at a normal planned

24 outage where you can still operate at full power?*

25 THE WITNESS: I don't knov. I'd have to check on that.

-

1

._
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|

|

5
.

|

l CHAIRMAN REMICK: Would you olease report back later? |~

t 1

2 On the question of transshipment to Quad

es 3 Cities, I'm not sure I understand why you say that this is
! i

''' 4 not an alternati're from a technical standpoint. I'n not

.
5 sure I quite unuerstand. I think there was a statenent that

7
6 this might provide two years of additional operations for'

h 7 Dresden, and I'm not sure I understand that or if that's
"

:

8 correct.g
C
C

9 Would you expound upon why you feel this is~

a
i 10 not an alternative from a technical standpoint?
~

=
E 11 ' THE WITNESS: From a technical standpoint, shipment
E
j 12 can take place. we do not have--- Presently, it's been
5
~. 13 broucht cut ve do not have a license at Ouad Cities to

,.
-

|~

,( E 14 receive Dresden fuel or at Dresden to receive Quad Cities'
,.

=
-

3 15 fuel.
2
$ 16 In addition, the amount of storane of
5
3 17 capacity at Quad Cities at this point would extend for a

I
'S short period of time. It would utilize all the storage

d 19 cauacity between the two stations to the utmost and woulu
2
E' 20 extend it for a short tirae period -- two years, and I'd

|=
w
; 21 like to go back and read the dates. I believe that's the |
*

'2 correct numbers though, and technically, it can be done..

qf 23 It's just that we don't have it available to us at this

!

} FTC 24 option right now.

25 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Okay. So, if you did receive the |

<> :
-,
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6

1 license required to do that, it could expand Dresden two
-x~

2 and three, approximately two years subject to your checking

<- 3 back to see if that's correct?
!,

'_ 4 THE WITNESS: Yes,

5 CHAIRMAN REMICK: All right. Now, how about Quad Cities?j
f6 Shat does that do about Quad Cities?

O 7 THE WITNESS: It would-- Since more fuel would be in
E

] 3 the pool at Quad Cities when ce transship to Dresden, then
E
2 9 it's possible that-- To utilize all the supports based
.:

2 10 at both stations, it's possible that we would have to
.

! 11 ship some fuel from Quad Cities back to Dresden to maintain
-
2

@ 12 full discharge or reload discharge at some point utilizing
A

13 what little space we night have left at Dresden.
.

~

14 CHAIRMAN REMICK: But if we don't look at just fuel

5 core discharge but your normal refueling discharge, as I15
E
P 16 understand it and correct me if I'm wrong, you have more
5

E 17 space at Quad Cities than you have at Dresden; and therefore,i
I.

you might ship from Dresden to Quad Cities extendingtg-

m

d 19 Dresden for, perhaps, up to two years, but in doing this,
I
M 20 would this reduce the time that Quad Cities would be

E
21 available for operation or am I misunderstanding it?~

3
*

12 THE WITNESS: Yes,.it would reduce it because there

g 23 would be more subject to the pool which, ordinarily,0uad-

F5(( 24 Cities' fuel would be dischargea to that pool; and now, there

25 is Dresden's fuel in that cool. It could shorten it, but

-

( _'
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7 ,., I would allow us to keep all four units operating, keep-

\ /

2 Dresden on line until such time it would shorten Quad Cities'

3 units.,- ,

i

4 CHAIRMAN REMICK: All right. I would appreciate if''

a
5 you would check those numbers ane' make sure we have them'

~

.' 6 accurately in the Record.

3 7 On the Page 10 of your testimony, the

", statement is made that"Ccmmonwealth Cdison was granted8
E

~

e
9 authority to shift spent fuel among the various pools at~

a
i 10 the Dresden Station," and then that continues. I'm not

i
g 11 ' quite sure when you say the various pocls, if that means
2
j 12 Dresden 1, 2 and 3.

3

5.
~

13 THE WITNESS: Yes, it does..

14 CHAIR?"AN REMICK: So, you are currently licensed to
:
3 15 move fuel from Dresden 2 and 3 to Dresden 1 and vice
: I
$ 16 versa?
E

i 17 THE WITNESS: No, sir. De instore Unit's 1 fuel in

'S the Unit 2 and 3 pools, but however, becauseofthephysical|
I

d 19 configuration of the fuel, Unit 1 is a smallor fuel and ;
E i

5 20 we do not store the larger 2 and 3 in that. |
IE .

21 ; CHAIRMAN REMICK: I see. Thank you. That's all the*

f

.
I'2 questions I have.

4K 23 CHAIPliAN WOLFE: Do you have any?
~%

'
E 24 CHAIRMAM LITTLE: I have none.

25 MR. STEPTOE: I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman,

!s

\
' '|-.__
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8 _ , I however, we will get back to you with the answers to the
'

i
'

2 questions that Dr. Remick raised.

3 CHAIRMAN *10LFE: ilery well. Are we finished with thisp
!

I
~' 4 witness at this time, or do you wish to --

2 5' MR. STEPTOE: No, we are finished with this witness at
7

6 this time, and we'll be bringing Mr. Pekins back.'

y 7' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: He'll be subject later to cross-
0

8, examination on the rest of his testimony?,
'

E
% 9 MR. STEPTOE: That's correct, Mr. Chairman.

. -

u
d 10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Thank you.
~

-

j 11 (Witness excused.)
9

| 12 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairnan, I think the next witness is
5.
~

13 in the NCR Staff's..

(^T '5
'

( E 14 MR. GODDARD: Mr. Chairman, at thi.; time the NCR Staff
xs -

i 15 would call Mr. Paul W. O'Connor with regard to the Board
2
# 16 Question 1 and the introduction of the SE and EIA as
5
5 17 amended.

|

"
. 'S CHAIRMAN h0LFE: Very well.
a

d 19 Do we have written testimony from the i
5 |
E 20 witness?
=
5 21 MR. GODDARD: Yes, you do, Sir. I believe it's bound
3 i
~

'2 | on the cover sheet of the staff's testimony, which was
.

gg 23 served on the Board and all parties on November 4, 1980.

E C[ 24 The safety evaluation and the er.vironmental#

25 impact appraisal were served much earlier on June 6, 1980 or

;.; =EsscN as.=cnT *:0 C0:aP4NY. :NC.'
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93 1 shortly thereafter. However, for the convenience of the
;

\' '
2 Board and all parties, a copy of that safety evaluation in

3 environmental impact appraisal and a subsequent affidavitr~s
i ;

' '

4 of a Mr. Walter L. Brooks, which amended the safety evaluatio 1-

o
5 and which was prepared under Mr. O'Connor's direction and

7
6 supervision are also bound into this prefiled testimony.'

3 7 Mr. O'Connor, I ask you to state your full
0

Sg name before the Court Reporter.
5
A 9 THE NITNESS: My full name is Paul W. O'Connor.
d
i 10 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: I'd like to swear him in before he
~

-

3 11 testifies.
9_

j 12 MR. GODDARD: Certainly.
5
~

13 CHAIRr.AN WOLFE: Would you raise your rigbt hand, Mr..

(~') E
! / 2 14 O'Connor?
~_- -

-

E 15
2
g 16 PAUL W. O'CONNOR,
I
M 17 ' led as a witness herein, having been first duly

-

[- '3' swcrn, was examined upon oral interrogatories and

d 19 testified as follows:
1
5 20
E !
~

21 DIRECT EXAMINATION
E

'2 BY: MR. GODDAR-.

~ ~

5 E 24 Q Mr. O'Connor, would you state your present

25 positicn?
|

/"'5
! '

w
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10- 1 A I'm employed as Project Manager for Dresden Units
6

-

2 Number 1 and Unit 2. I'm employed by the Office of the

3 Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Division of Licensing, Operating-,

's 4 Reactors Branch 5 of the Nuclear Reaulator Commission.'

3 5 Q Are you the Project Manager responsible for the
7

.' 6 modification of the Unit 2 and Unit 3, Dresden spent fuel

3 7' pool?
O

8 A Yes, I am.,

3
2 9 Q Are you familiar with a document entitled,
d
d 10 " Supplemental '2estimony of Paul W. O'Connor on Board
~

~

j 11 Questiori 1"?
8
E 12 A Yes, I an.
5
'

13 O Do you have any corrections or modifications that.

(
'

Z~^

! j 14 you would like to make to that testimony at this time?
_

r
3 15 A No, I do not.
2
E 16 Q Were you responsible for the issuance of the
5

I 17 safety de-valuation in environmental impact appraisal

'S relating to the modification of the spent fuel storage pools |

d 19 at Dresden Station, Units 2 and 3, dated 6, June 1980?
2
5 20 A Yes, I was.
=
H

21 Q Are there any corrections or nodifications you

-

12 would like to make to that safety evaluation or environmental

~ 23g impact appraisal at this time?

' ki--

/s 24 A Yes, I would like to make corrections. On Page 1s

25 of the Safety Evaluation Report, the first sentence should

i 17
i
N .,
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11 1 read, "By application, dated May llth, 1978 and supplements

2 dated January 12th, January 24th, May 30th, June 12th,

3 August 17th, August -- I'm sorry, October 19th, 1979 andcy

4 October 29th, 1980."

.

: 5 The last line in the first paragraph should
7

6 read, "From the present 1,400 and 1,420 spaces for spent'

-

; 7 fuel pool to 3,537 spaces per pool." In Section 2, the
0

8 sentence beginning, "The general arrangement," should read,g
s
A 9 "The general arrangement and details of the proposed new
a
d 10 spent fuel storage racks are presented in Figures 1, 3.1-2,

i
E 11 i 3.2-2 and 3.2-2 of Revision 3 of the report dated October
E
j 12 'G0; and the second paragraph --
5
~

13 CHAIRMAN REMICK: I wish vou'd repeat that. I'm afraid.
-

/ g
- .,

! f 5 14 I missed some of that.
E

'

l
15 THE WITNESS: Thank you. Just slightly for background. |

=

E I

E 16 We received a revision very recently and I'm trying to
9

3 17 incorporate the changes into the Record. t

'3 The sentence in the first paragraph of

$ 19 Section 2 should have the addition after Figures 3.1-2,
I
5 20 3.2-2, 3.2-2 of --
E

[ 21 CHAIRMAN REMICK: But I thought you were repeating
&
~

'2 3.2-2?.

g$y~q; 23 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. It should have read 3.2-1
.

,. a.

E C 24 and 3.2-2 of Revision 3 of the report dated October of 1930.

| 25 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: Mr. O'Connor, I understand that we

|

_
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l? s 1 should insert these changes in Revision 3; is that correct?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes. That's correct.

3 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: The figures are in the final question.cs

i -

4 THE WITNESS: The numbers of the figures are correct,''

.
5 that's true.

7
j 6 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: 3.1-2, 3.2-1, 3.2-2?

3 7 THE WITNESS: That's correct, and as it's written, tha
O

8g only changes to Provision 3 --
5
N 9 CHAIRMAN REMICK: I'm sorry, but also, you didn't
a
d 10 change the date to October 29, 1980 or 1979 -- 1980? I

i
g 11 ' thought you change'd the date also.
5

5 12 THE 'lITNESS: Revision 3 of the report dated Octriber
5
~

13 og 1930,.

<'"'s '5
- p' CHAIRMAN REMICK: So,you are changing the date?

. :

(/ 5 -

:

-[ 15 THE WITNESS: Yes. I must make another correction. It h
E

E 16 should say Revision 4.
9

5 17 On Page 4 of the Safety Evaluation Recort
-

2 '3 in Section 3.2-1 in the first sentence in the first
.

y 19 paragraph, it should state 3,53'i when referring to the
2

} 20 fuel assemblies. On Page 6 of the Safety Evaluation Report
P

[ 21 Paragraph 3.4, again should refer to 3,537 storace spaces ,

%
12 ' rather than 3,780.

P95 23 In the environmental impact appraisal, Page
ZG@hp? *

c
2N 24 2, --

25 MISS SEKULER: Mr. Chairman? Would you repeat the

,ey
'

!
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1.T s I last change that you made?
(

2 THE WITNESS: I believe that was Section 3.4.

3 MISS SEKULER: Yes. That's right.,,

- 4 THE WITNESS: Of the SER. Line 5, the number 3,780

-
5 should be changed to 3,537

^
~

j 6 In the environmental impact appraisal, Section

7 1.1 on Page 1, the application dates should include the

8 October 29, 1980 submittal. The number spent fuel assembly,

3
9 should be increased from 3,730, decreased fron 3,780 to~

a
4 10 3,537.
-

-

! 11 ' On Paae 2 of the environmental impact
E

[ 12 appraisal --
S.
~

13 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: Excuse me. Is that 3,537 or 3,527?.

r"~) 1

(.[ 5 14 THE WITNESS: 3,537. On Page 2 of the environmental
:
3 15
*

impact appraisal, Section 1.2, Paragraph 2, the number
4

5 16 3,780 should be changed to 3,327.
9

9 17 MR. GODDARD: 37.
--

2 '3 THE WITNESS: 37. Excuse me.

g" 19 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: It's confused now all the way throuch
.=
G 20 now.
E

21 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. I had intended to say 3,537

12 ' every time. That is the number of fuel spaces which will

23~

O<?% be in the new racks as submitted by the --9p
,

E C 24 MR. GODDARD: O Does that conclude the changes you

25 would make to those documents?

s7
I,' ]

_.
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1 1 A That's correct. Yes.

2 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Mr. Pekins, if I may, I noticed --

3 Oh, Mr. O'Connot. Excuse me.,,

i

4, I noticed that one place you changed your\ '

2 5 testimony from saying 1,420 to 3,537. You changed it to
"

S read 1,400 and 1,420 because apparently Dresden 2 Unit is'

3 7 different from Dresden Unit 3, but throughout the rest of
a i

5 8 the testimony, you did not change that. I
~

9< Is there any significance in not making a
a
d 10 change because most of the testimony or most of the
~

-

% 11 < information in the SER and the EIA indicate that it was ,

8
j 12 being changed from 1,420 to 3,337?
E
'. 13 THE WITNESS: In every case where the number 1,420 is

[^'T 3 ,

( ,' E 14 used to describe the number of existing racks, it should I
_

r
3 15 say 1,400 and 1,420 for the Units 2 and 3 respectively.
2
E 16 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Thank you.
5
i 17 MR. GODDARD: Q Mr. O'Connor, is your supplemental

'S testimony as filed here true and correct to the best of

d 19 your knowledge?
1
5 20 A Yes, it is.

|= .n

21 Q I'll also ask you if you're familiar with a

~

'2 document entitled, "The Affidavit Of Walter L. Brooks.

23 Amending Safety Evaluation Report"?

@k35
'

't s 24 A Yes, I am. )s

25 0 Does that-- Was that prepared under your

,
% ,/
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1

15_ 1 direction and supervision?
|

2 A Yes, it was.'"

3 0 What was the basis for the preparation of that

i
is 4 affidavit?

3 5 A That affidavit was prepared to evaluate the
7

6 changes to the application which was submitted by the'

3 7 licensee describing dimensional and tolerance changes, which
0

3 had taken olace in the scent fuel racks as fabricated?,
. -

e
9 Q As Project Manaaer for the Dresden 2 and 3 spent~ ,

a
4 10 fuel pool proposed ncdification, are you now sponsoring
-

-

3 11 the safety evaluation in environmental impact appraisal
S
j 12 for a proposed modification as amended and correct? |
1
~

13 A Yes, I am..

E~/~N'
E 14 Q Thank you. I have no further questions for this
:
5 15 witness. He is now available for cross-examination.
2

{ 16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Do you have any questions, Mr. Steptoe?
?

S 17 MR. STEPTOE: Yes. I think Mr. Fittaibbons has some

'3 questions. May I ask whether the cross-examination is

j 19 limited to Board Question 1 or 2, the entire safety

C
20 evaluation in environmental impact appraisal as well?=

=
W
^ 21 MR. GODDARD: It's not so limited. However, at this
3
e

'2 time, I would ask that they would be -- or move that they.

gq{h3gg 23
be incorporated in the Record as read as to the testimony of

'

=
'/ s 24 Mr. O'Connor and that the safety evaluation in environmentals

25 ' impact appraisal together with Mr. Brooks atfidavit amendinc

,,

|
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16 s 1 the safety evaluation be offered as NRC Staff Exhibit 1.
;

'''
2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Are there any objections to the offer

3 made by Mr. Goddard on behalf of the Staff?-c
h

4 Miss Sekuler?'-

7 5 y'.SS SEKULER: No.
"

f6 MR. STAHL: We have none.

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Without objection then, the written
C

0
8 testimony aided by Mr. Goddard will be received in the,

E
5 9 Record as if read.
a
d 10 XR.FITZGIBBONS: It's cross-examination now. May I

11 ' proceed, Mr. Chairman?
2_
: 12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Goddard, your motion uas not

*"

'. 13 entirely clear to me. You moved that it be received as
(~~s G
(j $ 14' Exhibit 1. You don't want it incorporated in the Record j

- _ .

E 15 as if read?
E

16| MR. GODDARD: The testimony to be incorporated in the;
2
.-

E 17 Record as read and the other documents to be incorporated
.

2
13 as Staff Exhibit 1.

a

d 19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Hell, it would be easier, Mr. Goddard,
1
M 20 if you would make separate motions. We have accepted then i

5 |
[ 21 the testimony of Mr. O'Connor, written testimony, into the |

|

s
9.2 ' Record as if read.

"

( 23 Now, if you'll move for the --

E#C 24 ' MR. GODDARD: Very well, sir. I would cove the

25 admission of the safety evaltation in environmental impact

,,

's , /
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17 ,_ 1 appraisal end the Brooks affidavit jointly as NRC Staff
(

'

''

2 Exhibit 1 in this proceeding.-

__ 3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Any objection to the receipt of the
(

_ 4 offer of the Staff's Exhibit l?

2 5 MISS SEKULER: No, Judge.
7

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: bithout objection then, it will be'

3 7' received in Evidence.
0

8 (Document received in Evidence. ),

E
% 9 MR. GODDARD: Thank you.
d
i 10 CHAIPliAN NOLFE: Miss Sekuler?
~

~

j 11 MR. FITZGIBBONS: May I proceed, Mr. Chairman?
3
E, 12 CHAIR"AN NOLrE: Yes, you may.
..

'
$-

13.

tb &

( ) 2 14 CROSS-EXAMINATION
~, -

5 15 BY: IIR . FITZGIBBONS
=

5 16 I i

! Iy 17 Q Mr. O'Connor, on Page 3 you talked about the ;
- I

[. 13 alternative of reprocessing. If the prescat policy of

19 reprocessing were to change, what vould have to happen j
= \

U 20 before commercial reprocessing could commence?
=
M
~ 21 A I am not an exc.ert in the staff's o.osition on
~

12 j reprocessing or the spent fuel policy. I believe that we

zg{pg; 23 have recessed the environnental study, and with that study
,.w
2"[ 24 recessed. believe we would have to complete it, and of.

25 course, we have no reprocessinc facilities licensed at this

.x
k I

_

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD.

O in the Matter of )
i Docket Nos. 50-237

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY ) 50-249

(Spent Fuel Pool Modification)(Dresden Station, Units 2 and 3) ,

SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF
PAUL W. O' CONN 0R ON BOARD QUESTION 1

I, Paul W. O'Connor, do state as follows:

I am employed by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Comission, as

a project ~:anager, Operating Reactors Branch 5, Division of Licensing,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A statement of my professional
- qualifications is attached to this testimony.

Board Question lA

What is the current status of the spent fuel unfilled
storage capacity at Dresden Station Units 2 and 3?

Answer

i There are 668 fuel assemblies stored in the Dresden 2 spent fuel pool

as of October 31, 1980. There are 732 fuel storage locations empty

in the Unit 2 pool. There are 760 fucl assemblies stored in the Unit 3 i
1

fuel pool as of October 31, 1980. There are 660 empty fuel storage
,

locations in the Unit 3 pool.

O.

I

,r - , - , ,
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Board Ouestion IB

(7 When will fullcore-discharge no longer be possible?.

kJ

Answer
f

It will not be possible to discharge all 724 fuel assemblies in the

Unit 2 core, to the Unit 2 spent fuel pool after the discharge of 224

fuel assemblies.from cycle 7, currently scheduled for January, 1981.

It is not presently possible to discharge all 724 fuel assemblies

trom the Unit 3 core to the Unit 3 spent fuel pool. The Unit 3 full

core discharge capability was lost in February 1980.

Board Ouestion 1C

When will normal refueling discharge no longer be
possible?

Answer

Normal refueling discharge will no longer be possible in the Unit 2

pool after the 1984 refueling of Unit 2. Normal refueling discharge

will no longer be possible in the Unit 3 pool after the 1985 refueling |

of Unit 3.

Board Ouestion 1D

What alternatives, if any, exist to shutting down
the Unit (s) when the spent fuel pool (s) is (are)'

filled to capacity?

O
,

i

|

|
_ , _
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Answer

U The following alternatives to shutting down the reactor exist and have

been considered in NUREG 0575.

'

1. PERMITTING THE EXPANSION OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE CAPACITY AT
REPROCESSING PLANTS

There are no reprocessing plants in operation in the United States at

the present time. With the NRC decision to terminate the generic stt.Jy

on plutonium recycle use in mixed oxide fuel (GESMO) in December, 1977

/J2 FR 6533[/ in deference to the President's non-proliferation policy,

commercial reprocessing has been indefinitely deferred in the United

States. The expansion of spent fuel storage at reprocessing plants is

technically feasible, but it is not considered a viable alternative for

dealing with M problem of spent fuel storage because of the limited

potential spaces at the remaining potential reprocessing plant, Allied

General Nuclear Services at Barnwell, S.C., which has storage pool capacity

for about 400 metric tons.

2. LICENSING OF INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATIONS (ISFSI).

This alternative represents the major means of providing interim AFR spent

fuel storage.

The former Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. reprocessing plant is now licensed

[l and operEting as an independent spent fuel storage installation. However,
v

NFS has announced its withdrawal from the reprocessing business, and this

plant is no longer receiving spent fuel from utilities for extended storage.

|
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The General Electric Company's planned reprocessing plant at Morris,

) Illinois, has now been declared and licensed as an ISFSI. The initial

licensed spent fuel storage capacity of about 100 MTU has been ircreased

to about 750 MTU by installing spent fuel storage racks in its former

high level waste storage pool. The plant operation as a " storage only"

facility has shown that an independent spent fuel storage installation

can be operated with adequate protection of the health and safety of the

public.

The Department of Energy testified on January 26, 1979, before the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the House of Representatives

that in order to meet its deadline of 1983 for having an operational AFR
A
D facility, it is considering the NFS West Valley, the GE Morris, and the

AGNS Barnwell facilities to supply storage capacity.

Currently, an increasing interest in independent spent fuel storage

installations is being shown by the nuclear power industry. One architect-

engineer company has submitted to NRC a standard design of such a facility,

to be situated at a reactor site. The NRC staff has reviewed it and

issued letters of approval for the design.

The methods of expanding spent fuel storage capacity considered in this

assessment show negligible difference in environmental impact and cost
''# with the exception that at-reactor storage pool compact storage is least

costly economically, and does not require additional transportation of

spent fuel. In view of this, the reference case alternative for expanded
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spent fuel storage assumes-that most additional storage capacity will

4- be provided by AR storage pool compact storage with additional required

storage being provided by away-from-reactor (AFR) at ISFSI 1rcated either

at reactor sites or at separate sites using the available means of wet or

dry storage discussed in this statement.

3. STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL FROM ONE OR MORE REACTORS AT THE STORAGE POOLS
OF OTHER REACTOR (TRANSSHIPMENT)

Temporary relief for the spent fuel storage problem being faced by some

of the older nuclear power plants could be alleviated in some cases by

shipping spent fuel to newer plants with unused available storage capacity.

However, facility operators can be expected to be reluctant to accept

( spent fuel that may result in prematurely tilling their reactor spent

fuel storage pools and potentially impacting the supply of electric power
~

to their regions.

Currently, only one application has been approved by the NRC covering

this alternative. The staff's analysis shows that intrautility transship-

ment, when considered in conjunction with compact storage at reactor pools,

provides additional relief delaying the nead for AFR storage capacity

by about three to four years (see Table 3.2), depending upon whether or.

not full core reserve (FCR) is maintained. The staff also considered the

alternative of transshipment in conjunction with compact storage at reactor

pools on an unlimited basis with all the nation's reactor pools operating

as a single system under a national storage allocation plan. This alternative

|

!

|
|

|
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is not considered feasible under present regulatory conditions; the

'h staff has analyzed it solely as an emergency alternative necessary to

ensure continued reactor power generation in the unlikely event that no

AFR storage is made available to prevent spent fuel storage capacity

shortfalls. Assuming a preemptive federal regulatory authority to allow

this alternative to work, unlimited transshipment in theory could delay

the need for AFR storage to the late 1990's.

Board Question IE
_

'Which if any of these alternatives would require subsequent
license-amendments?

,

Answer

bN Alternative 3, storage of spent fuel from the Dresden reactors in the

storage pools of other reactors, would require that the facility operating

license of the receiving reactor be amended to permit the possession of

fuel other than_that produced by the operation of the receiving reactor.

Alternative 1 and 2 would not require reactor license amendments but

would, however, require NRC licensing action to permit operation or1

expansion of the storage facilities.

4

v

. . . -
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PAUL W. O' CONN 0R
i Professional Qualifications
- Division of Licensing
' Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
eu!

I am employed as a Project Manager in Operating Reactors Branch 5,'

Division of Licensing, U..S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
D.C.. My duties include managing and participating in the staff's review
of applications for license amendments for facilities assigned to me.

I have been employed as a project manager at NRC (formerly USAEC) since
1972. At various times during my employment at NRC I have been assigned"

'

,
project responsibility for Dresden Units 1, 2 and 3, Quad Cities 1 and 2,

j and Pilgrim Unit 1. I am currently assigned as project manager for
Dresden Units 1 and 2.

I I received an A.B. degree in Physics from Northeastern University in
1962. I have taken graduate courses in Nuclear Engineering at Massachusetts3

Institute of Technology between 1965 and 1969.'

In 1962 I was employed at the U. S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research
Center in Watertown, Massachusetts as a health physicist, reactor engineer

: and operations supervisor of the AMMRC Research Reactor.
d|h,

In 1970 I joined the staff at the Babcock and Wilcox Research Center in
Lynchburg, Virginia. At B&W I served as a Senior Research Engineer and

,

Facility Supervisor of the Nuclear Fcel Laboratory and the B&W Test Reactor.
i

7
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18 3 1 time,for a significant amount of effort would have to gog
V

2 into the licensing of reprocessing facilities.

3 Q Assuming the policy changed, how quickly could,

-\- 4 this occur?

3 5 A I couldn't speculate as to the length of time that
?
5 6 it would take.

3 71 Q Do you have an opinion as to whether the
0
g 8, possibility of. such a change in policy would obviate the
1-

9 need for increasing the storage capacity of the spent luels~.

i-
d 10 at Dresden?
i
5 11 A No, I do not.
3
j 12 2 Cn Page 4, talking about on-site storace facilities:

,

s. I
'

-

13 ycu note that the NRC-has reviewed and issued letters of.

'Ef)\(, E 14 approval for design, for reactor site spent fuel storage
E I

,

15 facilities.=

,i*
a

3 16 Does this action constitute a commitment by
;

5 17 the.NRC to license such a facility? |

I.

['- 'S A I ' rc so rry . I have trouble hearino. '
t

s

b 19 0 I'n sorry. On Page 4, you note that the XRC has
2
E 20 reviewed and issued letters of apprcval for design for
3

[3
21 reactor sites' spent fuel storage facility.3

:
, n

12 Does this action constitute a comnitnent by
. 23 the NRC to license such a facility?

,

I
~

[~) ' 24 A No, it doesn't.
'

; s-
25 0 Do you have any idea what the cost of such a

sn

%

|
;
i

I
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1

1[v^T
facility would be?

2 A No.

3 Q Also, on Page 4 at the beginning of your -- Ig -)s
(_- 4 guess it's the last paragraph on that page. You state,

5 "The Methods of expanding spent fuel storage capacity,

6'

considered in this assessment showed negligible differences

in environment impact and cost with' the exception that

at-reactor storage, procompact storate, is leased costly<

5
9~

economically.".

u
d 10 Could you elaborate on this statement
_

i
11 d

j particularly with respect to whether there are or are not-

-

Ij 12 cost advantages to expanding the storace capacity of the
$

13 Drescen spent fuel pools?-

(',/) =

f A4 A The at-reactor storage option generally does nots-
.

-

3 1*E involve a sienificant amount of structural construction,n ,

i
*

16g heavy construction, that would be required for the other

17"
options; and therefore, it would be a much-- It would be=

.

:
tgd a less costly option than constructing away from the

,
*

1

h 19
: reactor.
C
=_ 20

Q Finally, on Page 5 of your last paragraph, you
-
* 21 reference a Table 3-2.e
e
~

12 < Are you referring to Table 3-2 in new rag

EN ffh 23 0575?

( 24 A That's correct. Yes, I am.

25
Q Is it true that the transshipment option

/~
()h

i

1 u s u c n w w - n a c ::.w a.w . m e.

.
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11['] considered in that table is intrautility transshipments
V

2 among all of the utility's power plants?

.3 A I believe it is.
(- 4 Q Do you know how many nuclear power plants that

.
5

', Commonwealth Edison operates?

6'

: A I believe there are currently seven operating

h7 at this' time.
~

8 Q Are you also aware of whether Commonwealth,

3
9a

Edison has a transshipment application presently pending
,

u
4 10 before the NRC?
i

11 A Yes, it does.
= ,,
R O What type of transshipnent does this. application"

5-
~

13 cover?

(< ').
i,.
-

34\_/ 5 - A The transshipment in the apolicant's request is
=
*

15
.] for transshipment between Dresden Station and Qua. C1;y

In
_ _ e

$ ID IStation.
N .. !
2 "

:,
Is this the same tran.= shipment alternativeQ.

Sgd considered in Table 3-2 in reference to your testimony?

[ 19 A It's the Table 2.2 docs not specifically review
?

20[ or refer to the Dresden to cut transshipment. It's a generic;
5 91-
. statement.
e

2
O And that's a different transshipment than the,

2 one that's the subject of our application?

E#[24C A '.t would not consider a specific plant. It

25 considers shipments in general between reactors.

c'j1
~

4;.:gasen .=cpes- : c:.untw. :Nc.
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'

,e MR. FITZGIBBONS: Mr. Chairman, tnank you. That's al.'
\ ,

s ,

2 of our questions.

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Thank you.

O 4 Miss Sekuler?
.

5 MISS SEKULER: Yes, Mr. Chairman."

7

.' 6

3 7 CROSS-EXAMINATION
O

8 BY: MISS SEKULER,

2
% 9
a
d 10 Q Mr. O'Connor, are the estimates of the number
~

-

3 11 of spaces left in the Dresden 2 and 3 pools the same as
2
j 12 those provided in the testimony of Mr. Pekins previously
5
~

13 discu=-ad in this courtroom, which would mean that the.

7"x M
< >(_f ,4 remaining capacity in the Unit 2 pool would be 732 spaces;

-

-

r
3 15 and the remaining capacity in the Dresden 3 pool would i

5 I

5 16 be 660 spaces?
9

3 17 A Those are the numbers that I have determined

2 '3 to be available, yes. I believe they're consistent with

h 19 the numbers -- with the numbers that Mr. Pekins mentioned.
2
E 20 Q And in order to have full core discharge of
5

21 either Unit 2 or Unit 3, it's necessary to have 724 fuel
"

12 spaces, assembly spaces, available; is that correct?

~ 23 A That's the number of fuel assemblies in thegg
I('~^; 24 core, yes. That's correct.

',

25 Q And it was stated previously, and would you say

,

t

!
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1 that it was true that fuel from Unit 2 can be stored ins

-

2 Unit 3's pool, and fuel from Unit 3 can be stored in Unit

3 2's pool?e.

4 A Yes. That's correct.

2 5 G Therefore, given the total amount of available
"

6 space, which-I compute to be 1,392 spaces between Pools'
i

j 7 2 and 3, if either Units 2 or Unit 3 require to have the

: -
'

8 entire core discharged for any reason there is, at present,

=
*

9 time, enough space in Units 2 and 3 pools together to
a
i 10 accommodate that fuel displacement; is that correct?

11 A Assuming that your figures are correct.
E
E 12 Q They're not my figures, Mr. O'Connor. They're
S.
~. 13 your figures.

("} E .

(_, @ 14 A I have not added the figures of available spaces.
r
3 15 Q 60G plus 732.
2
# 16 A I have not added the numbers. Assumine that
$

~

3 17 the transfer from one unit pool to the other unit pool

f '3 takes place, there would be a larger availability of

d 19 spaces.
I
h 20 Q okay. Thank you, Mr. O'Connor.
E

I21 MR. GODDARD: I don't believe the witness completed*

ie
C ,

~ 12 | his answer.

gg}:g; 23 MISS SEKULER: Q Do you have somethina else to add? )
,.%

C[E# ' 24 A My numbers in evaluating the spent fuel discharge{}-
25 i capacities were based on per unit and per unit pool.

O>x-

4.:sasen as.=ca na cc: min. :nc. i
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1 Q I realize that. That's why I'm asking you toc

''

2 clarify the questions.

3 On Page 3 of your testimony, Mr. O'Connor,

O 4 you state that the reprocessing plants at the Allied

2 5 General Nuclear Services at Barnwell, South Carolina, has
~

6 storage capacity for about 400 metric tons; is that'

3 7 correct?
"

8 A Yes. That's correct.,

E
C

9 0 What is the convc::sion of metric tons to fuel~

d
d 10 assemblies? How many fuel assemblies faces would fit into
~

-

j 11 ' a 400 metric ton space?
E

j 12 < A I do nct have a number of such a conversien. It

$~
13 would differ depending on the type of fuel that was used,.

'E

(m
/

!
j 14 and I am not familiar with the numbers which would go
:
3 15 into that.
E

i 16 Q Are you familiar with generally the number of
;

6 17 boiline water reactor fuel assemblies per metric ton?
-

} 'S A Mo, I'm not.

d 19 0 Do you happen to know the weicht of the boiling
I
5 20 water reactor of the assembly?
=
H
*

21 A Of around S00 counds, I believe. That's not the
'

3
-

"?2 weight of the --

gGy%qG 23 Q So, the assembly would be about 800 pounds?

(~') E D 24 What's the weight of the metric ton?

25 A I believe it's 2,200 pounds.

/~N'
\
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1 Q You state also on Page 3 that the former Nuclear,

(

2 Service reprocessing plant is now licensed and operating,

3 but that NFS has announced its withdr.awal from the
O 4 reprocessing business, and the plant is no longer receiving

2 5 spent fuel from utilities for extended storage.
7

6 Can you tell me the relationship between'

3 7i the withdrawal from the reprocessing cusiness and the
0

8, failure or the withdrawal from accepting spent fuel for,

s
A 9 extended storage?
d
d 10 A No, I cannot.

i
g 11 Q Can you tell me if NFS is accepting fuel for
3
j 12 interim stcrage?

$
13 A No. The licensing of the fuel storage reprocessing.

,/ b Z
) 2 14 is handled entirely within a separate division, a division(

' =

,f 15 of reactor licensing is not involved in the storage. That
.

$ 16 is all handled in the Division of Nuclear Materials and
'

9

5 17 Material Safety and Safeguard.

;- 'S Q But did you not make a statement in your

d 19 testimony that the plant is no longer receiving spent fuel
2
U 20 from utilities for extended storage?
E
* 21 A Yes, I did.
5
~

'2 Q Where did you get that information?.

gg}:g; 23 A That is contained in 0575 which is the generic

i("') s 24 environmental statement on spent fuels.1

25 CHAIRMAN REMICK: I think you should speak louder. I

f~)
_
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I think the Court Reporter is having a difficult time.,

i
''~

2 MISS SEKULER: O And you have no personal knowledge

3 as to whether NFS is, in fact, accepting fuel on any

4 other basis in an extended storace?

2 5 A That's correct. I do not.
7
5 6 0 on Page 4, Mr. O'Connor, you talk about methods
-

3 7 of expanding spent fuel storage capacity in your bottom

8g of your paragraph, and you say that your assessment shows
S
A 9 negligible differences in environmental impact and cost,
a
4 10 except that at-reactor storage is less costly and does
;

& 11 not require additional transportation. That's not an
3
E 12 exact quote.
S.
~. 13 Were there any other factors that went
G
-,,

( ) 3 14 into your consideration of AFR versus AR sto, rage of fuels?
:
3 15 A No.
2
3 16 0 You say that, therefore, in view of this
;

i 17 reference case alternative for expanded spent fuel storage,
;

;- 'S assume that most additional storage capacity will be

d 19 provided by at-reactor storage, pool storage, with
-

E 20 additional required storage being provided away from reactor.
6
* 21 What's the basis for that assumption, your
E
"

12 two considerations of transportation of cost?

qq 23 A I believe that the basis for the assumptions of

f~; E"C[ 24 away from reactor storage appended to the early hours of
; ,

< I

25 the at-reactor storage capacity will not be sufficient to
|

.

J

.
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1 last the license lifetime of the reactor, and that

2 sometime in the next 10 to 15 years, the away from the

3 reactor option may become available.

O 4 Q All right. Then maybe I was reading your

3 5 assumption incorrectly.
?

6 It seems as though you were saying in this'

3 7' statement that the preferred mode and the assumed
0

8 reference case would be at your reactor storage if it were,

3
9 possible as opposed to away from reactor storage; is thata

a
d 10 correct?
*
=
5 11 | A The assumption, I believe, is based on a short
E '

5 12 term and a lona term resolution cf the problem. I believe
5
~

13 that the preference for the reactor storage is based on.

14 the consideration as to which of these can be made
r
3 15 available on the time frame of short term five to ten
s
G 16 years and longer term in the '90's.1

2
2 17 0 Which will be made available in the short term?

f 'S! A The reactor storage is the option which will be

f 19 achieved on the shorter tern rather than the away from
i g

20 the reactor storage?a

5
21 Q What's the basis that away from the reactor

~

'2 ' storage will not be available until the 1990's?.

~ 23 A At present, there are only the two. There are.q

() 24 the limited numbers. At present, Morris facility is the*

%/
25 only one that is operating. It does not have present

'

O
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' I capacity to accept the fuel from all of the reactors in
,

t

2 the extended periods of time.

3 Q Does it have the capacity to accept the fuel from

O 4 the Dresden reactor?
.

5 A I believe that there is no contractural
7

6 arrangement.
'

j 7i 0 That's not my question, Mr. O'Connor.

8 Did you consider intrautility transshipment
:

9 in relation to the Dresden Board Question Number l?~

a
4 10 A 30,

i
E 11 ' Q But you state that where the staff is analyzed in
M
j 12 that utility transshipments On Page 5 considered in
s

{4-
13 conjunction with compact storage of reactor fuels, which.

rN
(_) 5 14 provides additional relief for AFR storage for about

r

{ 15 three or four years. That's where the reference table is
%

G 16 3.2; is that correct?
E
t 17 A That is correct.

i '3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Miss Sekuler, when ycu cet to a pointJ
.

$ 19 that we could break, I think we ought to have a break.
x
Y

n0 MISS SEKULER: I'd be hapoy to break at this time.3 4

G
21 I'd like to confer with my associates.

I12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Okay. We'll take a ten minute
,

2I }f 23 break.

-k o';/ s 24 (NHEREUPON, a short recess was
-

( ;
_

25 taken and the following

- proceedings were had, to-wit:)

:

I
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1 Whereupon,

2 (There was a short recess,''

3 after which the following

4 procedures were held, to wit:)

2 5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Ms. Sekuler, you may proceed.

7
6 we are back on the record now.'

j 7 MS. SEKULER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

$ 8 BY MS. SEKUI EF : (Resuming)
E
2 9 Q Mr. O'Connor, you were the person who wrote the
d
4 10 Safety Evaluation P.eport for the NRC?

f 11 ! Is that correct?
W

f 12 A No, ma'am. That's not correct.
r-

13 Q What was your role involved in the Safety~

.

Z \--

) 2 14 Evaluation report? I
,

|
x _- -

5 15 A I was the project manager assigned to the Dresden
2

16 Unit Number Two at the time that it was issued. :
-

8 |

E 17 It was prepared by my predecessor -- under the !
|-

:
. tg direction of my predecessor, Stanley Nowicki, who was e

!^
. i

b 19 the oroject manager at that time. '

:
'

M 20 Q You say it was prepared under the direction of

5
21 Mr. Nowicki? |

-

3 I
"

12 Do you have any personal knowledge of the people

- -" 23 who were the actual preparers of this document? |
hh i

?X[ 24 A Yes, that is true. I have interacted with the-m

y ';

25 staff members who prepared the statement. I have gone to

,-

' /
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- 1
them with questions subsequent to its issuance./

;
v

2
At the time of the issuance I was project manager

3
for Dresden Unit Mumber Two for purposes of assisting with

the evaluation program.
I 5

I was familiar with the review. That portion"

6'

0 was being carrier with Mr. Nowicki.

7|* O I see.
~

8,

; Can you tell me the individuals who were personally
-

A 9
responsible for the preparation of each of the sections of

,j

2 10
~, the SER.
3 ,4

( A Criticality considerations, Section 3, were car-
_

: 1'0j ried out by Mr. Edward Lance. Mr. Lance was in at that time
-

13
,- g called the plant system's branch.*

\ ') 5 14
'

3
- Thecriticalityconsiderationsarecurrentlybeing|

-

3 15
carried out by Mr. Walter Ercoks who has replaced Mr. Lancen

=

C 16 I

5 on that asocct of the review. I- - ,

17 !"
* Mr. Lance also did the evaluations of the spent r

- 'S |fuel pool coolina. -d

.

h 19
Structure and mechanical designs and material~

_

E 20 '
considerations were carried out under Mr. John Zudans.-

-
~ 21
e Q That's Section 3.4?
"

'2 '
' i A Yes. That's correct.

U f.f. Q Who did Section 3.3, Mr. O'Connor?
.

2'C 24 l
'~

s A 3.2? !'

,

25
0 3.3. Installation of racks and fuel handling.

7-
' x __/
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i
1 A I am sorry. That was John Zudans, also.,

><v
2 Radiological considerations, Section 3.5, were

3 carried out by Mr. Jack Donahue and Mr. Block -- Seymour

9 4 Block. Seymour Block is currently carrying out the radiolo-
a

: 5 gical considerations.
7

6 G Does that include the occupational hazards in
'

j 7 3.5.1.2?
".:

8 A Yes. That's correct.s

E
3 I believe that covers all of the sections in

*

a
d 10 the SEP.
~

~

y 11 ' The Environmental . Impact Appraisal was prepared
d

5 12 by Jack Donahue.
5
~

13 0 Going back to the SER, do you know who wrote the.

- g

( ') 5 t4- -

- summary, Section 4 of the SEn?
:
3 15 A I believe that summary was prepared by Mr. Nowicki. I'E

E 16 0 And do you know who wrote the conclusion, Section
9

b 17 Five?
i

,3 A The conclusion, Section 5, was prepared by Mr.W

d 19 Nowicki.
5
>
; 20 0 In your capacity as plant manager and in your
;;
; 21 capacity as the witness to whom this SER has been presented
% 1

'2 | to this board, do you adopt the summary and conclusion of-

~ 23MM Mr. Nowicki as your own?
cy"

(' ' 2% 24 A You stated the plant manager.
tf

25 Q Of Dresden II and III. Is that correct?
'

i,,

/ |
C' I

:
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1 A I am the Project Manager.g
V

2 Q I am sorry. Strike plant manager and subs':itute

3 project manager.

9 4 You are an NFC employee in charge of Dresden,
,

; 5 correct?
7

6 A That's correct.'

3 7 O In your capacity as Project manager for NRC
0

8, for the Dresden Station, do you adopt the summary and,

8
9 conclusion prepared by your predecessor, Mr. Nowickia

a
d 10 to the SER?
i
E 11 i A Yes, I do.
3
y 12 I would like to correct an impression that is
s
~. 13 in your question. I am not the project manaaer for the

f '^, E
'(,) 5 14 Dresden Station -- only for Units I and ,II. There is

r

{ 15 another project manager for Dresden Unit Number II,
E
j 16 Mr. Bevin.
:

$ 17 9 Mr. Bevin? Is that it?

'3 A Bevin, yes,

d 19 0 Did Mr. Bevin review the SER? |
2 i
U 20 A Yes, Mr. Devin has reviewed the SER?
=
> '] 21 US. LITTLE: May I interject one time?
e

12 ' You do mean Dresden II and III?

gg 23 THE WITNESS: Yes, Ma'am.

"'
/) >N 24 MS. LITTLE: And not I and II?
L,J

25 ' THE WITNESS: Because the Dresden Number II

s
( )
u./
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7~ l Unit is in the Systematic Evaluation Program; and Dresden
',

/
!

2 III,having received a full-time license, is not in the

3 Systematic Evaluation Program. The two reactors are

G 4 assigned to two different operating reactor branches.

*
5 BY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)

7
j 6 0 Can I clarify for the record?

3 7' Then, you are the project manager for Dresden I
O ;

8 and II. 7s that correct?,

9
A 9 A That's correct.
d
d 10 Q And Mr. Bevin is for internal NRC reasons assigned

i
5 11 ' to Dresden III?
?
j 12 1. Yes, that's correct.
5
~. 13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Is the Staff going to offer
@s

( ,) { 14 Mr. Bevin as a witness?
:
3 15 MR. GODDARD: No, sir. Mr. O'Connor is the
2

3 16 project manager solely responsible for spent fuel pool
9

9 17 modifications with units II and III and with regard to
~~

- '3 operatinc reactors I and II and III, Mr. O'Connor is
'

d 19 project manager for I and II. Mr. Bevin is the project
I
*

20 manager on Dresden Unit III.=

3
[ 21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Very well.
&
~

'2 MR. GODDARD: I hope that clarifies the.

gg :g; 23 ' Board's question.
,

r' ^ E 24 BY MS. SEKULEF: (Resuming)
s ,

, ,/

25 Q The license in this proceeding is issued to

|
,n 1

$ t' |. .J
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1 Commonwealth Edison. Who will oversee the reracking of Unit
v

2 Number III from the NRC perspective? You or Mr. Bevin?

3 A The overseeine of the reracking will be carried

G ~

4 out under the supervision of the I and E resident inspector,
a

5 but the continuing licensing action will be handled by me-

5 6 as the Unit Number II project manager.

j 7 We operate on actions which affect both plants.

8 There are certain occasions when I will do both plants, and
a

9 the other project manager will do this. Just for economy~

a
i 10 of manpower.
-

-

h 11 Q But your responsibilities in terms of this
e

5 12 ' licensine will be terminated at the point when the license
s
-

13 is issued -- if it is issued?,.
'', i .

(_ '' 5 14 Is that correct?
:
*

15; A I will continue to be responsible for any
a

E 16 licensing actions which relate to this -- to the spent
9
-

l,' fuel pool modification at Unit Number II and III.
~

13 MS. SEKULER: Now, it was stated by counselJ

( 19 earlier today that the Safety Evaluation Report would be
?
"_ 20 modified.
-

e; 21 Are you going te oversee that modification?
5

22 ; MR. GODDARD: If I may inject a clarification

~ 23 here?Ag]g ,

-gr/
(m 2s 24 I stated that the Safety Evaluation was modified; s
LJ

25 by the affidavit of Walter Brooks on November 3. 1980. That

?'. 1
'

}
N-'

|

!

1
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r . I has been served on all parties.
:

w,'

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Is Mr. Brooks being offered as

3 a witness?

4 MR. GODDARD: No, sir. This is a modification

2 5 to the Safety Evaluation which as modified is sponsored by
7

6 Mr. O'Connor.'

.

3 7 That affidavit was prepared under the direction

0
8 and supervision of Mr. O'Connor in construction.,

E
% 9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: He didn't testify to that,

a
d 10 .MR . GODDARD: If you would like, sir, I can

f 11 ask him that question right now.
E

5 12 I believe I did ask him that question earlier
E i

'*
13 before offering the affidavic into evidence, and he

.

x 2
( ) 3 14 answered the question in the affirmative.

^~, =
5 15 I can ask it again.
.-

3 16 CHAIRMAN NOI.FE: Your memory may be correct.
3
3 17 I think it ought to be in the record.

.

. 19 MR. GODDARD: Mr. O'Connor, was the affidavit
a

d 19 of Walter L. Erooks with regard to criticality computations
s
a 20 dated November 3, 1980, which I asked you about earlier,

5
21 prepared under your direction and supervision?*

3
~

9.2 THE WITNESS: Yes, it was,

g5 23 MS. SEKULER: Shall I proceed?

ET 24 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.''
,

m-

25 Will you continue, Miss sekuler?

c

i'

,'

I
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BY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)g
< )
0

2 0 I may have the language wrong, but I do remember

3 that in the opening statement the counsel for Staff made

4 a point of saying that there was an open item that was

5 n t included in the SER.j
I 6 Are you aware of anything that will be

; 7 included in the SER in the future that is not presently
2
'

in it?g'
i

C
= A I believe that reference was to the questiong

10 f D "i"9'
.

3 77 i Q Has that been dealt with in the SER?
s-
'i

A N it has not been dealt with in the SER.12 ,

?4

5 Q And will it be dealt with in the future by the13.

e
/ : NRC?C-) $ 3 'a-

b A The issue of bowing will be an item that will15

16 be evaluated in any subsequent--
5

h 17 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We are forgetting to speak up,

,' ig Mr. Uitness.
a

19 BY THE WITNESS: (Resuming)

$ 20 When we issue a supplement, if it's required,

b we will have to deal with the subject of bowing in that21 '
5 .

supplement.a
.'.2

. 23 MS. SEKULER: What is the issu of bowing,

Mr. O'Connor?,r' ' , 7 24
~'

THE WITNESS: As I understand it, and I have25

.not been provided with the entire -- the evolving issue of
7- t
' , ,3]
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1 bowing is that the channel boxes of the fuel assemblies that
,

'

t
u-

2 have been removed from various boiling water reactors --

3 particulary Quad Cities and Dresden, too -- have exhibited

G 4 growth or a broadening of the channel boxes cross sectional
.

5 dimensions which can be ostulated to cause interference
7
j 6 with the channel -- with the racks if the rack dimensions

3 7' all are -- the tolerance on the rack dimensions add up at
0

8g their negative tolerances; thereby, Acolicant has identified
s
N 9 the possibility that channel box bowing could cause inter-
a
d 10 ference with a fuci assembly fitting into a rack.
~

=
5 11 , MR. GODDARD: Objection.
E
j 12 *!r . Chairman, I would object at this point on the
S
~

13 ground that the staff have not completed an evaluation of.

,- =

(_,/ 5 14 this question of channel box bowing.

3 15 It has been indicated by the Applicant that there is
s
$ 16 going to be a presentation of testimony or evidence on this i
;

3 17 issue to the Staff for evaluation and to the Board accordingly .

[- '3 I think it is outside the scope of .'ir. O'Connor's
,

f 19 testimony and would serve no useful purpose to continue
#

20 testimony along these lines at this time."
=
W
*

21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Stahl?
E
-

12 ; MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, if I may be heard on

gg 23 that.

~
* ,( '; 2 24 I rise not to object to the line of questioning

x-

25 but to state to the Board that we are now into the subject

(~ ,

,]
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1 matter which I alluded to in my opening statement, the-

s

3
.

so-called phenomenon of bowing, which I believe Mr. O'Connor2

3 accurately refers to as evolving matter. It's one that

9 4 Commonwealth Edison first noted during measurements of

2 5 fuel assemblies in Quad Cities. We have recently received

~.
6 additional information subsequent to that which sheds'

j 7 additional light on the subject, but additional information
~

8 was received after we filed written prepared testimony in
,

E
Z 9 this case, and we are not at a point where we can represent
4
i 10 to this Board today or tomorrow that we have the final --

:
3 11 that we know how this is going to evolve in the future.
I

12 < So, I don't know if this is the aporouriate time-

1
5
. 13 to decide what we are going to do in terms of handling this

3
('')1 E 14 questions. I had thought we were going to confer with the(

,

:
5 15 state of Illinois to see whether we can work out something
m
=

16 on an agreeable 1. ;is. I hope that is still nossible, but-

8
-

3 17 we are certainly willing to do that.

2. rise now only to inform the Board that this is53 I .a i

I
d 19 a matter we are not prepared today to co ahead on.
i
E 20 CHAIRMAN NOLFE: Ms. Sekuler, it sounds to me

Ie
21 as though questioning in this field is cremature in light~

3
'2 I of what counsel has stated regarding tae matter.~

.

g5 23 Do you agree with that conclusion of mine?

-} E'C, 24 MS. SEKULER: No, Mr. Chairman. I do not because~'

m-

25 at this point we were prepared to go on all issues. We were

_,!
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- 1 presented -- maybe two days ago -- with some information.

2 Since October 31 we have had information from the Applicant''

3 that this problem was recognized and it is our oninion that th e

4 NRC Staff should have filed a supplement to SER which would ha ve

2 5 at least acknowledged the e::istence of the problem and some

6 methodology that would have dealt with it.

3 7' We believed the hearing had been scheduled now
0

8 at the request of the Applicant, and they were willing.,

E
% 9 Something should have been done prior to this time to make
a
d 10 the SER at least reflect the e:cistence of the problem. That

f 11 is what we are trying to bring out in the testimony.
E
E 12 ?iR . STAHL: Mr. Chairman?
5.

*

~, 13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Stahl?
c:

rm = .

(' ' ) 2_ . 14 MR. STAHL: Part of the problem here is that the
-

5 15 State of Illinois is nou referring to this nhenomenon as
2
e 16 a " problem".
S

3 17 We are not at a point where we are able to identify

. 13 this as a problem in that sense at this point. We have

d 19 some preliminary indications that indicate that further
i
M 20 analysis is required.
E

21 We simply have not had the time to make the*

:
"

12 necessary analysis to see whether in fact it will be a

gqygg 23 problem.

- h 24 We raise it today not because it's a matter directly7'
wJ

25 related to any issue in this case, but because in our belief

'j
_
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1 it may be "a problem" or may after further analysis be( ;
'</ g

d'etermined to be a problem. We are simply not in accordanca
3

with the State's position today that it is a problem. It9 4
may not be a problem. We simply do not know with any

0 5'
certainty today.a

,

0" 6
CHAIRMAN NOLFE: Can you--

7'
E MR. STAHL: I was going to add, Mr. Chairman,
-

8' that we do have a man in the audience today, Dr. O ' Boil (spelled
% 9,
, phonetically) who will be prepared to answer any technical
d 10 questions that the Board has on this so-called bowing
-

11 'E
y phenomenon. I can respond only very generally.
~

: l'o
j I don't think that I would be of as much help

~

1~2
J to the Board as Dr. O' Boil would be.

/ =
! i r 141' -

~

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You aren't under oath, are you?
-

E 15*

= MR. STAHL: That's true.

1 I don't think this is an aopropriate time to
* 17*

interrupt Mr. O'Connor's testimony to--
,

*
a. 'S

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: When do you think you will be
.

H 19
j prepared to draw a conclusion whether or not it is a problem?
U 90'
_ MR. STAHL: The apparent mis-impression I had
-
'

21
g agreed to would have allowed everyone to come back for
~

'2.
cross examination early in February. Now, 1 believe that

25ffh is subject to correction, and that we can complete our,

'~ 5A" 24N/) analysis and prepare additional testimony in approximately
_

25
six weeks. We would then submit it to the other side, the

4

7s !
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NRC Staff and the State of Illinois for their review.g
r

Based on that, we estimated early February as'

2

an appr pri te time for cross examination.
3

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I don't understand what is going4

3 5
to take place in this six week ceriod you refer to.

5
Is it further study? Is it further infor ition

or what?; 7
2

MR. STAHL: It will be further study of the actual~

g"

further measurements of the clearances in the assembly.g g

It will be actual measurements of the bowing which has
10

p
33 4

occurred and may be expected to occur.
s
s
c I think now I am reaching the point uhere it may12 ia

$[ 13 be better to hear from a technical person rather than from
, t:

v) y 34 a lawyer, but it is generally a question of further analysis/ -

:
-

5 to determine whether, in fact, the problem will exist.15

16 There may not be a problem at all. There may
5j g7 not be a clearance problem. We just don't have sufficient

,' ,g information at this coint to make a determination.
a

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think Miss Sekuler has a point.*

g ig

h We were all under the impression that we were going to come20

here today with all contentions in orde_ and testimony
21

% ready to be given, and suddenly it appears within the last,37

23 two or three days, I guess that a new problem has arisen.

We don't mean to preclude the licensee from-

s- 2 w 24)

devel ping it, but it's unfortunate that the Board wasn't
25

,n

( )
_ - -
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I

I
t

1 alerted in advance at least when the possibility of it

2 becoming a problem came known.
|

| 3 MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, I agree with that.

19
! 4 Perhaps we should have advised the Board there was further
|

3 5 analysis going on. Up until yesterday we thought that
7

6 maybe we could successfully deal with this question at'

!
"

| 3 7 this round of hearings.
O'

8 He have really been meeting with our engineers,

|

9 and technical personnel on a very continual basis with'

a
4 10 respect to this issue, and up until yesterday we had

~
-

,

j 11 1 thought we might be able to deal with it today, but it's
!

H
E 12 apparently just no possible.
S
~. 13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: The Board will taxe a few

14 minutes here to discuss this.
r
3 15

5
5 16
9

i 17
.

13.

m

d 19
I

I
a 20 '
E
* 21
5

' 12 '
"

. 23

('T F4( 24
: LJ
| 25
|

O
|

|

l
|
'

|
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Ms. Sekuler, would you
,'

2 please state what your object and what the purpose

3 of the line of questioning is that you are pursuing at

G 4 this time? That will have a great deal to do with
a

5 our determination as to whether or not it should be'

7
6 permitted to go ahead, even though apparently the technical'

3 7 information has not been completely settled on the point.
O

8, MS. SEKULER: It'is the State's position thats

3
^ 9 after two years preparation time, and knowledge of all
a
4 10 of the various things involved in this bowing problem,
i
g 11 ' specifically since at least October 20 when it came up
8
j 12 in a deposition,that the staff and the applicant should
5
~

13
, , . be prepared to go to hearing on all issues, including

/> *--

(_, 5 14 this issue, and that a SER has been put into evidence
r
3 15 which on its face concludes that the reracking would
"

{ 16 be safe, whereas the testimony that has been brought out

3 17 from Mr. O'Connor shows that there is an existing safety

i

|'3 problem which goes to the inability to put fuel in theW

d 19 racks.
I

{ 20 The specific testimony in terms of Mr. O'Connor
G

21 is directed tc the validity and the credibility of the

'2 ; SER, as well as to whatever technical knowledge he may-

k$ 23 have of the problem.
,.w

(") E 24 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Whether or not it is really
-

25 complete at this point?

7_.

( 4
:

|
n.,

|
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1 MS. SEKULER: That's right.
'~

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFZ: Well, in view of your ex-

3 planation, we will permit you to pursue the line of

G 4 questioning for that purpose, and this does not mean,
a

5' of course, that we will not hear later any technical
9

a' 6 testimony from the licensee regarding this matter.

b 7; If the information contained in the SER is
0

8, incorrect, or if it is not up to date for some reason or,

3
9~

other, we don't preclude them from that. However, we
,

u
d 10 think you should have the right to go ahead and show
-

-

3 11 the validity of the SER as submitted today for the record.
M

5 12 MS. SEKULER: Thank you.
5
~

13 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: By the way, I would like Dr..

r . =

(_') 3 I4 Remick at this point to state what we expect regarding the
r
3 15 preparation of evidence in connection with the submission
2

{ 16 of the SER.
$
- 17 MR. REMICK: I didn't want to do that.

.

: Sgd CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I would like to say that

d 19 before these hearings are over that we expect the parties
=

{ 20 to submit witnesses for cross examination in regard to
-

21 the SER itself, people who are knowledgeable about

'2 it and who have the ability to testify about it, or are-

7% 23 qualified to testify.
h~~' I ^s 24t MR. GODDARD: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

---

25 ask for a clarification of what the board is asking for

, . ,
'

.

,_s'
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-p3 1 here. The licensing staff will be presenting numerous
2 subject matter contained within that SER insofar as they
3 are covered by existing contentions.

4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We just want to make sure that
'

5 you don't rely merely on the presentation of the
~

j 6 documents without support by witnesses of the material

3 7I on which you are relying that is in that document.
,~

8g MR. GODDARD: Insofar as the contentions of
%

9~
that document relate to existing contentions, there are

u'
d 10 witnesses who are going to be available.
4
g 11 ' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We just want to make sure
3
j 12 that you come forth with them and supply live witnesses
-<
-

13 who can be cross examined here..

'I/- .(,) 3 14 HR. GODDARD: Within the scope of the_

-
-

E 15 contentions?
?
g 16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Whatever your case is in
-

r

li 17 regard to the information contained in the SER. Unless
.

[; '3 the information contained in there is supported by
$" 19 witnesses here, we believe that its weight is questionable.2
*

20"
_ MR. GODDARD: very well, sir.
-

-
21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Is that clear to you now,

'2 Mr. Goddard?.

gg }{ 23 MR. GODDARD: Perhaps upon a reading of the !

('" ; Ek 24 transcript tomorrow it will be, sir. Within the scope
LJ

25 of the contentions which are covered in part by the SER
-

r

w/

!

|
|
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1 and nortions of the SER havina been inserted and incor--s

|
x~,i

2 porated in the staff's prefiled testimony, the contents

3 of the SER will be supported by live witnesses, as are

G 4 portions of that SER and the Environmental Impact Ap-
.

: 5 praisal itself within the scope of question one and
"

6 testified to by Mr. O'Connor who is available for cross
'

3 7i examination.
0

8 There are portions of that Safety Evaluation,

E
9 Report which are not the subject of submitted contentions~

,

u
d 10 in this case, and therefore, witnesses other than the
{
g 11 i project manager who is sponsering the document, who is
3
j 12 ; familiar with it, and is vouching for its preparation, are
<
-

13 not the subject of live witnesses we will present today..

s-,

(j 5 14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We understand that. We are
:
5 15 merely cautioning the parties here that placing the
i'

$ 16 document.-einto the record isn't sufficient unless it is
2
M 17 supported by live testimony -- that it isn't sufficient

i '9 if you want weight given to it.

19 Mr. Stahl, do you have any problem with that?
%

20 MR. STAHL: Do I have any problem with your
a
_

; ;

[ 21 rulinc? No, we have no problem.
e

32 ; " AIRMAN WOLFE: It's not really a ruling,

. 23 |it's a comment.
.!%; 24

'') is MR. STAHL: Not at this point, we have no'
../

25 3roblem with the comment.

,
,

.v
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- 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Very well, you may proceed,
L)

2 Ms. Sekuler.

3 MS. SEKULER: May I have a clarification, Mr.G 4, Chairman? I do not expect to ask Mr. O'Connor at this
-

5j juncture to co into a technical explanation of the
L 0
: bowing problem, but I assume that I may refer generally
j 7' to what the problem is, is that correct?

8; CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Oh, yes, and we will not
C
C

9", overrule you if you ask technical questions. I don't
u
d 10 think he is the witness that can give you an answer, but
*

--

$ 11 if you want to ask him, you may.
3

5 12 MS. SEKULER: Thank you.
5

[i
13 EY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)-

,

(_ j 5 14 C Mr. O'Connor, we have had an intervening period,
:.-

15 so I will try to go back to the last question I asked.
|

3 16 Is it not correct that if fuel which has been
-?
5 17 .

. bowed in the reactor has been bowed to a certain extent, |.

a ig; and there are racks that have also been bowed, or have not
19

!been made specifically to the specifications that would

{ 20 accomodate the bowed fuel as is suspected to exist in |

l

-

E
21

e . the Dresden situation, that it might very well be im-
-

'2 : possible to get fuel into the racks that have been prepared.

D<{ " 23 :
--

for Dresden? .I

(') 24 MR. STAHL: I object to that question, Mr. )
-

\. J

25 Chairman. It contains.so many ambiguous variabilities

i
v

i
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1 to call for nothing more than speculation. We are
"'

2 talking about bowing to a certain extent, and is it not

3 possible. I think there are no parnmaters on that

4 question that would permit the witness to give a

3 5 comprehensible answer.
7

S CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Would you please read the
'

3 7' question back?
O

8 (Question read),

3
9 MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, I might also note the~

a
4 10 situation, there is absolutely no foundation at this
-

-

3 11 ' point in the record that any such situation is expected
i
'

j 12 to exist at Dresden.
S.
~

13 MS. SEKULER: I believe that I was including in
r;

, =
{ ) E 14 that hypothetical question, Mr. Chairman, the information

.~- -

E' 15 that Mr. O'Connor had included in his last answer. I
E

E 16 would be happy to go back to the record and have his
i

i 17 answer read back and ask the hypothetical framing

[- '3 exactly the -- the events described by Mr. O'Connor

d 19 in his testimony.
t
0 20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Can you read back the last
5

21 ' answer of Mr. O'Connor?
*

5
~

12 (Question not read. Taken by previous reporter.)

gqpqg 23 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. O'Connor, are you able
,

7' ; s 24 to give an answer to the question as posed?
Lj

25 MR. O'CONNOR: I can make a statement to the

,,

v
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i questions. I may have to take them one at a time.
,

'L;'

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I don't quite know what you

3 mean by statement.

G 4 MR. O'CONNOR. Well, the questions -- I will
a

5g try.
,

6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We can either have him try to'

~

71 answer, or you can break the question down into parts if~

8g you wish. Whichever way you want to proceed.
3

9 MS. SEKULER: Perhaps we should let the"

u,

d 10 witness try to answer the question, and if it's not
-

-

3 11 ' satisfactory, I can break it down.
3
j 12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Try to answer then.
5

]a.
13 MR. O'CONNOR: The first part of the question

-
/ =,

(_J $ 14 appears to speak to if there is blowing.
=
3 15 MS. SEKULER: Of the fuel.
s
j 16 MR. O'CONNOR: Of the fuel. If there is blowing
9

3 17 of the fuel channel blocks, and if it is of the magnitude

'3 which has been identified, which I believe there has
.

g 19 been a maximum of 400 mills, then your question said
=

{ 20 if there is --
;

; 21 MS. SEKULER: Additional blowing of the racks.

12 MR. O'CONNOB: The blowing of the racks is

gg }; 23 not blowir.g of the fuel.- You mean if the racks are not !

^

-/.
24 built to the soecifications?

^

25 BY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)

( !

v
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1 Q The worst tolerance buildup.

2 A If the worst tolerance build up exists, and the

3 channel blocks are bowed to 400 mills, the indication_

4 would be that there could be difficulty in getting that

2 5 fuel assembly into that fuel storage box if it was
'?

6 attempted.'

3 7i Q How would one know whether or not a specific
::

8 rack would be able to accommodate a specific piece of,

3
9 a specific fuel assembly?a

a
i 10 A one would measure using a suitable test as-
i
g 11 ' sembly -- a non-irradiated test assembly. One would
5
j 12 measure whether the r,ack would accept an oversized
5

;-

13 bundle..

14 Q How long have you as project manager been
:
3 15 aware of the existence of the possibility that there
,,

s
j 16 might be a bowing situation at Dresden?
;:

3 17 A I have in my notes a copy of the October 31.

! 'S On it I noted the date on which I received it. It was

d 19 obviously in November, recently. Do you want me to
'

I
w

20 get that date? It was within the last week, I believe.=

5
21 Q Yes, I would like to know the time since

" , 7.2 you have been aware of this situation.

~ 23 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, you may get it.g-c=.y

24 MR. O'CONNOR: I'm sorry, at this time I am*

25 unable to find.my copy, but the cover letter submitted

O
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1 that memorandum on November 7, and I received it sometime-s
!
"'

2 after November 7.

3 BY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)

4 Q Mr. O'Connor, I just had marked for the record

3 5 a document which now bears the identification Intervenor's
7

6 Exhibit Number 1 for identification. Would you review'

j 7; that please?
O

8, A okay,,

e
2 9 O For the record, the document which has been
a
d 10 marked Intervenor's Exhibit Number 1 for identification

f 11 is a document of nine pages consisting of a memorandum
E

12 to Messrs. Scott and Stiede, dated October 31, 1980,
~

s
. 13 subject: Concern with clearances on Dresden's high

2<s(j 2 14 density spent fuel storage racks. That consists ofs- -

5 15 three pages, and it is signed by Mr. Ed Armstrong on
2
E 16 page three, and it is accompanied by an attachment number
?
i 17 one which has sketches numbers one, two, three, and four,

j 's and a pace five which has cross sections and a sketch

d 19 of bow and bulge.
s
M 20 Is this the document to which you referred,
E
~ 21 Mr. O'Connor?
E
~

12 ; A Yes.

~ ' 23 0 Where did you receive this document from?
'h'22<.

-

(~~'s E Q 24 A It was transmitted to me through the mail
c J

'

l

25 ' distribution system of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. '

,

q,
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|
|
|

IV~ol0 1 Q Where did the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
!

2 get this document?

3 A I believe it was submitted under cover letter

4 addressed -- it was provided to me. I was an addressee

2 5 from Isham, Lincoln and Beale by a cover letter dated
7
' 6 November 7, 1980.

3 7i Q And this document is concerned with the
0

8 bowing situation that you just described to us on the,

C

% 9 record?
d
4 10 MR. STAHL: Objection. The document will
~

~

j 11 speak for itself.
E

j 12 MS. SEKULER: The document is not offered
5
~

13 in evidence..

W-x .

) E 14 MR. STAHL. I also object to it being intro-
'

~/ -

5 15 duced in evidence. I think this witness is an inappropriate
2
5 16 person to be questioned.
=

5 17 MS. SEKULER: You are jumping to conclusions,
--

[- '3 Counsel, I haven't offered it.

p' 19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: What's your response?
I
U 20 MS. SEKULER: I'm just asking for identification
E
'

21 because I want to make the Court aware of the fact that
i
~

12 a document of the substance that we are cross examining on

-g" 23 one, was in the hands and knowledge of the person who is

, ^) E'Q 24 involved in making out the SER. I am not going to offer

25 it into evidence.

1

N |
w,Y
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1 MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, I disagree with theO
2 statement of Counsel for the State of Illinois. She isj

3 not simply asking this man to testify of whether he,_

-l 4 received it; she asked this man whether it represents a;

.
5 discussion of such and such an event. Now, to me, if"

6 she is not going to enter the document into evidence,
'

5 7! cad I believe the docuuant is not admissible into
0 i

8 evidence through this witness, it is highly inappropriate
i

9~
for her to ask this witness to testify what the document

a
d 10 contains.
~
=

11 ' '

We will stipulate that the man received the
-

5 12 ' document, as we will stipulate that the State of Illinois
g. |

13 received the document..
< c-

() ~

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Do you have any_further

15 comments?
+
E 16 MS. SEKULER: I have made my point, Mr.p
.-
2 17 Chairman.
.

Sgd MR. STAHL: Mr. Chairman, I might make one

h 19 . further objection. As I told you several minutes ago,
C

20= we have a man who is in the courtroom today who is able
G; 21 to testify about the entire situation that has been
e
"

12 jreferred to as bowing.
,

gg 23 I don't understand why the State is in such
|

24 :a hurry to get this testimony on the record through a
25 witness who is not personally involved in this situation.

) /.-cy,;tscN .sL*CR**NG COMPANY. INC.
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1 regard it as highly inappropriate procedure, and II

2 don't believe that any further questioning by the State

3 of this witness is appropriate on this question.

4 MR. CHAIRMAN: You, in effect, would stipulate ;

5 I suppose, Mr. Stahl, that this document was distributed
,

0' 6 to both the State of Illinois and to the staff members,

7 is that correct?

MR. STAHL: Yes, we certainly would stipulate'
!

%
9 to that, and I might also add, Mr. Chairman, we dis-~

,

u
d 10 tributed both to the State and to the staff as soon as
i

b 11 we became aware of its existence.
2

h 12 MR. CHAIRMAN: Well, that's a matter for you
5

to prove, Mr. Stahl.*

<s x

' - 5 I4 Ms. Sekuler, I think that you have made the
=
3 15 point with this document. This witness is not competent
e
a

16 to testify as to the information that's in here, and it

M 17 can ride with the record this way until you have a chance

to have it identified and offered if you wish to do so later.

P 19 MS. SEKULER: Thank you. Will we have to

a "90 remark it for identification? It has not been offered
_

-
' 21 Into evidence.

.

2| CHAIRMAN WOLFE: It will now be marked for

. '~'-' 23 identification. |

24 ' (The document referred to,, s/ )

25 was marked Intervenor's

g
( )
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1
,"' , o. 13 Exhibit No. 1 for identi--

-

2 fication.)

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And it consists of the memoran-

4' dum to Messrs. Scott and Stiede from Henry Bliss, the
.

5 Director of Nuclear Fuel Services at Commonwealth Edison,'

7
6 is that correct?

'

3 7 MR. STAHL: Yes, that's correct.
0

8, CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And it has attachments thereto'

S
5 9 consisting of nine pages, did you say?

,

u
d 10 MS. SEKULER: Yes, the entire document is
~

-

j 11 nine pages. There is a memorandum, a second memorandum,
'E

j 12 two pages, and a six page attachment.
1

]. 13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Very well, we wil'
r, = ;

k_ _,l 5 14 proceed then without going into this further at this I

:

} 15 time with this witness.
E ,

'
j 16 BY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)
9

i 17 O Mr. O'Connor, did you take any steps to alter
:.

53 the evaluations in the SER after you received this;

a 19g document?
#

20 g go,n

E
21 O Mr. O'Connor, did you have any knowledge of

'2 , the information received in the document prior to.

[% 23 seeing this document?

'37
'

q /N 24 A go,
.

25 0 Did anybody on your staff to your knowledge

f-
i !

-

|
|
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IV'''1 4 1 know of the information that was received in this
(

2 document prior to your receiving this document?

3 A I don't believe so. I am trying to recall.

G 4 I think I may have been aware that a document was coming
a

5 in on the subject of bowing, but I think that's about-

"

6 as much as I knew about it.'

3 7 Q Who would have made you aware that this subject
0

8 matter was going to be addressed?,

8
9 A I believe Mr. Goddard notified me that it was~

a
d 10 going to come up in a discussion -- a deposition had
~

~

3 11 been made in which the subject was discussed, I believe.
E
j 12 O Do you recall the date at which Mr. Goddard
s
~. 13 gave you that information?

/m 1
() 5 14 A No, I do not.

} 15 0 The date on the Safety Evaluation Report for
5
E 16 the Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3
9

3 17 modification is June 6, 1980, is that correct?

'3 A The cover letter is dated June 5. That's

d 19 the date that the Safety Evaluation was issued.
I
h 20 0 And the conclusion of that SER was written then
=
H

21 on June 5 or 6? With the cover I have on the SER that is
~

'2 in evidence it was June 6..

g 23 A The conclusion would have been written some-

~ 2"C 24 time earlier, perhaps several weeks earlier.s

25 0 And you continued to receive information

! ,

_.
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1 regarding changes in design of these racks after June 6,-

,

''

2 1980, is that correct?

3 A We received a supplement three to the design

4 4 report. It was dated I believe the 29th of October.
o

5 Q But you did no chancing of the SER -- or of'

7
6 the conclusions to the SER -- based upon your assessment'

3 7' of the information given to you?
O

8 A That's correct. We assessed the changese

S
A 9 that were in the supplement and determined that they
a
d 10 did not change the conclusions of the Safety Evaluation
i
y 11 Report.
=
j 12 O At present are you going to do an assessment
S

}.
13 of the bowing situation aiven information provided to you

=-~

{ 5 14 by Commonwealth Edison as contractors?i

:
3 15 A That would depend entirely on what the
E
j 16 information we receive is goina to be.
9

5 17 Q You are not going to assess the information --

=. 9 if you receive information, will you assess it?g

d 19 A Yes. |
I

'

s
20 Q Can you at this time state,ptior to havinga

=
9

; 21 assessed the information what will be given to you, that
E

12 the conclusio.1 in Section Five is correct?

gGygg 23 You state: "We have concluded, based on the

(''; 24 consideration discussed above, that there is reasonable

25 assurance that health and safety of the public will not

,n
'

-
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1
Iggpl6 be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and

2 such activities will be conducted in compliance with the

3
,e 3 Commission's regulations, and the proposed license

''-' 4 amendment will not be inimient to the common defense and

{ 5, security or the health and safety of the public."
i 6; That statement indicates to me, Mr. O'Connor,

j 7' that this conclusion refers only to those pieces of

8 information received prior to the June 6, 1980, and
5

9~, cannot be implied to any information that came afterward,
u
d 10 is that correct?
'

=
E 11 ' A I believe I modified the date in the Safety
8

5 12 Evaluation to reflect information received in revisions
5
-

1*2 to the SER. We modified the SER because of the,s;,~ _

5
,A number of assemblies which were received subsequent to''-

:
3 15 June 5th.*

a
x

16 Q But the only modifications are in reference

i 17 to numbers of assemblies that would be placed in the
:. tgd pool?

( 19 A There were other minor modifications relating
C
3 20 to the numbers of the racks that are presently there,
;

21 but they were modifications to reflect the revision to the

12 application and we modified our SER because of those.
~ 23 Q So, the conclusion that's drawn will not be

O<g][i ,

TAe
( ! # ' '' 24 for any additional analysis that may be done after
-

true,

25 today, is that correct?

, . .

f }
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i

1 A
(~5 I could not speak to what conclusions I would i

1

'%,)
2 draw from information that I haven't received. It

3 could be that the information would be not of a sub-
("b
'\ss) 4 stantive nature that would require us to change the

.
5 conclusions. It might not even be a safety evaluation

~'

6; report supplement if the information is not of a
'

-

! substantive nature.2 i

O
8 Q And you will make the decision if it's ag

3
9 substantive nature?*

a
4 10 A Any information which is submitted by the
i
g 11 ' applicant will be reviewed and we will determine whether
M
j 12 < or not it is substantive.
<
:-

13 , O Who will review it?.

c;

() 14 A I will review it, the reviewers in the areas
-

} 15 of specific competence which are responsible for the
*

.E

.E 16 areas will review it, and my management will review my
9

5 17 determinations. At that time we will determine whether

19g or not a safety evaluation supplement needs to be issued.

$ 19 0 I only have one or two more questions.
I
w

20 Earlier in your testimony when you werea

G
; 21 describing a hypothetical situation you utilized a
%

12 number of 400 mills. Could you tell me where that number
,

g g 23 came from?

FA,- 7.C, 24
-g ,

A I believe i took the number from the documentg, w)
v

25 which'you just showed me.

/~\
O
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It-718 1 0 The document of October 31?
:

G
2 A That's correct. I believe the figure is in

3 there.

4 4 Q No more questions, Mr. Chairman.
.

5 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Do you have any questions,
7
j 6 Mr. Goddard?

3 7 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
O

8 BY MR. GODDARD:
8

9 Q Mr. O'Connor, in fact as a result ofa

a
d 10 additional information obtained from the applicant, did
~

=
g 11 ' you not have Mr. Walter Brooks prepare an affidavit
8
y 12 modifying your SER after the 6th of June, the date re-
5
~

13 ferred to by Counsel for the State of Illinois?.

rm i-

( .) 5 14 A That's correct.
_

r
3 15 Q I have no further questions.
E

{ 16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Stahl, do you have any
9

E 17 questions?

'3 MR. STAHL: Yes, I do have a few.

d 19 RECROSS EKAMINATION
s
w

20 BY MR. STAHL:"

5
21 Q Mr. O'Connor, you have testified at some

'2 lenath about the so-called bowing situation. Is it.

. 23 fair to say that everything you know about that situation
~~'"

,.

/ N 24 is information that you hr.ve received from Commonwealth'^

,} 1

25 Edison Cor any or its employees, sither directly or

e

' '

-
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1 through Mr. Goddard?

L
2 A That's correct.

3 Q Mr. O'Connor, Ms. Sekuler asked -- read you some
m

.

4 language out of the SER which is the conclusion in Part

2 5 Five on page thirteen. My question to you, Mr. O'Connor,
7

6 is whether, based on everything you have heard about'

3 7! this so-called bowing situation to the present time, you
O

8, believe that a change in that conclusion is necessary in,

E
9 any respect?a

d
4 10 A I do not believe that that will necessica_e
~

=
g 11 a change in the concl2sion based on what I presently
E
,E 12 know about bowing.

2-
13 Q Thank you. I have no further questions..

() 14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, Ms. Sekuler?
E .

15 MS. SEKULER: Is it correct to assume, Mr.=

5
E 16 O'Connor, what you presently have heard about bowing,
9

E 17 or know about bowing is contained in that October 31st

'3 document?

d 19 MR. O'CONNOR: Yes.
5
E 20 MS. SEKULER: And you don't know anything
5
[ 21 other than what is in that document?
e
"

12 MR. O'CONNOR: You mean about bowing?

. 23 MS. SEKULER: About the bowing.
<

~

24 MR. O'CONNOR: About Commonwealth Edisol and"

25 it's impact and if it's into these fuel racks?,

O
|

i
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' IV-p20
.

1 MS. SEKULER: Yes.
('s,S)

2 MR. O'CONNOR: That's correct.

3 MS. SEKULER: Thank you. I have no more

~> 4 questions.

2 5' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Any furth(.r redirect?
?

6 MR. GODDARD: No further redirect, sir.
"

3 7' Cr: AIRMAN WOLFE: Ycu wish to continue?
O
g 8, (No response)
3

9< CHAIRMAN WOLFE: The board has some questions.'*

G
d 10 ' EXAMINATION BY THE BOARD
~

=
g 11 BY MR. REMICK:
E
j 12 ' Mr. Goddard, I might mention I will have

, s t~

13 questions both on the supplemental testimony of Mr. O'Connor |.

3
( y 14 on board question one, but also questions on the SER and

* :
3 15 the Environmental Impact Assessment. I will start with
i'

y 16 board question one. ;
'

e
&
E 17 O Mr. O'Connor, in your testimony on page three
'

-

'3 at the top you refer to NUREG 0575. Would you give
~
-

$ 19 us further reference to what that document is? I don't
E

.

20 think there is any bibliography or reference listed.
-

21 A It's the generic environmental impact statement

12 on the spent fuel. I am not positive. that that is the
,

.,f, 23 | exact wording of the title, but it was prepared in

E k 24 : response to the Commissior.'s request for generic assess-{},

25 ' ment of spent fuel storage,

n%s
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(~N Q Thank you. Is there any specific reason why1

\J
2 you do not mention as an alternative the pending licensing
3 for movement of the fuel from Dresden to Quad Citiesg~

\~ ) 4 and visa-versa?
.

5 A No, chere is no specific reason. The intention'

'

: 6, was to provide a broad discussion of the kind of alter--

5 7 natives that the Commission was considering,and as such
0

8 I provided those which had been discussed in the generic,

*
e

9 environmental impact statement."

,

u
4 10 Q Was it your impression that board question one-
i
5 11 D was a generic question rather than specific to this
M

5 12 proceeding? *

5.
13 A Yes, I believed that the request for the.

I 14 staff was, to my understanding of the position, it was
r

] 15 not specifically referenced to this particular applicatie;,
=

E 16 and it was answered as such.

3 17 Q I understand how that might occur, but the

9 board question one-D was what alternatives exist,,if
.

* 19 any, to shutting down the units, but I can understand -*

5
* ,

b

g 20 that one might be thinking of units in general, but the
G
' 21 board meant there units two and three.e

12 | I believe that Mr. Pickens indicated that
23@ (*"o fuel from Dresden One could be moved to Dresden Two and

~

() Three, but not the reverse, is that your understanding24

25 ' also? Is that correct?

ha
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IV m22 1 A' That is correct, yes..

7
(_)

2 0 .Okay, and movement of D-1 fuel and D-2 and 3

3 fuel storage pools would not require a license amendment?
O
ks/ 4 A The license has already been amended to

j" 5 authorize that movement.

6 Q Okay. Are Dresden pools two and three inter-'

3 7 connected?
~
~

8 A No, they are not.,
a
..
% 9 0 So, how would one need to -- what would one
6
4 10 need to do to move fuel from one pool to the other?
s The movement of fuel from the pool at Unitg 11 ' A
3
E 12 Two and Unit Three, or visa-versa would require the
m
N.

'. 13 use of a fuel transfer cask and shielded container which
c:

() f 14 would be loaded underwater, transferred by the crane

r
3 15 to the other pool.

5
g- 16 Q Is there a suitable cask in existence?
9

3 17 A Yes, there are transfer casks. The last time

[ 'S I was at the station there was a cask available there,

d 19 I am not sure whether it's there today. There are
5

,

5 20 casks in existence, yes.

21 Q Is this the cask that was referred to earlier
*

12 as the one that probably would be used if one moved~

qs{2g; 23 ' fuel from Dresden units to Morris? Would that be

jE7 '

s 24 the same?*

25 A They were talking about a transportation cask,
!

.
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1 I believe. They would use a different cask for trans-7_
V

4.

2 ferring between units, but I can't speak to that.

3 0 But a cask would be in existence?
fk _s 4 A A cask is in existence, yes.

3 5, O As a general comment on the supplemental
*

j 6 testimony of both Mr. Goddard and Mr. O'Connor, the

3 7 board finds it really doesn't address specifically One-D.
"

| g In other words, what are the alternatives8

%
9< to this proposed licensing action? In other words, isa

a
d 10 shipment of fuel to the Allied General Nuclear Services
i
E 11 ' at Barnwell an alternative or isn't it -- for Dresden Two
S
j 12 and Three spent fuel pool modification?
5-

13 Is Nuclear Fuel Service's pool an alternative?.

() 14 Is Morris an alternative? Is the possibility of shipping

E' 15 fuel to Quad Cities or other facilities an alternative?
8
g 16 I guess those are the ones the testimony as
?

5 17 - provided does speak generically, but the coard intended

'3 in that question to ask are there alternatives to this

b 19 proposed licensing action.
t

20 So, we would ask the staff through some=

f
21 : mechanism to somehow present to us a concise statement

"

' 12 )addressing those questions.

g(gp 0 23 I find both in the written testimony and in-

) (~3 I 24 -the answers we have received on cross examination that
'

'w.)
25 'it's not clear, at least in this board member's mind, of

O-N
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IV'g4 I7 whether chose are true alternatives or not.
'()

2 MR. GODDARD: All right, sir. Rather than

3 attempt.to nave the witness answer the questions at this
4 time, I think we will return and present a more
5 complete response to board question One-D at a later
6'

time in this hearing.

j 7i MR. STEPTOE: Dr. Remick, may I ask something?
8 You referred to Mr. O'Connor's testimony and Mr. Goddard's

s
A 9
a,

which caused confusion in my mind. Were you referring to

ci 10 Mr. Picken'8 testimony?
E 11 MR .' REMICK: No, I did not mean to refer tog

,

5 2' Mr. Goddard's testimony. I believe Mr. Pickens didS.

]. 13 mention the Quad Cities-Dresden licensing proceeding and
(O $ 14- so forth.j ::

r *

15 MR. STEPTOE: So, you are not expecting

y" 16 further testimony from us?
:.
M 17 MR. REMICK: No, this was specifically from Mr.
.

:
ig '

ui O'Connor's written testimony and responses this morning.
f 19 MR. STEPTOE: Thank you.

20 MR. REMICK: To make sure there is no question,i:
21*

I have been addressing the written testimony of Mr.,
e

.2jo.Connor and his responses to questions on cross-
,

,

~ 23] examina'; ion. I did not mean to refer to somebody else's
,o Ek 24 ' testimony.) '

25 MR. STEPTOE: Thank you, sir.

bv
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1

IP 725 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We will adjourn for lench
(_)

2 and return at 1:15.

3 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, may I be heardf,_

4~_ for just a moment?
.

5' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Surely.

: 60 MR. STEPTOE: We have a pending motion, and,

7 I would like to expand it somewhat. It has to do with

8 the Stata of Illinois' position with respect to AFR'

9
9 facilitias.

d i

d 10 I believe that our motion was that they should
i

11 state what their position was with respect to the trans-
_

5 12 shipment request filed by Commonwealth Edison from Dresden
E-

13'

g to Quad Cities. t

=
g w) ~

* 14\_- We would like to expand that to also ask
-

3 15 for a candid explanation of their position with respecte
=

5 16 to the use of GE Morris as an AFR facility, whether
-

i 2 17 federal or private. In the absence of such a candid
:.

igd explanation of their position on those alternatives,

i :d 19 which are the subject of board question one, we ask the,

C
20| board -- or we will introduce documents to the board

R>

21 showing that the State of Illinois has intervened in4 e
e

; 12 ] opposition to the transshipment application which

25 } 23 Commonwealth Edison has filed, and has aleo intervened
,

2 24(~') before another licensing board in opposition to the'

v
25 relicensing of GE Morris facility.

A
U
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IV-P26 1 We will ask ycit to take judicial notice

2 of that fact.- My motion w.is pending and I want to make
,

3 sure that I stated it correctly for you before we adjourn,

4 for lunch.

-
5 MR. REMICK: After lunch I would plan to ask

'
'

a

6; questions on the SER and the EIA.~

3 7' MR. GODDARD: Yes, sir.
~
~

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Of this witness?,

E
e

9' MR. REMICK: Yes.
a

a
d 10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We will return at 1:15.
i
5 11 (Whereupon, the hearing in the above-entitled matter
E
j 12 recessed at 12:15 p.m. to resume this same day.)
5
~

13
.

----

i.

r
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|

1 A_ F_ T_ E,R N O O N_ S,E_ S S_ I O N,p.,
V

2 1.20p.m.

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We are going to move on at this

r~,)
4 time to Dr.'Remick.s-

3 5 MR. REMICK: Before the lunch break I indicated that
7

6 I would b. pursuing questioning on the SER and EIA, but'

3 7' in light of the comments of Mr. Goddard that some areas of
0 1

8' those documents will be covered by witnesses under specific,
,

E
2 9 contentions, the Board has decided that it will defer
a
d 10 Board questions of the SER and the EIA until the contentions

f 114 have been handled and then address only the remaining ques-
M
E 12 tions that might not have been adequately addressed.
n
5.
~

13 So, that is a modification of what we intend to
.

<;

() 14 do.-

,

5 15 MR. GODDARD: Thank you, sir.
E
h 16 At this time I would like to ask Mr. O' Connor a

i $

b 17 few questions on Board Question 1-D.

f. 'S Nhereupon,

d 19 ' PAUL W.. O'CONNOR
M
E 20 the witness on the stand at the time of recess.having been

,

E
21 previously duly sworn, testified as follows:~

3
' '2 ' REDIRECT EXAMINATION

~

.

23 BY MR. GODDARD:

h 24 Q Mr. O'Connor, Board Question 1-D asks what(~%v)t

25 alternative, if any, is it to shutting down the units of

(O_/
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I spent fuel pools when filled to capacity.,,

2 Treating the question.as referring to Dresden Unit

3 II and III where capacity to accept additional fuei at the
P%
(s_) 4 present rate of consumption will expire in 1984 and 1985,

|

2 5 I would like to refer you to each of the alternatives which

6 you excerpted from NUREG 0575 of the Environmental Impact

j 7I statement on spent fuel storage and ask you whether you

5 8, are aware of any present ability of the allied general
'3

2 9 nuclear services facility, South Carolina, to reprocess
a
d 10 spent light water reactor fuel?

f 11 i A No.
9

5 12 Q Are they presently licenced to reprocess such
E
. 13 fuel?
a

O i 14 ^ "-

5 15 Q Are they accepting such fuel for storage within
E
# 16 their pools interest without reprocessing that fuel?
5

h 17 A Not that I know of.
.

n. 13 Q Therefore, would this be a viable alternative to

d 19 the expansion of the Dresden spent fuel storage cools at
k
E 20 this time?-

5
21 A No.'

3
"

' 12 , Q Looking at alternative two, NUREG 0575, Licensing

23 of' Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations.
>.

' 24 To the best of your knowledge, are any presents

s_)
25 spent fuel storage installations away from the reactor j

v)
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1 accepting spent light water active fuel for storage atp_
&' |

2 this time?

3 P. I believe that Morris, Illinois, is accepting

v 4 fuel for which existing contractual arrangements have been

3 5, made.
7

6; o To the best of your knowledge, are they accepting'

3 7 other fuel?
O

8 A No.,

3
% 9 Q Does Dresden or does Commonwealth Edison have such
a
d 10 a contract for Dresden Units II and III?
~

=
g 11 A I do not believe so.
!5

j 12 Q Is Nuclear Fuel Services, Incorporated, operating

5
13 at this time as an independent spent fuel storage installation?.

iO s 14 A 1 em noe eure of the seeeus of the sc1eer rue 1 ser-
r
3 15 vice at this time.
2
E 16 They have requested a license amendment and decided

'

5; 17 not to pursue it. I don't know how that inpacts previous
.:
} '3' committments.

d 19 Q Are you aware of any changes from the language in
I
U 20 NUREG 0575 that you included in your testimony which has
E

21 occurred since that testimony was filed?

" , '2 A No..

g 23 Q Therefore, you feel that independent spent fuel | ,

24 storage installations are a viable alternative to the

25 present day actions at this time?

i
|
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1 A No.7-)
A/

C Q Turning to your alternative 3, Transshipment,are

3 you aware of any transshipment processes that have been
p
ksl 4' licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission?

[' 5 A The Nuclear Regulatory Commission did license
"

6 transshipments between. Robinson to Brunswick, I believe.'

3 7' Q Where are those facilities located?
O

8 A In South Carolina.,

O
9 Q Approximately what was the date of that authorization?e

a

a
d 10 A About four years ago.

i
E 11 i 0 Is there such transshipment continuing?
E
j 12 ' A I beliave it is going on now. I am not familiar
5
~

13 with it..

() 14 Q Are you aware of any other applications made to
r
3 15 the NRC to authorize transshipment from one nuclear facility
5
y 16 to another for storage of spent fuel?
i
% 17 A Yes, Okony (spelled phonetically) and McGuire

- 'S proposed transshipment; and to my knowledge, that was'

%$ 19 rejected by the licensing board recently.
2
5 20 Q Are you aware of any other pending applications for
E

21 transshipment of spent fuel for storage at any other facility?

~

12 A Commonwealth Edison has requested authorization

gG 23 for that shipment between Dresden and Quad Cities.

E'$ 24 Q And they have the authority to transship such

25 fuels at this time?

,

!
I
1
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i

1 A No, they do not.em
v

2 Q Do you know the status of that proceeding?

3 A The proceeding has been awaiting a hearing.
4 Q Do you know whether the Staff has issued its

[' 5 Safety Evaluation or Environmenital Impact Appraisal or
?

6 statement in that case?
'

3 7 A No, the Staff has not issued its Environmental
0

8g Impact Appraisal or Safety Evaluation.
s-
'

9 I believe they are scheduled to issue those in
a
d 10 1981. In October, I believe.
-

-

3 11 Q At this point then is transshipment of Dresden
3
j 12 i fuel a viable alternative, in your opinion, to reracking
5
-

13 of Dresden pools?.

e

O i 14 A No.
=
3 15 Q In your opinion, is there any viable alternative to
a*

E 16 reracking the Dresden pools at this point in time to
?
E 17 accommodate the storage of the spent fuel from the Dresden

'3 reactor?

$ 19 A No.
5
M 20 MR. GODDARD: I have no further questions.
5 ,; 21 Thank you.
% 1

7.2 | MR. STEPTOE: Nothing from us.

. 23 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Ms. Sekuler?

("'s 5( 24 MS. SEKULER: I have a couple.
L.)

25 RECROSS EXAMINATION

/. *JE.98CN i3E.:CRTNG COMPANY. INC-
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1 BY MS. SEKULER:

2 0 In your previous testimony and written testimony,

3 I think, you stated that you knew that there was available

'd 4 space at the Morris pool.

3 5 Do you happen to know how much space is available
7

6 at Morris?'

3 '7' A' No, I do not. .
"

8: MS. SEKULER: But it appears that the_ assumption<
. .

9 you are making is that although space is available at Morris,~

a
4 10 it's not available to Commonwealth Edison specifically because
i
@

11 i they don't have a contract with GE at this time.*

E
~

12 Is that correct?
e I

13 MR. GODDARD: Objection to the word assumption.,.

14 The witness testified to the best of his knowledge
'

r.
3 15 thatpersonswithoutcontractualarrangementcannotshipfuel|E
y 16 to Morris for storage.
9

i 17 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Sustained.

9 BY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)

d 19 Q Then the basis for your conclusion that Morris is
2

} 20 not currently available and will not be in the near future
;;
; 21 -, available as an alternative for storage of Dresden fuel is
%

12 ; the fact that to your knowledge a contract is necessary
,

. { 23 between the utility using Morris and GE?

Ek 24'

A Yes. That is probably true.

25 Q Are you aware of the fact that Dresden fuel is

O
,
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i stored at Morris at this time?

A Yes.2

3 Q Did you consider in writing your testimony the

O( possibility of using a higher burn-up so that less fuel would_/ 4

have to be used in the Dresden -- strike that.
3 5

3- Did you consider the possibility of having higher6

; 7, burn-up fuel used at Dresden so that less fuel would be
*

1

placed in the spent fuel pools in the near future?] g
' =

3 g A No.

.:

]. 10 Q Have you considered as part of your alternative
.

expansion of the existing pools or an on-site independentE 11 1e
G
E 12 storage facility for each Commonwealth reactor?
E
<*. A No.13.
r;

() MS. SEKULER: I don't have any more questions.14

CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Does anyone have any further5 15

16 questions?
O

h 17 MR. GODDARD: Yes, I do in regard to Ms. Sekul r's

:| Sg questions,
a

f 19 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

s 20 av sa cooo^ao:

k Q Why did you not consider the use of high burn-up21
3

in fuel reactors at Dresden?a

12
,

A The extent of burn-up presently is limited by
G 23

the enrichment of the fuel that is installed in the | |Usr/ 2A() *N '

I !

25 beginning f the cycle, and it's not possible to continue

|
, ,

O
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1 burning the fuel up. There-is radioactivity, and if you get

2 the control out all the way it will get you into a coast-

3 down.

Q 4 Continued burn-up results in the power level
-

{ 5 being reduced to the point where it would not be able to put

f6 out the full power of the reactor.

j 7| 0 Additionally, are there limits on burn-up of

8 fuel for such purposes subject to transportation?
E

9 A Yes, I believe there are in the -- I believe it's"

a
i 10 in fifty-one.
i
5 11 MR. GODDARD: What, if any, reason is there for
!!

5 12 not considering separate -- if I mischaracterine your descrip r
5-

} 13 tion, Ms. Sekuler, forgive me -- reactor storage for each

14 og.the Dresden units? -

r
15 Is that a fair characterization of the question

=

16 you asked?

E 17 MS. SEKULER: Part of my question one was expansion

13 of existing pools and separate reactors for independentW

( 19 storage facilities.

20 THE WITNESS: The expansion of existing fuel
3:

21 pools would be an extremely complex modification to the

'2 facility which perhaps would require the reactor to be.

g, W 23 shut down while it was carried out. It's a much more

>T 24 extensive modification than that which would be accomplished

25 through th< reracking.

/.,; *:E.9dC's ?.E. cFt-*?!G COMP ANY. INC.
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1 MR. GODDARD: What about additional on-site pools-

'~'
- 2 not at the location of the present pools inside the reactor

3 building but at the Dresden facility?

D)\_ 4 I believe that was the other part of your question?

3 5 MS. SEKULAR: (Affinnative nod)
7
j 6 THE WITNESS: The Commission has not explicitly

3 7 evaluated the use of on-site pools at Dresden facilities.
0

8 They have not been proposed.,

E
E 9 BY MR. GODDARD: (Resuming)
a
4 10 Q Based upon the questions from Miss Sekuler,in

f 11 addition to the alternatives set forth in your testimony,
3
E 12 in your opinion are there any viable alternatives to reracking
5
~

13 of the spent fuel pools at Dresden Units II and III other.

() 14 t'han a complete shut down of those units when present
r
3 15 pools are filled?
=
7
s 16 A No, there are none.
I
i 17 MR. GODDARD: 1 have no further questions of this

19 witness.

d 19 MS. SEKULER: May I ask two cuestions arising from
5
5 20 Mr. Goddard's questions?
E
* 21 RECROSS EXAMINATION

i 3

| 12 BY MS. SEKULER:
~

s@ . ?J Q For clarification, is it correct that what you are_e-*-*
,.

(~T ;s 24 saying about_the reason that you did not consider highers
U

25 burn-up is that the fuel that is presently in the reactor

r'%(.)
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1 cannot be kept in the reactor for any longer period of

e)
2 time because of the initial loading?

3 Is that right?
(
(/ 4 A The burn-up of the fuel that occurs-as the reactor

7 5 operates eventually is compensated for by withdrawal of
"

d 6 control belts.
.

7! At the scheduled end of the cycle -- somewhere
2

5 8 between twelve and eighteen months after the reactor starts
E
Z 9 reaching its reload -- you have exhausted the reactivity

10 margin built into the fuel and are no longer able to
-

,

. I 11 continue operating at design rating.
E
5 12 Q Have you considered as one of the alternatives
%
* 13 , changing the amount -- I may not have the words correct -- the.

O j 14 reectivier e the e=<' e vou - "1a neve ereeter e= "=t e

5 15 reactivity of fuel, and therefore, would allow it to stay

h 16 , in the reactor for longer periods of time?
5 '

i 17| A The Commission, of course, does not propose such

j tg activity. The licensees do, and the licensees have over

d 19 the years gone to higher initial enrichments in their
i
M 20 loads to get cycles of the order of eighteen months.

21 0 But you did not consider that for an alternative
T-

g' in the study you did for Dresden?"

23 ' A It's not an alternative. It's an existing situation

. y% 24 where the reactors have -- that are now utilizing higher

25 enrichment fuel.

(m
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1 Q Is Dresden utilizing high enrichment fuel now?,s()
2 A I believe the present . intent to get eighteen month

3 cycles uses high enrichment fuels. Some earlier cycles do.

O)%~ 4 MS. SEKULER: I don't think I got an answer to

j 5 my question.
~

d 6 MR. GODDARD: Read the question back.

O 7 THE COURT REPORTER: Is Dresden utilizing high
2

] g enrichment fuel now?
3
% 9 THE WITNESS: Yes, Dresden is using higher enrich-

10 ment fuel now, and it did in earlier cycles.
.

E 11 BY MS. SEKULER: (Resuming)
e
s
5 12 Q Is it possible for Dresden to utilize fuel that is
E

13 even more highly enriched than the fuel it is now utilizing?
.

e;

() f 14 F. I believe that if the enrichments were increased,
,

5 there would be -- the average burn-up of the fuel assemblies15
.-
.

b 16 would become greater -than those which have been evaluated

3
5 17 in the regulations.
.

2, sg Q So, you are saying that at the present time the
a

f 19 fuel that is used at Dresden is the maximum allowed under
1
5 20 the regulations?

21 A No. The regulations do not speak to the enrichment
5

' 12 of the fuel. They do speak to the average burn-up of
' '

23 the fuel generated in operating reactors. |---"

O<?99 !

[hkf24 Q You stated that there was a limit on the amount~]m.s
25 f burn-up that could be contained in transportation in fuel

.

V(~\
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|
I
1

!

I that was being transported? j(-) 1s_-
2 Is that correct?

3 A Yes, I believe there is a number of 33 thousand

'' 4 megawatt days per ton associated with fuel.

3 5 Q To your knowledge, has the Dresden fuel been
7
j 6 in the reactor for that period of time that it would not

3 7 be possible to have it transported?
O

8 A I don't know.,

E
E 9 MS. SEKULER: I have no more questions.
a
d 10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Any further questions?
~

=
g 11 ' MR. STEPTOE: No, Mr. Chairman.
3
j 12 MR. GODDARD: Sir, may I ask that the witness be

1
13 excused?.

() 14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You may be excused, Mr. O'Connor.
,

r
3 15 (The witness was excused.)

.s
E 16 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, I believe the next

3
M 17 witness is Mr. Pickens -- again to deal with contentions

;- 'S two and three which are the Quality Assurance contentions,

d 19 In addition, we will have another witness, Mr.
2
5 20 Walter Shewski who will come to the stand after Mr. Pickens
5

21 is finished to talk about the same contentions.*

E
~

' 12 Whereupon,

23 ' TERRY A. PICKENS
*

~

24 was called to the stand as a witness and, having been duly
{}

25 sworn by Chairman Wolfe at a pri'or time this morning, testi-

(~)%d
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vS 1 fied as follows:

b
2 DIRECT EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. STEPTOE:
7-s
\s l 4i Q Mr. Pickens, are you ready at this time to respond

j 5 to Dr. Remick's question about whether coastdown was considered
7

6 in arriving at the loss of refueling discharge capability'

3 7 dates?
O

8 A Yes, I believe I am.,

e
% 9 Q What is the answer?
a
d 10 A on the coastdown question, Dr. Remick, it is

f 11 ordinarily planned to run at full power until such time
d
'

E 12 as the refueling outage is scheduled.
S
~, 13 If we.do have a higher capacity factor in the

() 14 period preceding the reviewing outage, it is possible we
:
3 15 would us some coastal down until the scheduled outage time
2
g 16 was reached, but ordinarily it is planned on a full power.
9

3 17 Q Do the dates that appear in your testimony reflect

j 'S coastdown of the last cycle?

d 19 Ai No, they don't.
5
E 20 Q Do you have an opinion on how much could be
E

21 added to those dates if coastdown would take olace?*

* ~

.

m \

12 : A A very rough estimate would be four to five

. 23 months.

f# [ 24C 0 Is there some limit which limits that coastdown(-')v
25 capability?

r~g
(.J
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1 A I don't know. I would have to refer that question-

k_)
2 to someone in Nuclear Field Services.

_ 3 Q I believe Dr. Remick had a second question

'- 4 concerning the transshipment options and how much time could

j 5 be gained by transshipping from Dresden to Quad Cities with
7
j 6 the racks which are presently licensed to quad Cities.

3 7' A With the license capacity of Qual Cities right
0

8: now, it would extend full core discharge and the reload

E 9 discharge capability, both, approximately one year from
a
d 10 1983 for the full core discharge at Dresden and 1984 for the
*

z
E 11 ' reload discharge at Dresden.
E
'

j 12 Q What would be the full core discharge and the,
s

13 reload discharge dates for Quad Cities in the event you did.

() 14 do such transshipment?'

,

r
3 15 A The numbers I have given are considered one full
2
y 16 dischargs on all four units basically. I am addressing
9

$ 17 all the units ror discharge and reload discharge capability.

'S Q Okay.
; -

p 19 Are you saying the dates would be the same or
I
E 20 different?
5

21 A The 1984 for the full core discharge would be for
"

12 all four units, and the 1985 date for the reload capability

15 would be the same for all four units.
~

(N 4 24 0 In reaching those dates, what if anything di: you
LJ

25 assume about shif ting fuel within or among the Dresden, the

O
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|

|

3 1 three Dresden pools and the two Quald City pools?

2 A In reaching those dates, I did not consider |

3 Dresden Unit One as Dresden Unit One is currently shut
O\s_/ 4 down and not planned to start during that period.

2 5 The only thing is Dresden II and III fuel

6 being shipped to Quad Cities and then the ability, if

3_ 7 necessary, to ship among those pools to keep our reloading

5 8, full discharge capability.
'

E
E 9 0 I am not sure I understand your answer.
a
d 10 Did you consider shipment among the Dresden II and

11 ' III pools at the Dresden site?
3
E 12 A Yes. It would take into account that, also.
E
~. 13 MR. STEPTOE: Okay.

() 14 . Dr. Remick, does that satisfy you on that
:
5 15 point?
m
?
g 16 MR. REMICK: Yes. Thank you.
h

.

i 17 MR. STEPTOE: I tender Mr. Pickens for cross
.

2
53 examination with respect to contentions two and three, the

n

d 19 quality assurance contentions.
k
5 20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Ms. Sekuler?

21 MS. SEKULER: Mr. Chairman, as there are two
E
"

12 witnesses from Commonwealth Edison who have testified to the

contentions two and three, would the Board choose to have"-*"

N[ 23F4(' 24 each contention dealt with seoarately or would the Board

25 choose to have each witness deal with the contentions that

O
i

.
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1 they have made testimony for?m
(d

2 (Pause)

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think we will accept whatever

V 4 way you think is the best presentation.

5 MS. SEKULER: We would prefer to do it by

j 6' contentions as there are several different people who will

j 7' be talking abc't each issue, and we would like to get the
-

8, issue clear.,

3
9", CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Very well.

u
' d 10 MS, SEKULER: Ms. Murray will be doing the

*
=
g 11 cross examination of Mr. Pickens.
'd

j 12 MR. REMICK: Just for clarification, I assume that
! s

13,. we are proceeding on contentions two?

14 Is that correct?
r
E 15 MS. SEKULER: Definitely.
+
E 16 MS. MURRAY: That's correct.
p

5 17 CROSS EXAMINATION

9 BY MS. MURRAY:
' *

h 19 Q Mr. Pickens, as I understand it you are responsiblel
#
3 20 for quality control and qualiti' assurance in Commonwealth
G '; 21 Edison's Engineering Department?
e

* ?.2 | A Yes. That is part of my responsibility.
,

- 23 0 Okay. With respect to quality control, when did yo2

s 24 first designate this project as safety related?

25 A I believe we realized it should be made safety

ALOG4CN is?acRT"NG COMPANY. INC.
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1 related approximately September of 1979.-

v
2 0 And how long was that after the work first began

3 on reracking?

4 A Could you clarify what portions of the work you

2 5 are referring to?
7
j 6 -MS. LITTLE: Excuse me just a moment. It is

3 7 imperative that both counsel and witness speak up much more
"

8g than they are doing right now.
3

9 I can hardly hear,~

a
4 10 MS. MURRAY: I will try and speak louder. Let
~

; =
g 11 ' me know if you can't hear.
W

5 12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Do you think it would help if
5
~. 13 you stood up?

Q $
b $ 14 MS. MURRAY: No, I don't think so My knees.

i E
15 are shaking bad enough as it is.*

! ,

Ii
G 16 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
2
M 17 Q Mr. Pickens, when did you first start any portion

'3 of the reracking project at rden?
~

^

b 19 A The reracking project war started after a
a

{ 20 preliminary report was done by the Nuclear Services in
G

21 1977; and I think we actually started the design work for*

'2 this specific rack project -- I am going by memory -- this-

.g 23 is August or September of 1977. Sometime in that time

24 period.

25 Q So it was some time after the design work began

AI.::ERdCN PE?cR-'NG C:||MPANY. INC.
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1 with NRC that you decided the project was safety related?

2 Is that correct?

3 A That's correct.
O
\s- 4 0 Okay. Thank you.

3 5 Now, as the project is safety related, you were
7

6 required to follow the 18 criteria in-Appendix B of 10 CFR'

3 7 part 50, is that correct?
O

8; A That's correct.,

! 9 Q And can you tell me if the N45 series standards
a
4 10 implemented this 13 criteria?

11 I A Without looking at the document, I don't know.
8
E 12 < I wouldn't be able to answer that.
5
. 13 Q What documents would you need?

ra

() h 14 A I would have to compare the ANSI 45 standards with"

3= 15 the 10 CFR 50 and make sure the points are all covered
i E

E 16 in it.
' s

i 17 Q I have a list of the 10 CFR standards here which

.[- 'S I will read to you, and you can tell me individually if

d 19 each of them apply to the 18 criteria.
2
0 20 The first one is N45.2.1 on cleaning. Does that
E
* 21 apply?
3'

" , ?2 ' A I do not have to memory the 18 criteria that

qq} gg 23 attends the 50. I am sorry, but I cannot say that yes, it

24 is covered.'

25 MS. MURRAY: May I show Mr. Pickens the 18

O

/.i. ERicN ?E.ScRI:NG COMPANY. NC.
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1 criteria?

2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes, you may.

3(N (The witness was handed a copy

4 of the document.)

BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)

6'
: Q Are you familiar with those 18 criteria?

.

A I am familiar with them.

8 If I may at one point, I would like to clarify that

E 9- the QA Program and different things are covered by the
a 10 Quality Assurance Department, and how the 18 criteria program
2

11 ' meet that is discovered by the QA Department and we design
_

a program that has been approved by them, and as such, I
-

13,; am not sure that I am the proper one to answer this question

b 14- for the 18 criteria and how it applies to the ANSI N45.3
-

3 15
.

I believe that would be better answered by.,

.A
J 16 Walter shewski of Quality Assurance Decartment who will

2 174

be up here.1
*
.

: Sgd Q Which of the 18 criteria there apply to the
.

h 19
g Engineering Department?

A We would be directly involved with Section three
-
~

21 on :: ion control. We would also be responsible by watchingg
" y; over Nuclear Services for instruction procedures in drawings

.

'[% 23 and inspection requirements and some of the sections on --

; Q 24 I am just looking at it quickly -- under the storage(]~
25 shipping inspections.

O
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-

1 Q And what about criteria number 18 audits?

2 Do you do audits?

3 A No. The engineering department does not dos

\' ' 4 audits. It is done by the quality Assurance Department.
,

5j Q Do you review any audits that have been done?
.

1 3 6 A I have seen the audits that have been done.

7' I do not sign off of them in any way or approve

8: audits or resolutions of audits.
3

9~, Q Does the engineering department have anything
u
4 10 to do with the purchase crders for the racks?
i
g 11 ' A Yes, we are responsible for writing the purchase
W

3 12 requisitions for any fabrication on that.
5
~. 13 0 When was that first written for Leckenby?

() 14 A I do not have the date in my mind. I would have
r
3 15 to go back and look for you and find out.
0<

16g 0 Do you know when the first purchase order was
e

"2 7 submitted to Brooks and Perkins?
i

.

: igd A Again, I would like to check, but I believe it was

f 19 early in 1978.
x

} 20 0 And do you know when the first one was submitted
c
[ 21 < to Nuclear Services Corporation. Was that the first one
%

| 12 ; you earlier referred to in August of 1977?

. 23 A In that time period, yes.

s 24 Q You stated in your testimony on page eleven that
*

25 NSC was initially verbally notified that the racks were

O

I.1.OE;iscM RE=cRT**:3 COMPANY. tNC.
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1 safety,related and instructed to upgrade in compliance to

2 the security program.

3 Who so instructed them?,

4 A I instructed them.''

3 5 Q You further stated that the change in status was
"

6 not normally incorporated until October of 1980.'

5 7 can you tell me why it took three years to put

", 8 it on paper?

3
9 A I was in there at the time for not upgrading it~

a t

4 10 in a more timely fashion. I did know -- I had ir.atructed them

i
5 11 ; to do it on a safety related basis. I was aware that they
H
j 12 were handling it as it was safety related work, and I think
5
~

i 13 that we have demonstrated now that it was a harmless error..
c;

(")% 5 14 Q How was it documented or shown to you that -

=

(_
r
~= 15 NSC was treating it as safety related work?
%

5 16 A In my instructing them and they confirmed that
E'

M 17 yes, they would do it as safety related; and then in

'3 subsequent meetings that I had with them and in two design

d 19 reviews I would just ordinarily inquire to make sure they wera
I
w

20 following things as safety related; and I never found a case"

5
21 where they were not.

"
?.2 ' O Did they have any documentation to show that

,

qg{:g; 23 they were treating it as safety related?

h 24 A Yes, I believe that they have an internal work |{
>

25 initiation sheet and it is dated October of 1977 that indi-

O
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1

I cated to the people doing work in the Nuclear Services that,

2 they should be handling the roject as safety related following

3 the program.

4 0 You state on page twelve of your testimony that

2 5 this documentation error was harmless.
7

6 What is the basis-of your sterzment of concluding'

3 7 that this error was harmless?
O

8 A At the time that we operated the purchase order,

3
5 9 to a safety related purchase order in discussion between
a
4 10 engineering and quality assurance, it was decided that we

11 < would audit Nuclear Services and the work they had been
W
g 12 doing since 1977; and in those audit findings we have found
s
~

13 that work hed been done in accordance with quality assurance.

@() E 14 program.
s>

3 15 In addition both of the purchase orders let
2

; E 16 to Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby were let as safety
p<

'

i 17 related projects from the very start, and any fabrication
-

;- '3 work gone on in the project has been done by the safety
: .

4 19 related quality program approved by Commonwealth Edison. i
'

2
5 20 0 Can you tell me which of those 18 criteria apply
E
~

21 to NSC?
5
"

12 A Again, I will attempt to answer that. Walt Shewski

.g 23 has a better background to answer it with the 18 points

O N 24 considered.
V

25 would you like me to go ahead and refer --
|

O
!

|
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1 0 Please go ahead.

2 A Their organization would be reviewed on

3 Section two, Quality Assurance design control, construction,s

4, procedures and drawings, document control, corrective actions,s-

.
5 quality assurance records and audits.-

f6 Q Can you identify which 18 criteria would apply to

3 7! Brooks and Perkins?
"

8 A Again organization, the quality assurance program,,

3
9 procured document control, again instructions procedures*

a
d 10 and drawings, document control, control of purchase material,
i
g 11 equipment services, identification control of materials,
E

$ 12 parts and components, inspection, test control, control of a,

5
~

13 measurements and test equipment in general, handling of.

() 14 storage and shipping aspects would be involved in quality,

5
15 assurance records, audits and that.=

.=

3 16 Q Can you tell me which of the 18 criteria would aoply
E
M 17 to Leckenby?
.

| =
J ,3 A Primarily the same ones I just referred from

d 19 Brooks and Perkins.
M
E 20 If you would like, I can go back over those.
5

21 Q No, that's fine.
"

'2 What would be more helpful to me is if you.
.

qq } 23 could tell me which ones you left out of the Brooks and

S'N 24 Perkins?O.,

25 A Design control of special processes that should

()
!
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I have been included under Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby.(~)v
2 I believe primarily design control is the only

3 4spect I would not specifically be responsible for.,s

('wd
s

4| Q Thank you.
.

4 5 You state in your testimony on page thirteen that ar e
7

6 of the problems that occurred is the loss of proper identi-'

3 7 fication of boral stock during the rolliry and stamping
"

8 of boral sheets.g
3

9 Is this correct?a

a
d 10 A Yes.

i
g 11 ' O And you also think at this time that the problem
5
j 12 with this loss of traceability has been resolve d?
s
~

13 A They have implemented a new computer up at Brooks.

() 14 and Perkins. They have been trying to resolve this problem,
E

15 although, I cannot say that it has beer. completely resolved
E

E 16 and will not occur again.
9

E 17 0 Would it be correct to say that one of the reasons
-

.
'S for following the traceability of the boral stock would]

d 19 be to show that the tubes contain the proper amount of
5
4 20 boral?
E

21 A Yes, that's true.

"
12 O can you tell me whether or not any tubes have

zg}:gg23 been fabricated that do not contain the proper amount of

(] > w 24 boral in them?
v

25 ' A To indicate,we have not had any tubes that have

m
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.

I been shown to have inadequate boral or boron carbide in the
2 tubes.

3p MS. MURRAY: I would like to have this marked

4 for identification.

5 (The document referred to

0' 6 was marked fer identification

7j As Exhibit No. 2, Witness
o

8 Perkins),

E
9",

.. CHAIRMAN WOLF: Ilow many copies are you going
u
4 10 to give to the reporter?
z'
5 11 ' MS. MURRAY: I am going to give her three.
E

5 12 CHAIRMAN WOLF: And to Mr. Goddard.
s.,

13,. BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
,

I4 Q Mr. Pickens, I would like you to look at what
-

3 15 has been marked as Exhibit Number Two for identification,
a

j 16 and tell me if you have ever seen this before?
3
y 17 A Yes, I have seen this document.

; :
2 '3 0 Are you familiar with the information that it

$ 19 contains?
x
h

a=O
[

' A Yes, I am.
;;

21 Q On that basis, would you please read for the

E'

record what this document says?

~ 23A% A This is a document from B.R. Patel to Raj Reddy

24
~f.-) dealing with our spent fuel tubes.
s

25 ' "I returned I.D. checking gauge to Brooks and

O.
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1 Perkins and released two shipments. I found D-1508 and

2 D-1521 tubes had less than 0.0203 Boral content, and rejected

3 those tubes. D-1595 and D-1646 tubes were replaced by
w

N 4 bed tubes.

.
5 The computer is being used to put data sheets together:

7
6 for the package, but it is still necessary to check " COMPUTER"'

3 7 point for the error." i

0 i

8 0 on the basis of this document, would you care to,

3
9 change the answer to the previous question?a

a
4 10 A I would clarify it in that the intent of my
i
g 11 ' answer was to say we had not shipped or accepted any tubes
W
j 12 to Leckenby for fabrication to tne racks that contained
E

13 boral..

() 14 0 Is it possible, because of the traceability
=

. = 15 problems that other tubes have gone through without
,

E

5 16 being caught with a low boral content?
9

9 17 A I don't believe so. We have Nuclear Services go
! :

;- '3 to Brooks and Perkins prior to every shipment and check the

d 19 documentation again to insure on top of the comouter check:
2
N 20 that Brooks and Perkins does to insure we are shipping

'

5
21 tubes that havi adequate boral content.

~

12 Q Then is it correct to say they check the documen-

,g M, 23 tation of every single tube?

f'#k(24 A They check the contents of every single tube

25 prior to shipping.

*
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i

1 (Pause)rs
U

2 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Do you have more questions for

3 the witness, Miss Murray?
/,%s

4 MS. MURRAY: Yes, I do.'-
,

2 5 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
"

j 6 Q Mr. Perkins, are you familiar with an audit done

3 7 by Nuclear Services Corporation on December 26, 1979?
"

g 8, A I am aware that Nuclear Service has audited
E

9 Brooks and Perkins. I don't know that I have ever seen~

a
4 10 that specific document.
E
5 11 MS. MURRAY: I would like to have this marked
9

h 12 as Exhibit Number 3 for identification.'
s
. 13 (The document referred to

'I
(_-) 5 14 was marked Exhibit No. 3,

,

r

} 15 Witness Perkins, for,

1 E

i E 16 identification.)
9

) 3 17 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)

[- '3 Q Mr. Pickens, are you familiar with the audit
i .

4 19 report that I have just handed you with the date of
2
5 20 December 26, 1979, for Nuclear Services Corporation?
E

} 21 A Yes, I have seen it.i

12 ' Q Have you had a chance to review it?
,

ggg:g' 23 A I have never reviewed it in detail, no.

f 24 MR. STEPTOE: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman. I didn't

25 hear the response there. Could I ask that it be repeated?

(
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Yes.m
U

2 THE COURT REPORTER: I have never reviewed ,t

3 in detail, no.

4 SY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)

3 5 Q Are you familiar with the findings that are on
7

6 the last three pages of this document?'

3 7! A Yes, I have read them.
O

8; MS. MURRAY: Okay. Then you are aware that,

3
9 one of the findings is that a QA procedure in compliance~

a
i 10 with 10 CFR 31 was not established?
~

-

j ll i MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, excuse me.
'i
j 12 Objection. The document that is being presented
5.

]. IS , if it is introduced into evidence is hearsay. '

() 14 If counsel intend to do that then counsel
=

-

3 15 should really not be reading it into the record without
a

g 16 establishing that it is admissable; therefore, we ask
=

5 17 that counsel's remarks be struck.

'3 CHAIRMAN WOLF: It may be stricken.-

d 19 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
5
5 20 0 Mr. Perkins, I would ask that you review the
E

21 last three pages and findings and observations on two of

" , 12 ' those pages and refresh your recollection.

. 23 (Pause)
,.

T 24 Q Have you finished reviewing and refreshing your"'

NJ
25 recollection?

'

C) !
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1 A yes,

O 2 Q Thank you.

3 You stated that you received this document
rm
(s_) 4 sometime in late December of 1979. Can you tell me

.
5 what the findings in the document was?'

,

5 6 A As it reads here, criteria 2A procedure for

3 7 compliance is not established.
O

8g MR. STEPTOE: Objection, Mr. Chairman. The same
E

9 objection.a

a
d 10 She is in fact asking him to read from the '

i
g 11 ' document. It's hearsay and it's not admissable.
3
5 12 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Sustained.
$
.' 13 MR. STEPTOE: It is no less hearsay just because--
i .

(}
~

= 14 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Sustained..

} 15 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
#
j 16 Q Mr. Pickens, is it not true that as of December
E
M 17 24, 1979, the purchase order issued by Brooks and Perkins

'3 did not specify the requirement for access to vender plants?

f 19 A Could you restate the question?
C

20 Q Yes.=

5
21 Is it not true that as of December 24, 1979,

"

; 7.2 the purchase orders issued by Brooks and Perkins did not:

ggfq; 23 specify the requirement for access to the vendors plant?

24 A What purchase order are you referring to thatg-
(._3

!

)!

25 Brooks and Perkins has issued?

()
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1 MS. MURRAY: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

O-
2 Could we have a brief recess'here, please?

3 CHAIRMAN 'AOLF: Would you repeat that?

4 MS. MURRAY: I am sorry. Could we have a

j 5jbriefrecess?
6 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Yes, you may.

S 7 Five minutes.
"

8 (Brief recess taken)s

$
9 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Are you ready, Ms. Murray?~

a
d 10 MS. MURRAY: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
E
g 11 ' BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
15

g 12 Q Mr. Pickens, having refreshed your recollection
5
-

13 with the document rhat I have just handed you, do you recall.

i

h~ 5 14 that in December of 1979 the quality assurance procedure
r
3 15 for compliance with 10 CFR 21 had not been established?
1:

Q 16 A Yes, I do.
2
2 17 0 Was it your understanding that the neutron

'3 continuation test results were documented with the organizatibn

d 19 who performed the test analysis was not identified?
2
s ,0 < A 2xcuse me. Could you ask that again?"_ 4

i:
* 21 Q Were you aware that the neutron attenuation

12 test results were documented, but the organization who
.

.g 23 ' performed the test analysis was not identified?

? 24 A Not identified in what fashion?O
25 Q Mr. Pickens, would you li'e to refresh your

'
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13 recollection with the document again/
,

J
2 A If I could see the document, yes, I would.

3 MR. STEPTOE: -Objection. Mr. Chairman, he

D 4 doesn't need his memory refreshed any more.

5j What is happening here is counsel is trying to>

i I 6 get him to read the document and then speak and parrot

k7 back what is in the doucment, and it's improper procedure.

8 He has never testified once that his recollection
:

9~
needs to be refreshed.

a
d 10 MS. MURRAY: I believe he just stated so,
*
z
g 11 ' counselor.
!i
j 12 CHAIRMAN WOLF: What was your point, Ms. Murray?
5
''. 13 MS. MURRAY: I am sorry,.Mr. Chairman. Regarding

O- -; 14 whee 2
:
~

15*
CHAIRMAN WOLF: Well, the reason for handing the

.=
16 wie,,ess this document again. For what?

~

E 17 Mr. Steptoe is saying that he has already had
.

: Sg
J the document and had the chance to refresh his recollection
~

8- 19
5 and came up with the answer.
C
g 20 MS. MURRAY: The witness apparently did not under-
;:

21 stand the question I was asking him.

.2 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Well, if you think it will

4 % 23 help him to understand it, let him look again and then we

k 24 wil'. move on.

25 (The document was handed

O
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,

I to the witness.)
'

2 MS. MURRAY: Would you repeat the last question?'

-

3 THE COURT REPORTER: L. e < you aware that the
(~~
() 4 toutron attenuation test results were documented, but the

2 5 organization who oerformed the test analysis was noc
~

.S 6 identified?

; 7' THE WITNESS: I am aware and the reason I

8 responded with a question to yourquestion is that in
34

% 9 reviewing the audit reports -- yes, I have read it over.
.:
2 10 The audit reports are also reviewed by Quality

i

11 Assurance as part of their audits on Nuclear Services.
! W

E 12 I am not familiar with that actual finding, and what the'

U *

*'
13 basis for it is to say in what document.

.

2
3 14 They were not identified as such for being able-

-s_ .

I 15 to perform neutron attenuation.
E
# 16 0 -Mr. Pickens, in your testimony on page fourteen you
0
3 17 stated that you have problems with the bowing of the racks.

.

3
13 Is that correct?

m

d 19 A Yes, it is.
s
a 20 Q How many racks had been constructed before you

| 21 discovered there was a bowing problem?
3

12 | A No rac'cs had been completed before the bowing*
,

\ "s 23 problem was discovered. It was discovered on fabrication :--
i.o

jbt( 24 of the first rack.

O
25 Q You stated that this was corrected by flipping

i

C/\
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I the racks after the welding of each rot of tubes was corrected .

O
2 This is correct?

3 A Yes.

O() 4 0 You also stated on page fifteen that after

0 the welding of five rows the stiffness of the rack prevented

d 6 the remainder welding from further bowing the rack.

3 7 Is that correct?
A

5 8 A Yes, it is.
E
2 9 Q Does this state. ment mean the rack is bowed, althougt

a
4 10 ' it is prevented from further bowing?

11 A No. That statement intends that the five rows
s
5 12 that are completed are within the -- they are straight and
5

13 are not bowed, and the remaining rows are not allowed to-

.

2

(]) E .14 bow because of the mass and stiffness of the five rows being
a
3 15 welded.;

E

$ 16 0 so, you are telling me flipping the rack prevents
5

i 17 nny bowing from occurring.
'

]. 13 A Flipping the racks alleviated the bowing problem.

d 19 0 The racks are perfectly straight?
1
a 20 A Perfectly? I don't know that I know if anything

21 , is perfectly straight, but they are within tolerance.
3
~

12 ' O Could you explain to me what you mean by pitch

23 spacing on page fifteen of your testimony?

[F8(' 24 A Pitch spacing is the center of one storage space
s

}!

! 25 to the center of another storage space. That measurement
,

a

|
|
i
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1 across is referred to as pitch spacing.

2 0 In your testimony you stated that as it cooled,

3 the cooling caused the dimensions of the rack to be slightlyp.
(

4 smaller?'

j 5 3 yea,

f6 Q By how much?

j 7 A To date, measurements on the four racks that have

[ 8 been completed -- manual tests have shown that one rack in
a

9 one direction went 25 thousandths below the minimum"

a
4 10 envelope allowed.
i
g 11 0 25 thousandths of what?
15

5 12 S of an inch.
5

13 0 Now, if a spent fuel assemply is placed in one of.

14 these shrunk racks, how much clearance is left?
=

| 15 A The tolerance and dimension that we are referring
7

3 16 to is over the entire envelope of the rack and not for
a

i 17 one specific space, so we are not saying that we have
5 i3J infringed on tolerance for any one storage space; so, it

$ 19 would not affect how the assembly would fit into a single
#
3 20 storage space,
i:

21 Q Then, correct me if I am wrong, but is something

12 shrinks over all then shouldn't each individual space
,

.g 23 shrink accordingly?

EN 24 |A The reason is that it went below the envelope

25 without a single space going primarily under the tolerances1

%
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1 that we were not allowing a 60 thousandths tolerance on

O-

2 pitch spacing to accumulate over the entire rack or over

3 a row of racks.

4 Now, while we have remained within that 60

{ 5*

thousandths,for any one space they have accumulated now,
i 6 and in one case in one direction it has accumulated to the

7 point where we did go 25 thousandths below the dimension
8, .along the entire side of the rack.,

I;
9' Has this problem with shrinkage been corrected?~

i Q,

u4

4 10 A We have. Since we have not gone below any
3

11 of the tolerances on any specific assembly,what we did;

- ,

,~
j 12 is -- yes, we have gone back. We have looked at allowing
s
~

13 the pitch spacing tolerance to accumulate such that if4 . ,

~

14 they all accumulated at the maximum tolerances we did

y 15 review analysis to verify that our criticality would not,

*
. .

g 16 be affected by this; so, yes, we have corrected the problem.
'

p
l .*

s 17 In essence, yes, we have corrected the problen.

13 Q Mr. Pickens, are you aware of the fuel bowingJ
. .

19 problem that has occurred?.

{ 20 A Yes, I am.
3:

21 MR. STEPTOE: Objection, Mr. Chairman, as to

* 12 the use of the word problem. In this connection, there is

@ 23 no foundation in the record for the use of that word as

24 we have stated before.

25 CHAIRMAN WOLiz Miss Murray, what is your response

O'
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1 to Mr. Steptoes' objection to the use of the word problem?

2 MS. MURRAY: My response is that the testimony

3 I will elicit from Mr. Pickens will show that he, himself,

() 4 used the word problem in association withthe fuel bowing

5 that has occurred.}
d 6 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Mr. Pickens, have you used

7 the word problem in this matter?j
5 8 THE WITNESS: I believe that during my deposition
3
2 9 when the question was asked that I might have referred
a
d 10 to it as a problem. I did not mean at that time to

f 11 ' indicate that it, per se, was going to stop us from using
9

E 12 < the rack. It was perhaps a poor choice of words at that
E
*'

13 time.
; .

I M
3 14 CHAIRMAN WOLF: We will let it go for now.

5 15 Go ahead, Miss Murray,
2
$ 16 MS. MURRAY: When were you first aware that
5
3 17 the fuel was bowing?

.

3
13 A I believe that would be about a month and-a-half

a

d 19 ago that I became aware of the measurements and the results.'
s
a 20 0 Who informed you of it?

b 21 A I became informed through discussions with
3
"

12 ' Daniel Boiler (spelled phonetically) of the Nuclear-

,& 23 Fuel Service Department.
~

24 Q When you say Nuclear Fuel Services Department,

' ( ''l,

25 is that a department of Commonwealth Edison?

O
s
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1 A Yes, it is.7

2 MR. REMICK: Miss Murray, excuse me. If I may

3 interruct a minute.-

4| My point of confusion here is that I thought what'

'

: 5 we heard before was a discussion of b' wing of channelso
"

5 6 and this question was bowing of fuel.

3 7 I don't know if it's both or not, but I am a
~
~

8 little confused.g
%

9 MS. MURRAY: May I clarify this for you?
"

a
4 10 There are two bowing problems here The first
2

11 was the bowing problem of the racks where they bowed; so,
~

-

j 12 in order to fit then together they started to flipping
E-

13 them upside down..

g -

O 5 14 rae eeoo#a 9rodtem i ene sowiaa or eue1 e==emb1v-
3'i 15 itself; so, there have been two.

E.
g 16 MR. REMICK: But, I don't think that anything we
9

5 17 have heard so far was a clarification that it was a fuel
'3 assembly,

h 19 That was my impression.. I just wanted at this

20 point to interrupt to say that.
*
.

21 Purhaps we are talking about two different
"

'2 things -- maybe not. I am not sure since we don't have.

.@ 23 any real testimony on this.

If 24 MS. MURRAY: Mr. Pickens, I understand that when
-

'
25 you are speaking of bowing of fuel -- can y,v describe to

O
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1 me exactly what you are referring to since I don't seem
[)n.dSherry( fois

2 to have the proper language to describe it.

3 T!!E WITNESS: We are referring to the channel
; ,

4 that surrounds the fuel, itself, Dr. Remick, and the bowing

3 5 of that channel -- not of the entire fuel assembly.
"

s

6 MR. REMICK: (Affirmative nod)' '

j 7, BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
"

;

8; Q What is the effect of that bowing on the si::e of'

,

b 9 the fuel assembly?4

d,

4 10

f 11
N
E 12
5
~. 13

O I 14
~

'

2
= 15
E

3 16
9

i 17
.

13.

.| ".
b 19
-

C
20i =

5
" 21
3
~ u

,

23

> >*o
25

O
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^> o 1 To date in the data that Nuclear Fuel Services
V'l

Ar

2 has shown me that they have compiled, and I believe that

3 Denny O'Boyle can substantiate this if he testifies later

4 on, that it is at a maximum bow of approximately 350 mills.

5
Q This information of the bowing at maximum

6'
being 350 mills, is that Commonwealth Edison's testing

7 or Nuclear Services Corporation testing?

8
i A The testing that has been done lo a program,

I that's being done by Commonwealth Edison at its Quad
.

a
5 10 Cities Station.

,

11 '
O Thank you. Has the Nuclear Fuel Services Depart-

5 12 ment recommended any courses of action to be taken to<

E-
13,; correct the fuel assembly howing?

O h

z

MR. STEPTOE: Objection, Mr. Chairman. Again,

15=
we are not talking about fuel assembly bowing here, and In

*
16 know the record is going to get awful confused if we

G 57 don't use the proper terminology.* '

.

: igd BY MS. MORRAY: (Resuming)
.

b 19
C Mr. Pickens, would would the proper terminologyg

0 for me to refer to this?
" 21 A Euel channel bowing.i g

' "
92'

Q Thank you. Has the Nuclear Fuel Services
!

'% Department made any recommendations to correct the fuel

'
'

O ca>==e1 do 1=92
25

; A I believe they made some initial comments,

[

l

i
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1V 72 and some thoughts on what we might do to -- in looking

2 at the racks to insure that the bowirag will not ef fect

3 them -- the size of them --in their letter dated October

4 31, their memo. We have had discussions since then, and

j 5 we are still discussing what we can -- the proper

0' 6 regulations will be, and that was not intended to be

j 7 final recommendations I don't believe, but again, Mr.
~

g 8, o Boyle can substantiate that in his testimony later.
*

9~
Q Mr. Pickens, at the maximum, which you stated

,

u
d 10 was 350 mills for fuel channel bowing, would such a fuel
i

11
j *jchannel bowing fit into the rack?'

_

12 A In reviewing the racks that we have gotten on
-

13 site, the initial checks, and this is my opinion, yes, I.

N think that it would fit into the racks. Again, there are

5 15 many things to be considered, and we have not looked at=
a

16 all of them, and we have to look -- we want to do further

i 17 looking at racks as they have been built to insure what
.

: igd type of size tolerances we are seeing on that so that

f 19 we can better define what it will do.
1

20 I can't give a yes or no answer to that at

21 this point.

'2
Q With fuel channel bowing is there any problem.

237 with finding additional space for channel spacer buttons?

2 24 This is also addressed in that October 31 docu-A '

25; ment. There was some concern about spacer buttons fitting

O '

:
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V7c9 1 down inside the load on clips, yes. We have been reviewing ;

V
2 it. We have done some initial looks at the racks that

;

3 are at Dresden and the indication so far is that it

(v) 4 will not. be a problem for the spacer buttons fitting

5 down into the rack.

j 6 Q Clarify something for me. Is the channel

j 7 spacer button, and pardon me for using the word problem,

8 independent from that of the fuel channel bowing?
:

9 In other words, if you didn't have the bowing,"

a
4 10 would there be any question of the channel spacer buttons
i
g 11 fitting into the rack?
8
j 12 A I believe that if you had the worst case
E-

13 tolerance that we could put together on the rack that a sto-,

,

14 rage Space that is formed by four surrounding tubes,
- =

3 15 it i.. cossible that it could become -- how do you say
a.

3 16 it -- for it not to go in, as you put it, but that you
2
W 17 might have to exit the fuel channel clips to get down,

'3 inside the rack.

$ 19 0 Is there any problem with space accommodations

b 20 for the channel fastener?
E; 21 A When you were asking the gaestion before about

'2 the spacer buttons and channel fastener, I was answering; .

23A that question in terms of all three of those being on !

EN 24 a channel fuel assembly.

25 0 Okay, thank you. Is it possible that the

O
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V,7 74 1 fuel channel bowing might result in the necessity for
v

2 rack' design chai.qes?

3 A It is possible that it could, but I cannotf-

4' see anything on fuel channel bowing that would necessitate'~

,

5g design changes at this point.

f6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Necessitate what?

j 7 MR. PICKENS: Design changes at this point
"

8g that would help alleviate the problem.
E

9~ BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
a
d 10 0 In your testimony on page sixteen you state
i
g 11 ' that as a final test National Nuclear Corocration will
8

'

$ 12 perform a neutron attenuation test of a sampking of tubes.
5
-

13 > Why are you v.._ usine the test by National Nuclear that.

() 14 would be more accurate? .

=

] 15 A The tests that we are doing in the pool is
7
g 16 meant only as a gross check to assure that the boral
9

3 17 plates are present in the pool, not to establish the
.

: sg '
boral content in the boral plates, and as such, we seed

f 19 . no necessity to try and make it as accurate of a test
,

1
1

20 -
_

as has been utilized prior.
5 |

21 Q Will each of the tubes be individually tested

12 i to make sure that all of the boral plates are included?,

if }f 23 3- We will be testing enough tubes to cive us

24f'') a ninety-five percent ce:tidence factor that one out
v

25 of every thirty-t n v. u s is present. That's as it's

ID
%.)
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1 stated in our licensing report.Vf-]5V
2, One think that I would point out in the way

3 that our contract with the National Nuclear is at present,
,_)i
'N' 4 we are going to be testing 300 spaces per visit, no

3 5 matter how many are actually put in, which is going to
"

4j give us a much higher confidence factor than for the

3 7 licensing.

", 8 Q You are still not checking for all the plates?

E
9< You are doina a sampling, is that correct?a

a
4 10 ' A We are doina a sampling, that is correct.
i
g 11 Q I would like to have this marked as Exhibit
3
j 12 Number 4.
5-
'. 13 (The document referred to
e'

(~% 5
(_) 3 14 was marked Intevenor's

:
5 15 Exhibit No. 4 for identifi-
E
y 16 cation.)
E
V 17 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)

'3 Q Mr. Pickens, I have handed you what's been
.

4 19 marked as Exhibit 4 for identification. Have you seen '

5
5 20 ! this report before?
E

[ 21 A Yes, I have seen this report.
e,

' ~

12 Q I wish you would taka a few minutes to review
,

gg}2g; 23 ' it and refresh your recollection please.

h 24 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, that is an awful
{}

25 long document. Perhaps Counsel could help us out. If

A
(_)'

.
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|
.

()p6 there is a specific part of this document that she wants
2

the witness to look at it might speed things up.
,

3
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Could you do that, Ms. Murray?('''}w/ 4
A2. MURRAY: I certainly can.

3 5
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Would you, please?a

6'

BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)*

7|
3 Q Mr. 21ckens, please review the first four

8,

3 pages of this document -- to the end of Observation
E 9

= .; Number Four on attachment number two.
4 10

(Pause)-

2
g 11 <
g Have you_had a chance to look it over?
E 12
y. A Yes.

~. 13
g Q Thank you. Mr. Pickens, were you,ever madegs,

(_) 3 14
5 aware that the duties of all persons performing quality
3 15
g assurance functions were not clearly established and
C 16
3 delineated in writing for Brooks and Perkins?

5 17
. MR. STAHL: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I really
*

13.

* hate to continue our objections to this, but I think it is
,

b 19
% a highly improper procedure. Apparently Counsel has
E 20
g just taken the document away from the witness that
* 21
j she previously showed him, and has asked him to read

,

the document. Now she is asking him a question which
. 23 '

is apparently contained within the document itself, and~

(~'}
; 24

apparently just testing the witness's recollection of whatx_s
25

he has just read.

(~\
\_)
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V"?7 1 I don't see any point in this procedure at all.
V

2 It's not a question of refreshing the witness's

3 reccliection. There's never been any foundaticn that this

V '4 man needs his recollection refreshed.

{ 5 As far as I can tell from this document, this

6 document is also hearsay as to this witness. I really

3 7 fail to understand the hurdles that the attorney is asking

8 this witness to jump over. It doesn't-appear to have
:

9" any point to me at all.
,

u
4 10 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think the objection is
i
E 11 i well taken. Ms. Murray, c5n't we find out from this
M

5 12 witness when he first saw this document, whether or not
s.

].
13 he used any information from it, and have him point out,

(O 3
(,/ 5 14 if he did use information from it, what information was-

r

] 15 used and in what way was it used -- some way to tie
a

j 16 it into the problem we have here?
2
y 17 MS. MURRAY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will
.

= sgd be asking Mr. Pickens questions, but I will not refer to

t- 19 the document unless it's necessary to refresh the

{ 20 witness's recollection.
;:

21 , CHAIRMAN wOLFE: Very well. I don't want to

horecloseyouruseofthisdocumentifyouapproachit12

E~ 2, in such a way that it has some kind of relevance to what
;

O SN 24 you are seeking, and has relevance to our problem here, !
L.)

25 You go ahead and proceed on other questions if

O
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1/'7p8' you wish.
V,

2 MS. MURRAY: Thank you.

3 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)

O 4 0 Mr. Pickens, are you aware of whether Common-

5; wealth Edison ever found a prot ' am with the duties of

6 people performing quality assurance functions being not
'

f 7! clearly established?

'8 A Yes, there was an observation in the document
8

9", that you showed me, and I have read that document
u
d 10 before.
-i
g 11 ' Q This was quality assurance functions at Brooks
15

j 12 and Perkins, is that correct?
2-

13,. A Yes, that's my understanding.

; 14 0 What steps were taken to correct this problem?
=
*

15-

A I would defer that question to Walter Shewski
=

16 of our Quality Assurance Department.

i 17 While I am carbon copied on the audit findings,
.:
2 9 and I read that and make myself familiar, I am not part

f 19 of resc1ving that. The Quality Assurance Department is,
x

20
_

and I am not responsible.
G

21 Q Okay, if I am correct, when there is an audit

'2 ; you aet a carbon copy of that audit?.

~ 23%% A In most cases, yes.*

! .

J 24 0 With regards to quality assurances and quality
*

25 control?

C)b
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V7-n9 1 A Yes.
!

'

2 Q Yet you don't have any authority to du anything

3 about findings in those audits, is that correct?
(%~

)i

's/ 4 A I would have the freedom, I don't have the

3 5 responsibility to.do anything. I could go to Quality
7
g 6 Assurance and tell them I think this is a concern to me.

7| r Have you ever done that?

8; A I have not in this case, no.,

E
9 Q Were you given --~

3 ,

' d 10 ' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think the question was

i
g 11 have you ever done it. It wasn't limited to this case.
'N

j 12 MR. PICKENS: I cannot think of an instance

E
13 : where I thought there was a finding or observation made.

O i 14 hv aue1ity ^eeurence ^udite where 1 ehought it wee
=

} 15 necessary to go to them. They have ordinarily handled
5
5 16 it in a way I am satisfied with. I haven't sought
9

3 17 additional things on top of their requirements.

'S BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)

d 19 Q You have had opportunities to review the
2
U 20 quality control and quality assurance programs of
E

21 Commonwealth Edison?
"

, ''2 A I am familiar and I have read through the.

. $, 23 quality assurance program for commonwealth Edison, yes.

24 C Have you read through the one for Brooks and*
.

25 Perkins?

\i
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l

V7-ol0 1 A HNo , I have not read " 4 rooks and Perkins I

7]%.
2 quality assurance manual.

3 Q Have you read through the one for NSC?

O)t
b 4 A No.

2 5 Q Have you read through the one for Leckenby?
7
' 6 A No, I have not.

3 7! O So, the only quality assurance program you
O

8; have read through is Commonwealth Edison, is that correct?

% 9 A That is correct.
d :

4 10 0 And on this basis you state in your testimony

i
E 11 that you are confident that the quality control assurance
M
j 12 program being used -- the quality ccatrol and quality
5.
-

13 assurance program being used adequately insures that.
c;

() f 14 the tubes and racks will meet the required specifications,,

r
E 15 is that correct?
E

$ 16 A I have stated that, but I believe I have
9

5 17 stated that -- I have used the items that I have been

j 'S specifically involved with on design that fall under my

p[ 19 responsibility for correct design problems, and as such,
2
0 20 I am again not responsible for approving a quality
? '

21 assurance program.

" , 22 The quality assurance program is reviewed by'

,4@ C 23 Quality Assurance. It is incorporated into the purchase

h5Q 24 order as a requirement. That gives us the reporting
{N.)

25 method that makes us aware of these problems.

}
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1 I have tried to show in my testimony that these"T-pil(J
2 methods have worked.

3 Q Then you are limiting your confidence in the

V 4, quality control and quality assurance program to those
6

5 specific examples in your testimony?

6 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, may we have that'

-

7~

g question read back? I am sorry.

8 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes. Please read the
:.

9' question back.~

a
4 10 (Question read)
~

=
5 11 ' MR. PICKENS: I used the examples that I gave
E
j 12 ,in my testimony as demonstrating that the quality
5

.

|
l2,; assur_nce procedures and programs that have been set up |

z

- d 5 14 I believe give engineering adequate control to insure

} 15 itself or to be sure that the desian is being built the
.A

E 16 way it was supposed to.
9

b 17 BY MS. MURRAY: (Resuming)
:. iq
d Q But except for Commonwealth Edison you have

h 19 never read any of those quality assurance programs
N .,0 and do not know what they contain, is that correct?7 4

i:
21 MR. STEPTOE: Objection. That's been asked

, '.2 ; and answered already.

g\ qM 23 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Has it been answered, Ms. |

l

- k 24 Murray?

25 MS. MURRAY: Well, I would just like some

d - O
' V

d

i
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V7m 12 1 clarification, because he has stated which of the four
U

2 quality con *.rol programs he hasn't read, yet he bases

'3 his conclusion it seems on all four of them.

4' I am trying to find out what he has based

j 5 those conclusions on. I was just rephrasing the question.

I 6T, MR. STEPTOE: I will withdraw the objection.

7' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You may answer.

8 MS. MURRAY: Mould you please read the; <

9", question?
u
d 10 (Question read)
i
jii 11 ' MR. PICKENS: That is correct, I have not
M
j 12 read the procram. I could not quote you the contents. ,

s

].
13 MS. MURRAY: I have no more questions, Mr.

z
- 14 Chairman. -

2
15.; CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Thank you, Ms. Murray.

.x

@ 16 MR. GODDARD: Mr. Chairman, the staff has no
E
M 17 cross examination of Mr. Pickens.
5 vg CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Thank you.d
.

* 19
d MR. STEPTOE: May we have just a moment?

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes you may.
i~-
~ 21
5

_

"
9.2

. 23

J' 24
~

25

O ;:
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1 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, tnank you for your

2 patience. We have no further questions.

3 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Very well. The Board has some
,~.

\
-? 4 questions. I take it there are no further questions from

3 5 any counsel; is that right?
"

6 MR. STEPTOE: Right.'

.

3 7| CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Doctor Remick, do you want to
"

g 8; go ahead?
3

9 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Mr. Pekins, on Page 14 of*

a
d 10 your testimony, the first paragraoh, you say that the
i
5 11 National Nuclear Test provides a six percent reproducibility
E
j 12 with three sigma, 99.7 confidence, but you don't say
S
'. 13 reproducibility of what.
t:

<, =

! j 5 14 What are you reproducing?
s

:
3 15 THE WITNESS: I an using that primarily as a
2

3 16 precision factor saying that we -- the results that we
=

5 17 have gotten, we could reproduce. I'm trying to put it

9 in the right words -- that we would be within six percent

d 19 of the number if we redid the test a second time the
2
E 20 number of accounts that we would be recording on the machine
E
* 21 would be six percent of reproducibility.
s

12 CHAIPMAN REMICK: But what does this tell you?

. 23 What were you measurino?

(3 N 24 THE WITNESS: Nell, in the way that we set up the'

)'

25 tests at Brooks and Perkins, we utilized standards that had

ACERicN RE?Cri"*NG C::MP ANY. !NC.
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?^ l a known amount of boron in them. We utilized those standards
e s

V
2 with both the boral and the stainless steel. We took

3 them to the University of Michigan to their test reactor,
/%
k) 4, established thereto also the proper content for the boral-

3 5 in there, used those standards, and then we compared
?

6 those standards to the actual two balis as we tested them;
~'

3 7i and prior to testing of each tube, we went back to the
*

8 standard and tested it. So, we were not-- What we were,

a
9 doing basically is to insure ourselves that we were -- hada

a
4 10 higher boron content than the known standards that were
i
E .11 d acceptable when we did the test.
E
j 12 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Am I correct that you had a
5.
~

13 problem here of losing identification of boral stock, and.

W() 5 14 you took some stock to the University of Michigan to test
.

r.
3 15 whether it meant specks? Is that the speck of .022 or --
2
y 16 THE WITNESS: .0202 is the requirement.
2
s 17 CHAIRMAN REMICK: e.nd that was the test conducted

'3 at the University of Michigan to verify --

d 19 THE WITNESS: Perhaps there is --
5

~

U 20 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Is that specification --
5
[ 21 , THE WITNESS: There is two neutron attenuation

' ?.2 ' tests as listed in my documentation. In one case where:

, se-, 23 we have boral sheets that, as they've been rolled, the

(-- >"<[ 24 identification numbers were deformed and the traceability
\,.

25 ' at that point was stopped. Since those sheets were not

/"S
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|

3 1 in the tube and we could take them in the University of |
'

(~)' 2 Michigan reactor and we took them there, and we used that"

3 neutron attenuation test to demonstrate that they had

(D(s) 4 adequate anocrt of boron in that. At that time --

.

: 5 CHAIRMAN REMICK: What was your criteria for
7

6 adequate amount of boron? Is the .0202 --'

j 7 THE WITNESS: Yes; grams per square centimeter.
I[ 8 CHAIRMAN REMICK: All right. Okay.

%
9 THE WITNESS: That boral plate at-that point~

a
d 10 was'then used in tubes. The other neutron attenuation test
5
5 11 that I'm referring to is in the case where documentation,
E
j 12 , for some reason, was lost on a specific oiece of boral

'

5
''

3
~ been inserted in the tube. It was not ,13 that had already.

l

(~) 5 14 phy,sically possible to do a neutron attenuation test at
\_- :

} 15 the University of Michigan due to the set up. So, what
1-

E 16 we utilized was known standards in the University of
2
M 17 Michigan tests, and then used the National Nuclear tests

'3 comparing to those standards and assuring ourselves that~

19 the boral that was in the tube already did have boron :

|5
W 20 content in it, probable boron content in it.
E

[ 21 CH11RMAN REMICK: Okay. So, the six percent

3 s
<

12 ; r;producibility was reproducibility between tests conducted
'

qf }{ 23 by the National Nuclear Corporation and those at Michigan?

/ 24 THE WITNESS: And those were the standards.''

g- y
\ )

25 CHAIRMAN REMICK: And the ones at Michigan was j
'-

(v
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4- 1 to check the specification of .0202 for grams per square

2 centimeter; am I correct in that statement?

3 THE WITNESS: Just to make sure, let me explain
.

's_-) 4 it one more time.
,

; 5 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Please, please.
7

6 THE WITNESS: The University of Michigan reactor'

j 7' is utilized to test plates prior to being inserted in
"

8 boral, if the identification has been distorted such thatg
a

9 the traceability is stopped; not the loss of documan*ation~

a
d 10 problem.
~

=
5 11 ' Once we do the test on those plates at
M
j 12 the University of Michigan, those are acceptable to be
5

'

13 used in the tubes to be fabricated. The other problem that.

t:

() 14 I'm discussing deals with the loss of documentation itself,
-

3 15 the paper, such that we cculd not say that we couldn't
s
y 16 just buy paper; show that it had gone through the
E
y 17 2.ppropriate tests at that point. The standards that we

[- '3 utilized were especially made up of small' panels by Brooks
~

d 19 and Perkins that were tested at the University o'. Michigan
5
5 20 using the same neutron attenuation test that we qualified
E

21 ordinary plates by -- in the other case; and those standards
~

' 12 of what we used to compare, and that's what the six percent

. 23 reproducibility .ith the 39.7 confidence factor relates
n

' 24 to.-

t-
25 CHAIRMAN REMICK: All right. So, when National

(~h
(/
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/s 1 Nuclear Corporation does testing, it's only a specific
b 2 plate that you lost documentation. You don't necessarily

3 do all four sides of a tube, only the side of a tube that
,,

''-)'(
4 you lost documentation for; or how do you decide which ones

,

5j they're going to test?
,

I 6 THE WITNESS: When we check a tube, the tubes that*

7| I was present for, we were checking all four sides. I

8 could verify in the procedure that it does call out for
3

9 all four sides of a specific tube even if it contains only~

,

u

a[
10 one plate.

2
g 11 I CHAIRMAN REMICK: I see. That test must be done
3
5 12 four times then, I assume?
$

13 THE i;ITNESS: Yes. You have to insert and.

() 14 withdraw the source four times when you take the count.
E 15; CHAIRMAN REMICK: All right. On that same page,
=

{ 16 you refer to flipping the racks.
E
: 17 Is this a flipping vertically or is it

.

: igd flipping side to side? What kind of flipping is taking

f 19 place?
=

{ 20 THE WITNESS: The way ue have our tubing set up
p

21 at Leckenby, the racks are fabricated in a horizontal
"

92,- position such that the opening at the top of the tube to

Egg:q; 23 the bottom of the tube is in a horizontal position like

- $ 24 this, and what we actually due is flip the racks on their

25 back, if you will, to do the work on the other row of tubes
|

|

x/
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I they are not in the vertical position.6, -
V 2 CHAIRMAN REMICK: So, basically the teno?ncy to

3 bow opposes one another, is that it?
t%

4, THE WITNESS: That's correct, Sir.s-
,

; 5 CHAIRMAN REMICK: And it cancels one another out?
"

1,

.- 6 You referred on Page 15 -- you indicate

j 7' that you have allowable tolerances on bowing, and I believe

8 earlier, you testified in response to a question f.cm niss

9'", Murray that the tubes were within tolerance.
"
d 10 What is that specification on tolerance on
i
g 11 | bowing?
E
j 12 THE WITNESS: The specific drawings do not call
S

].~
13 out for, say, a tolerance for the amount of bow. What is

2() 14 done, there is a mandreltest at Leckenby to assure us that
~

3- 15 there is a straight envelope of a certain dimension that
E

E 16 insures that the bow is not infringed on that. We would
2
M 17 not say that there are so many thousands of bowing that
:. iS i.' within an allowable tolerance. We would do an actuald

19 mandrel test at Leckenby to make sure there is a straight
-

20 bow.=

E
21 CHAIRMAN REMICK: But in designing that :.undrel

12 ; there must have been some criteria used?
,, i-,
'o

*KdPeo THE WITNESS: On both the mandrel?

24 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Well, what would be acceptable?(dN!

25 The mandrel must have been or had a certain specification

b |,

| |

|
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7

O .
I within or without rubbing. I assume that's acceptable.

2 There must have been some basic tolerance for the design
3 of that mandrel?

r% .\s,) 4 THE WITNESS: There are tolerances assigned to

3 5 the mandrel. I couldn't find them out for you. If you
"

6 want to know what the tolerance is on the mandrel --'

3 7i CHAIRMAN REMICK: I think it would be helpful

", 8 if we knew what amount of bowing, let's say, of a channel
E
5 94 could be accommodated without restriction,
a
i 10 Is this what that mandrel test is?
~

=
g 11 ' THE WITNESS: The mandrel test that was originally
8
E 12 signed as part of the contract at Leckenby was for 5.6
8
. 13 square cross section of a straight assembly. One of the

E

(~J) 5 14 problems that we've been looking at -- not problems. I' :
I 15 seem to like that word. One of the areas that we've been

'

16 looking at is that mandrel test that we feel does not -- would
?
5 17 not adequately assure us that it would accommodate a bow

,

d. 13 fuel channel and that's one of the reasons we want to look
h 19 into it further. That was merely a contractural requirement
#
E 20 for Leckenby for the dimensions specified on the racks at
-;

21 that time that they had.*

#
~

9? . CHAIRMAN REMICK: Okay. The written testimony here

zgg2g; 23, says that NSC calculated the amount of bow each row added

f k 24 'O due to the swelling technique and showed that the bowing
25 was within allowable tolerances after the completion of five

Il\~/
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1 r ws; and what specifically I'm wondering is,what is that

8(~)''# allowable tolerance that you're referring to?2

3 THE WITNESS: ' don't-Knus. I would have to go

bsj 4 back and check the drawings as to the specific tolerances.
s

3 5 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Would you please, and report
"

6 back later to us?'

3 7 THE WITNESS: Yes, I will.

", 8 CHAIRMAN REdICK: It's my understanding from the
"

2 9 written testimony on Page 15 and what you were saying
d
4 10 earlier that the tube pitch spaces all meet the 5.3 plus

:
3 11 or minus 0.60 inch specification. You talked about a rack

M
E 12 that there was some initial bowing, and then you flipped it;
E
*

13 am I correct, that all of those tubes do meet the 6.3 plus
.

- ('J 14 or minus 60 mills' tolerance?
~

.
.

..

3 15 THE WITNESS: On the pitch basis, yes. I believe

E

$ 16 that we are within our 6.3 plus or minus 60 mills. The

5
W 17 Nuclear Services has seen or reviewed the documentation that

f. 19 Leckenby has on this on the rack layouts. I could confirm

d 19 it with them.
5
M 20 CHAIRMAN REMICK: I thought earlier you had

5
21 stated that that was the case?"

E

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe that is... I know of"

. 3 no case but I would just like to confirm that with Nuclear-"

fE , 24 Services as it was done in detail with the documentation.C,g
V

25 CHAIRMAN REMICK: All right. It's not clear to

||
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| 8 1 me then why the next step was taken that one assumed that
em,

;

L')i
2 the spacing was 6.3 inches minus 60 mills.

'

3 Why was that next step taken and critical

('N; ( ,) 4 ' calculations redone?
,

3 5 THE WITNESS. Prior to this, the way the
| 7

| .' 6 specifications had been written, the allowable tolerance

i 3 7 was 6.3 plus or minus 50,000 non-accumulative such that
0

8 if it was non-accumulative, your average pitch spacing,

?
* 9 over the entire rack wou]d have to retain 6.3.
a
d 10 Now, we've said that they are accumulating
i
g 11 ' and as such, looking at the worst case that every pitch,
E
j 12 every cell's pitch spacing to the adjacent cel.' went ,down
5
~. 13 to 6.24; and we took it upon ourselves to do it to conserve
?

('} } 14 the analysis and we still remained below our average .9.
,

s- -

3 15 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Thank you.
E

| $ 16 on Page 16, you indicate in Paragraph
9

5 17 Number 17 abcut halfway down, enough tubes will be checked

'3 to insure that boral plates are present in all the tubes to

d 19 95 percent confidence factor.
2
U 20 Do you know what the specified number of
E

21 < tubes to be checked are? How many tubes it would require

", 7.2 to have that type of confidence?

| . 23 THE WITNESS: Similar to what was -- is being''""

~

24 done at Zion, the calculation is the same. I helieve thess
(~ss,

i
' 25 number is 63 tubes that would have to be checked to give

!
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yourself that 95 percent confidence level or one out of'
'p,

V three being there.
2

CHAIRMAN REMICK: Sixty-two tubes out of the
3

O entire rod?N.) A

THE WITNESS: Sixth-three out of the entire
2 s
e

Er group.g
O

CHAIRMAN REMICK: Now, you made a statement a; 7C

little while ago. I'm not sure I completely got it, butg"
i

! y u indi ated there w 21d be 300 spaces checked per visit.
9

~i I'm not sure I understand that,
e 10

THE WITNESS: The weight of the purchase order wasg yy ,
!:
$ written to National Nuclear was prior to the time that the

123
5 number f tubes that we were going to check had been

13.

e
5 determined -- the 63 tube number. The contract reads

3

b
such that there will be a minimum of 300 tubes checked5 15

per visit by National Nuclear such that if we install 15
16

5
5 racks in a pool and then we ask them to come and do the

172,

i test at that time, they would get paid for 300 tubes as a,g
m

minimum. So, we feel we will utilize them and have themg 19
O

$ check all 300 and give ourselves a higher confidence

k factor than the 63. It was just the way the contract was3
3

12 | m de.a

CHAIRMAN REMICK: All right Then you say if~ 23%%
.any boral plate is missing, the tube will be blocked and

/ 24*

100 percent of all the tubes in the cool will be checked,25 ,

O

AL ER4CN RE.ScR**MG COMPANY. INC.
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10 1 but what.if you find more than one blocked -- excuse me; I

O
2 mean more than one missing. I'm sorry -- not blocked.

3 THE WITNESS: If, in our subsequent checking, if
<~x
ks_) 4 we were checking for each of the tubes for a missing

3 5 plate, then any tube that was found with a missing plate
?

.' 6 we would block.

3 7 CHAIRMAN REMICK: But if you find more than one
0

8 out of 30 tubes missing, couldn't this effect the critical,

8
5 9 calculation whether you block it or not?
d
4 10 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, it could. If we got to
*

.

g 11 the point that we were missing more than one out of 32 that
E
E 12 there would be additional analysis necessary, I would
S
'

13 assume..

'I -

[/j E 14 - CHAIRMAN REMICK: Nowhere in the testimony
s_ - - do I

5 15 find an indication of what would happen under those
E
E 16 circumstances. I don't know if the staff has addressed
5
i 17 that or not.

j '3 Further, on your Page 16 under Paragraph la,
d 19 Miss Murray was asking you some questions *bere you
i
E 20 indicate "I am confident that the quality control and
E
* 21 quality assurance programs being used." It's still not
5
"

' 12 clear to me which quality control and quality assurance

zgg:gg 23 programs you're referring to there as being used.

h 24 THE NITNESS: In the case of each one of ours

L)
25 contractors, Leckenby and Brooks and Perkins, where our

>O
Q-]

r
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79 1 quality assurance department has reviewed and approved
V

2 their quality assurance' programs,and Nuclear Services and

3 Commonwealth Edison together have approved quality control
fxd 4| procedures and have been lookina at their implementation

3 5 of those programs. What I am stating here is that I'm
'i

6 confident that with the controls that we have specified'

3 7 while I could not quote or could not say that I'm intimately
0 1

8 familiar with the quality assurance program, it basically--,

E 1

9 Basically what those programs do is give the Engineering 'a

a
d 10 Department and myself the engineer controls that will
:i
g 11 , identify these things to them, and 'I think t. hat by the
!E !

j 12 problems that we have seen, anf. understanding the :

5
'. 13 responsibility for the contractors to identify these
z

(m) 5 14 problems to us to both Nuclear Serivces who is working
r
33 15 primarily as our representative on the review of problems;
F

E 16 and in conjunction with us that I can make a statement that
9

5 17 I'm confident that the programs and quality control are

'3 acting as they should.

f[- 19 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Even though you haven't read
C
3 20 the quality assurance programs or Leckenby and so forth?
i:

21 You would include that in your statement --

[ 12 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
|

. 23 CHAIRMAN REMICK: -- of confidence?

24 THE WITNESS: Yes.

25 CHAIRMAN RE?iICK: All right. There were some

I
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1

1
}>$ references to, I think, the fuel chanael pipspring. Is

V 2 that the proper terminology?

3 THE WITNESS: Fuel channel fasteners.
A

4 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Could you explain what that is? .w

.
5 THE WITNESS: That is the fastener that attaches

" -

' 6 the fuel channel to the internal fuel assembly.

j 7) MR. STEPTOE: Doctor Remick?

0'
% CHAIRIiAN REMICK: Yes?
%

9 MR. STEPTOE: We have the beast itself if you'd~

a
4 10 think a demonstrative exhibit would be useful.
i

11 ' CHAIRMAN REMICK: Yes, but somehow we need to get
_

h 12 it in the Record.
S

13 MR. STEPTCE: Well, if the Chairman would correct-

n

() 3 14 me if I'm wrong, the demonstrative exhibit need not be
-

] 15 submitted as evidence in the Record, but can just be used
+
5 16 if tne witness will testify that it's an accurate
2
W 17 representation.
.

ig CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think that's a good one.d

19 MR. STEPTOE: May I just undertake a brief direct
e
g 20 examination?
?
", 21 ' DIRECT EXAMINATION
C

12 BY: MR. STEFTOE
,

~ 23 '9%(*75 Q All right. Mr. Pekins, sir, are you familiar

24 with this object?

25 A Yes, I an.

- |
l
i

/.i.OERecN RE?CRT*NG COMPANY. INC.
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13-
1 Q Would you describe what this object is?

/7,

(/
2 A That is the top section or a cut off piece of'

t 3 a top section of a fuel channel, and included on the fuel
/~N
\s) 4 channel are two spacer buttons, one on the two adjacent

3 5 sides and a fuel channel clip which is utilized to attach
7

6 the channel to the upper tie plate or the fuel assembly' '

3 7 on the inside.
0

8 Q Is that object representative of the fuel channel,

9 and fuel assembly that'will be used and are being used
a
d 10 in the Dresden spent fuel pool?

11 A Yes, it is.
W
j 12 0 Are the tolerance-- Are the dimensions similar
s

: . 13 or identical?
M

O E 14 A This is the top of the cart check channel. It
~J -

5 15 is identical. However, this is a -- I believe this is a
2
E 16 reject channel, and I don't know the reason that it was
2
% 17' rejected. So, there could be some dimension that is not

| 'S completely accurate on but this is a representation, yes..-

d 19 Q Okay. Mr. Chairman, is that sufficient or would
I
E 20 you-- Do you feel the need for further examination?
E
~ 21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I think that's fine.
E
~

12 CHAIRMAN REMICK: That's fine. Thank you.
,

.,'.5.2;; 23 Incidentally, is this a 7 by 7 or 8 by 8g
k 24 assembly?fm

(J
25 THE WITNESS: I don't know. It's 8 by 8, sir.

O)R.

NCERicN RE?cRT'Nc COMPANY. INC.
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1l#3 CHAIRMAN .'NHCK: If I were to ask a questionb'
2 about whether there is a difference between a OA audit |

3 finding and observation, are you the proper witness or is,.

4 that better addressed to Mr. Shewski?
.

5g THE WITNESS: It would be better addressed to
.

6"

Mr. Shewski.

7' CHAIRMAN REMICK: And I'm not certain, but I

O. think that when you were making a statement about the'

a
9~, neutron attenuation tests in the pool, you indicated thatu

4 10 enough tubes would be tested to verify with 95 percent
i

11 i
_

confidence that one out of 32 plates were present. I think

3 12 you said something that I'm not certain but I urge that you5
~

13
read the transcript when it comes out, and if that's --.

2

5 14 THE WITNESS: It would be one out of 32 plates=

} 15 missing at present, and then we have 31 plates.
=

g 16 CHAIR"_AN REMICK: Well, it's oossible because I*
_

17", heard it and I'm not certain about that, and you might want2

: icjd to look at that statement in the transcript.
THE WIT!!ESS : Yes, sir.

C
20'"

CHAIRMA:: REMICK: That's al1 I have._

.-
21 ' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Doctor Little?

.2ji CHAIRMAN LITTLE: Mr. Pekins, do I understand,

. 23 ' that you are not personally familiar with the quality
24 assurance programs of Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby?
25 THE WITNESS: I have not reviewed ther, no.

("
|
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15^%
1 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: On Page 12 of your testimony

/

V 2 you state that all the work done by Brooks and Perkins and

3 Leckenby has been in accordance with their own quality

f',N) 4 assurance programs; is that correct?ss

3 5 THE UITNESS: Ye r. , I have.

7
,' 6 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: How do you know that to be the

3 7 case?
O

8 THE WITNESS: Hell, it's not'the engineer's,

3
2 9 responsibility to review the programs and improve them,
a
d 10 after quality assurance has aaproved their program, it is
i
g ll i engineering's responsibility to insure that that program
M
E 12 is incorporated on the purchase order document that forms
5

i 13 the contract with Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby for the-

.

E .

O E 14 manufacturer that worked, and I did incorporate both the
: -

5 15 . Brooks and Perkins and Lockenby approved QA labels on the
E
y 16 purchase orders such that I knew they were approved manuals
9

9 17 by Commonwealth Edison by our QA Department and I know that

's they need to be implemented now as part of the contract.-

d 19 CHAIRMAN LITTLF: And who is the one at
5
5 20 Commonwealth Edison Company counts as to the cuality
5

21 assurance programs?

"
12 THE WITNESS: Mr. Shewski.

23 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: He will be able to address
s.

' 24 that?

'
25 THE WITNESS: Yes.

im

j
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,

16 , CHAIRMAN LITTLE: 13 0 , you are confident enough that

O}(~ 2 the information that's being given to you by the people,

,

3 within Commonwealtu Edison that you can, without any doubts,
f%
() 4 make your conclusionary statement, Number 18? You are

j 5 confident that the quality control assurance programs are

f6 being used adequately to your required specifications?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes, I am.
2
5 8 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: So, you'll stand u U ~, '
E
2 9 statement? *

a
4 10 THE WITNESS: Yes, I will.

11 i CHAIRMAN LITTLE: Okay. Thank you.
2
E 12 Also, on Page 12 of your testimony, you
E
*

13 indicate that problems have been documents properly by,

W

(~} g 14 means of deviation disposition request. .4

s- _

3 15 Are you personally familiar with these
E
C 16 requests that you mentioned here as being documentation
3
3 17 for the problems to address your testimony?
.

3
13 THE WITNESS: Yes, I have seen the deviation

a

d 19 disposition request.
5
5 20 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: You're personally aware-- You're

21 personally familiar with that?
5
~

' 12 THE WITNESS: Yes.

23 CHAIRMAN LITTLE: Thank you.
~

24 CHAIRMAN WOL7E: Any further questions foi chis
i

\~'
25 witness?

O
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17_ 1 MR. STEPTOE: We have none, Mr. Chairman.

(_) 2 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Miss Murray, do you have any

3 further questions?
O
b 4 MISS ITURRAY: One question.

.

: 5 Mr. Pekins, with the deviation disposition
7

6 requests, who writes them up?'

5 7 THE WITNESS: They are written by the contractors,

", 8 Leckenby or Brooks and Perkins.
E

9 MISS MURRAY: And who approves them?a

a
4 10 THE WITNESS: We have designated Nuclear Services

11 as our agent to approve those deviation disposition
E
y 12 requests,
s
~

13 MISS MURRAY: So, Commonwealth Edison does not.

2

() E 14 approve them at all?
-

3 15 THE WITNESS: Ne see them as part of the review
E
g 16 but we do not sian the deviation disposition itself.
o

5 17 EISS MURRAY: Okay. Thank you.

)- '3 I have no further questions.

d 19 MR. GODDARD: No questions frcN the Staff, Sir.
2
w

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. If there are no"

E
21 further questions, you may be excused.

~

12 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, there are a number

qgg2gg23 of questions which have been raised by the Board, and we

h 24 will brina Mr. Pek).ns back or another uitness back to' gg
%u)'

25 make sure those re answered.

O
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lh(/
- 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Okay.

2 CHAIRMAN REMICK: Thankyou.

3 MR. STEPTOE: Mr.. Chairman, could we have a

4 five-minute recess, and then we'll be coming back with--

.
5g Mr. Shewski to testify to the same. contention; that is,

5 6 quality assurance.

7' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Let's make it ten minutes.
~

8 (WHEREUPON, th'ere was a
a

9"
recess and the following

,

u
4 10 proceedinos were had,to-wit:)
~

=
11 ' Will you raise your right hand, please?

-

5 12 (Witness excused.)
s
~

13 WALTER J. SHENSKI,.

() 14 called as a witness herein, having been first duly
=
3 15 sworn, was examined upon oral interrogatories and,

.=

5 16 testified as follows:
2
y 17

.

: tgd DIRECT EXAMINATION

f 19 BY: .m. STEPTOE'

x

$ 20
=
2 nl' Q Hr. Showski, would you state your full namee
e

*2
'

for the Record?
f

- N A Walter J. Shewski.

24
(} Would you spell.your last name, please?a

25 A Shewski.

f')*
|

(_ !

1

A*dE.hCN .2.E.*CRT'NG COMPANY. INC.
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1lem Q Are you familiar with the refiled testimony inU
2 this case entitled, " Testimony of Nalter J. Shewski"?

3 A Yes, I am.n
4'

Q Is it accurate?
.

5g A I'd like to make one correction.
I 6 O What needs to be corrected?*

7 A Cn Page 2 toward the center of the page, the

0{ sentence Ptarting with the " operating nuclear stations," and

the words, "And construction sites," are omitted.
,

u

=}
10 Q What is the reason for that change, Mr. Shewski?

E
11,

j A The reason is that this testimony is directed
_

12 toward the operating stations.
-

1*2g Q Are you aware of any deficiencies in the quality

O 3
*V assurance program as they relate to the construction sites?

5 1*5 A Yes, I am.n
m,

16 Q Now, with that modification, is the testimony of

i 17 Walter J. Shewski accurate?

.' 13
'

:
a A Yes.
.

t 19
Q Do you accept responsibility for it?a

?
7 20 A Yes.
i:
* 21
g Q Mr. Chairman, if I might, I'd like to ask one '

", 9.2 |; other question before I-- Well, I should-- First move

M 23g that the testimony of Walter J. Shewski be incorporated

U 24 into the Record as if read.

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: You've heard the motion, Mr.

/.LsE.9dcN RE.ScRT*NG CsMPANY. INC.
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2,0 1 Goddard. Do you have any objection?

2 MR. GODDARD: No, sir. The Staff has no

3 objection.

(j( 4' CIIAIR*4AN WOLFE: Miss Murray?

.
5 MISS MURRAY: We have no objection.-

7
6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Without objection, the testimony'

3 7 of Walter J. Showski vill be received into the Record as
0

8 if read.,
'

E
E 9 (Testimony of f.r. Walter J.
a
4 10 Shewski follows:)
*

.

3 11 '
W
E 12
o .

| 13
~

.

g
e'* x, 1b

--

( t -- -

V O
-

5 15
s
;: 16
3
r-

3 17

3
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M i

I
*
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I
$ 20
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~
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
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In the Matter of Commonwealth ) Docket Nos: 50-237 '
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Contention 2:
Quality Assurance for the ,

Neutron Aesordine Svent rue 1!O Storage Racks for Dresden Station

Contention 3:
Preventing and Protecting Against

1 Transportation Damage .
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My name is Walter J. Shewski and I am the Corporate

Manager of Quality Assurance for Commonwealth Edison Company. ,

JustI have held this position for the past seven years.{}
prior to this assignment, I was General Manager of the

Project Management Corporation involving the Clinch River :

Breeder Reactor Project. Before that, I was assigned to

other technical and management positions within Commonwealth

Edison Company involving engineering, operations, power

plant construction and nuclear design and construction of

Dresden Unit 1 Nuclear Power Station.
I have received a Bachelor of Science Degree in

Electrical Engineering from Purdue University and a Masters

of Business Administration from the University of Chicago.

I am a member of the ASME/ ANSI Nuclear Quality

Assurance Committee and the Edison Electric Institute

Quality Assurance Task Force. Also, I am a member of the

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Society of Quality

Contrcl and the Western Society of Engineers.

The cuality Assurance Program which is employed

by Commonwealth Edison Company in the design, procurement,

construction and preservice testing of safety-related

systems, structures and components involving the neutron

(]}
absorbing spent fuel storage racks for the Dresden Nuclear

IPower Station is the Commonwealth Edison Quality Assurance

Program and its implementing Quality Assurance Procedures.
i
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The Quality Assurance Program meets the require-

ments of each of the 18 Criteria of Appendix B to 10 CFR

() Part 50, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Plants;"

Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code;

ANSI Standard N45.2 " Quality Assurance Program Require-

ments for Nuclear Power Plants;" and applicable NRC Regula-

tory Guides. The "ompany Quality Assurance Program is

augmented by Quality Assurance Procedures and other pro-

cedures covering Nuclear Regulatory Commission Criteria and

Regulatory Guides, the ASME Code and other applicable codes

and standards. The operating nuclear stations and construction

sites have been audited many times by personnel from the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Region III, and we are not

aware of any deficiencies in our Program or its implementation.

Furthermore, the Program has been carefully and satisfactorily

reviewed by the Illinois Office of the State Fire Marshall,
Division of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Safety, and several

times by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Headquarters

Staff, as well.

Also, on many occasions our Quality Assurance

Program has been successfully evaluated as to content and

implementation by ASME Survey Teams in connection with the

eleven Certificates of Authorization issued to Edison by

ASME for Section III Code work. All of the above provide

added credibility and confidence that Commonwealth Edison

has a complete and implemented Quality Assurance Program
,

which will ensure that the spent fuel storage racks will be

an installation of high quality.

1
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A brief review and description of the Quality

Assurance Program applicable to the Dresden Station spent
O
s_/ fuel racks follows.

In the case of the spent fuel storage racks for

Dresden, Nuclear Services Corporation has been hired as a

Consulting Engineer to also perform inspections and sur-

veillances during manufacturing work by Brooks and Perkins

(manufacturer of the neutron absorbing tubes) and Leckenby

(fabricator of the racks). Commonwealth Edison Quality

Assurance personnel reviewed and accepted the Nuclear Ser-

vices Corporation, Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby Quality

Assurance programs in conjunction with their respective

contracts. Furthermore, Commonwealth Edison personnel have
}

and will continue to audit Nuclear Services Corporation's
J quality assurance activities, to assure that Nuclear Ser-

Vices Corporation complies with its own Quality Assurance

Program. Also, Commonwealth Edison has and will continue

to independently inspect and audit Brooks and Perkins' and

Leckenby's fabrication activities at their plants to assure
the fuel storage rack assemblies are built as provided by

the drawings, specifications and other procurement docu-

ments. The contract specifications entitle Commonwealth

Edison to inspect the production of the spent tubes and

fuel racks and associated supporting documentation at anyx-

time. As part of the audit activities, Commonwealth Edison

Quality Assurance personnel verify that the tubes and racks
,

are designed, fabricated, handled and packaged for shipment

in accordance with the safety-related requirements of each
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organization's Quality Assurance Program.

Commonwealth Edison Company is ultimately respons-
]

ible for the assurance of quality in all phases of design,

; procurement, construction and testing of the spent fuel

racks. As Manager of Quality Assurance, I direct the quality
assurance activities for the design, procurement, construction

and testing of the spent fuel racks and I have the respons-4

ibility and authority to stop work or stop further processing
i

and use of unsatisfactory material and equipment. Copies of

audit reports by Nuclear Services Corporation are sent to'

Commonwealth Edison Company Quality Assurance personnel and

reviewed to ensure that the audits were performed in accor-

dance with Nuclear Services Corporation's Quality Assurance
>

Programs and that there are no unresolved problems with'

respect to the vendor's Quality Acsurance Program. Condi-

tions found adverse to quality during vendor audits and in-

spections and which require prompt corrective action but
which cannot be resolved with the vendor by Nuclear Services

Corporation Quality Assurance must be promptly reported to

me or my designee for action. Likewise, adverse conditions
,

found in the course of performing inspections, surveillances

and audits by Commonwealth Edison Quality Assurance person-

('T nel at Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby or at Dresden Station,
I\/ once the racks are received, which require corrective action

but cannot be resolved at Brooks and Perkins, Leckenby or

the Station will be promptly reported to me or my designee

for action.

|
.. - . -
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Contention 2 asserts that Commonwealth Edison's

application does not show that its quality control and
!

quality assurance program, as well as those of its contrac-
tors are adequate to assure that tube and rack construction

and the boron-10 loading of the ' oral in the tubes will meet

specifications. The following testimony briefly outlines the

Quality Assurance procedures designed and established to
,

assure that the tube and rack construction will meet
specifications including the boron-10 loading of the Boral

is important to note that technical deci-in the tubes. It

sions concerning the types of materials and fabrication
fuelprocesses to be used in the production of the spent

racks and the applicable standards to which those materials

and processes must conform are made by engineering personnel.

Quality Assurance's responsibility is to assure that the
racks are manufactured in compliance with the drawings,

materials, specifications, processes and standards which are

designated as applicable by Engineering. Accordingly, the

following testimony should be viewed in this context. .

The Quality Assurance Programs of Commonwealth

Edison Company, Nuclear Services Corporation, Brooks and

Perkins and Lockenby are designed to comprehensively achieve

() two basic objectives: (1) assure the materials and processes

used in fabrication of the racks meet safety-related design

requirements, and (2) assure the quality and correctness of
The first objective is achievedthe manufacturing process.

in the following manner:

_ . _ . __ .. . .
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(1) The boron carbide, aluminum sheet, aluminum

{ powder and stainless steel materials to be used in the neutron
,

absorbing tube fabrication process are certified by the sup-

plier of these materials as meeting applicable ASTM standards

for these materials as required by the procurement specifica-

The certification documents which are traceable totions.

specific lot numbers of the supplied materials are provided

to Brooks and Perkins;

(2) Brooks and Perkins Quality Assurance person-

nel review the certification documents to ensure that the
materials conform with the procurement specifications;

(3) Additionally, Brooks and Perkins audits the

Q supplier of the boron carbide to ensure their certifications

are acceptable;

The Brooks and Perkins certification reviewl (4)

and verification are documented in a " Nuclear Material
Review Report" prepared by Brooks and Perkins Quality

Assurance personnel which is forwarded to Nuclear Services

Corporation;

(5) Nuclear Services Corporation is required to

review this Report and ascertain whether the certification

documents and Brooks and Perkins' review thereof are accept-

If such a finding is made, the materials are released() able.

by Nuclear Services Corporation to Brooks and Perkins for^

fabrication.i

Assurance of quality and correctness in the manu-
a

facturing process is achieved as follows:

I

- - - _
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(1) One of the initial fabrication processes

results in the production of Boral sheets. Each sheet

yields several plates which will eventually be inserted
U'~%

between the walls of the tubes. All plates are inspected

for proper thickness at six various locations. Also, a

sample is taken from each end of the Boral plates, and

10% of these samples are analyzed for boron content either

chemically or by neutron attenuation measurement. This pro-

cess assures that the neutron absorbing quality of the boron

carbide has not been altered during the course of the manu-

facturing process;

(2) Another associated fabrication process forms

stainless steel plates into tubes which are then welded. As

v/ was done for the tubes for the Zion fuel racks, each weld of

both the inner and outer tubes are visually inspected for

defects by Brooks and Perkins Quality Control personnel. In

addition, dye penetrant inspections are performed on 10% of

the outer tube seam welds. The completed tube assembly con-

sisting of the inner and outer tubes with the Boral plates

between, then is given an inside and outside visual and di-

mension tolerance check. In addition,10% of the final tubes

are given a full length check using a simulated fuel element

to verify straightness and proper clearances and ensure no

{} binding occurs.

(3) As an overall check against possible human

errors, Brooks and Perkins also utilizes a new computerized
4

+

system to check the chemical analysis, materials, and fabri-- |
l

cation, and personnel inspection activities to verify the

. _ - - __ _. _
- _

|
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acceptability of the Boral sheets, other tube materials and

the identification of each tube. Only where these quality
(m
\_-) related aspects of a tube are found to be a:ceptable is each

specific tube released by computer printout.

(4) Brooks and Perkins is required to forward

data, inspection and weld reports to Nuclear Services Corpora-

tion for review and acceptance. Brooks and Perkins Quality

Assurance performs surveil',ances of the Quality Control

activites involved with the fabrication activities including

the proper documenting and submittal of such reports to

Nuclear Services Corporation for review and acceptance.

Each tube is reviewed by Brooks and Perkins Quality As-

surance to verify its acceptability. In addition, Nuclear

(}
Services Corporation has been hired by Commonwealth Edison

Company to perform independent inspections of the tube

fabrication activities. Only upon a determination by Nuclear

Services Corporation that the Brooks and Perkins quality

requirements have been complied with and that design and

fabrication requirements have been met will the tubes be

released for rack fabrication.

(5) The tubes are then shipped to Leckenby using

specific packaging, banding, loading, tie-down and bracing

methods to prevent damage to the fuel tubes during truck

C'/\
transit.

(6) The data sheets and weld reports documenting

Leckenby's quality assurance inspection and review are then

reviewed for acceptance by Nuclear Services Corporation.

_ _ _ _ _
._ . - _ .
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In addition, Nuclear Services Corpoation has been hired by

Commonwealth Edison Company to perform periodic independent
fs inspections of the fuel rack assembly activities. If theN

design, fabrication and quality requirements are determined

to be acceptable as a result of Nuclear Services Corpora-

tion's inspections and the documentation review, Nuclear

Services Corporation will release the completed fuel

storage. racks for shipment to Dre= den Station;

(7) Upon receipt of the racks at Dresden, Common-

wealth Edison on-site Quality Control personnel will perform

a receipt inspection. Also, Quality Assurance personnel

will inspect the fuel storage racks for shipment damage and

{~
other possible defects and review the documentation on

materials and welds to assure design and other procurement

requirements have been met. In addition, surveillances and

audits will have been performed by Commonwealth Edison

Quality Assurance personnel during the tube fabrication and
i fuel rack assembly activities at Brooks and Perkins and

Leckenby. If it is determined from the receipt inspections

and documentation review as well as from the surveillances
and audits that the fuel racks were fabricated according

to the procurement specifications, the racks will be accepted

by Quality Control and Quality Assurance personnel for
O
\J delivery at Dresden. At this point, the dimensions of the

rack will be checked by inserting a dummy fuel assembly

into each tube to again check clearances and that no binding

occurs. Fuel racks found to be acceptable will then be
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released by Quality Assurance for ins'allation in the spent

fuel pool in accordance with an approve /.'.nstallation plan
f .s

V
and procedure. Af ter the racks are installed, and prior to

placing spent fuel into these new fuel storage racks, neutron

attenuation tests will be performed under the direction of
the Station staff to confirm that the required neutron

absorbing materials are present in the tubes of the fuel

storage racks.

As for follow-up testing, further examination of

samples will be performed in the future in accordance with

established and approved precedures to confirm that the

neutron absorbing capabilities continue to meet requirements.

Quality Assurance personnel will assure that these tests

are performed as prescribed and that the neutron attenuation

requirements are met.

Contention 3 asserts that Commonwealth Edison Com-

pany has not demonstrated that rack and tube packaging, trans-

portation, and receipt inspections are adequate to prevent

and detect transportation damage. This portion of my testi-

mony will outline the methods taken by Brooks and Perkins

and Leckenby to prevent transportation damage and by Leckenby

and Commonwealth Edison to assure that any tubes or racks

which have been damaged as a result of improper packaging
I

and/or transportation will be detected.

As addressed in Terry Pickens' testimony, there

was damage caused during transportation to some of the boxes

containing tubes in the first two shipments which Brooks and

Perkins sent to Leckenby in early August, 1979. The tubes
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contained in the boxes evidencing damage were shipped back

to Brooks and Perkins for inspection and acceptance. Three

tubes required minor repair. Repairs were made and the
(a~N) tubes were reinspected, accepted and shipped back to Leckenby.

In order to avoid any future incidents of this nature, the

procedures for transporting the tubes and racks were modi-

fied.

The modified procedures are as follows. Brooks

and Perkins uses specific packaging, banding, loading, tie-'

down and bracing methods to prevent damage to the fuel

tubes during truck transit. The tubes for Dresden Station

are packaged in heavy duty corrugated boxing and protected

inside by cardboard separators. Each such box, which con-

(^>)x< tains eight tubes, is banded individually and then all are

banded together three high to a wooden skid. These package
,

i units are loaded so as to have two such units butt against

a front restraint on the truck bed and the next row of two

package units butt solidly to the skids of the first row -

of fuel tube packages. On the truck, each row of two skids

are braced and held down by tie-downs to the truck to pre-

vent shifting and weather protected with visquine and canvas

covering during transit. As of mid-September, 1980, 1,579

Dresden tubes have been shipped involving 9 shipments pur-

suant to this modified procedure and no transportation
{

damage has occurred.

Upon receipt by Leckenby, each shipment is fully

inspected by Leckenby Quality Control personnel to detect

any transportation damage, Prior to release for fabrica-

1

I
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tion into fuel racks, each tube is visually inspected and

dimensionally checked to assure the tubes are acceptable.

r~5 Likewise, Leckenby uses special packaging, load-
U ing, tie-down and bracing methods to prevent damage to the

fuel racks during truck transit. Each rack is mounted for

handling and shipment on a specially designed heavy steel

frame padded with rubber on the rack supporting surfaces to

distribute the loading and provide protection from the metal

frame. The fuel rack is firmly butted against the steel

shipping and handling frame, tied to the frame with threaded
tie rods around and over the fuel storage racks to prevent

forward shif ting of the racks and weather protected with

visquine and canvas covering during truck transit. On the

O
\/) truck, the frame holding the fuel rack is placed against the

front restraint on the truck bed and is blocked and brace?.
and chained down to the truck using chain binders to prevent

forward or side movement during transit and to hold the

steel frame with the fuel rack to the truck bed. Shipments

are made using dedicated tractor-trailer units. Also,

instructions are given to each driver relative to the pre-
cautions and requirements of the shipment before Leckenby

releases the truck.

At Dresden, as described on pages 9 and 10 of this

testimony, inspections of the fuel racks are performed by
[}

Commonwealth Edison Company Quality Control and Quality Assur-

ance personnel upon receipt to detect any transportation damage.
,

Based upon my knowledge and personal experience,%
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d

and the fact that' shipment has not resulted in any damage
( since the above noted modified procedure was implemented,

|() I believe that the tubes and racks will be transported

! without any damage in the future and am confident that the

series of procedures, inspections and tests described above

will disclose any such' damage and prevent the installation

of spent fuel storage racks which do not conform to the
,

i

design requirements and specifications.

1

!

j

i

1

1

l

5

,

!4

,

i

I
(

" ' ' '- - - - - - . _ , , . . _ , , _ _ .'
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1 |

)

2* 1 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, I do have one more

2 question before I tender the witness for cross-examination.

3 0 Mr. Shewski, does Commonwealth Edison Company
.s,

d 4 review the quality assurance programs of Leckenby, Brooks
o

5 and Perkins, Nuclear Services Corporation?
*

,5 6 A They do.

j 7! Q In connection with this project?
-

8; g A They do.<

3
9 Q How was that review done?*

a
d 10 A Each of those quality assurance manuals are
*

2
g 11 reviewed by both the quality control group of Station
W
j 12 Nuclear Engineering Department and a person on my staff,

'

5,

' -

13,. and they are reviewed to an established checklist of
a

() ~h 14 questions:
' r

3 15 Q What happens then?
5
E 16 A If there are any omissions in their program,
2;

5 17 those omissions have to be corrected and be added to the
:. iig program by the vender and when the manual is finally jJ

,

( 19 found to be acceptable and fill all the tensey afar
'

=

} 20 criteria requirements that apply to the work that vender
54

21 will e3, then three people have tc sign cff that the

12 review is acceptable, one is my reviewer in my office
, ,

Egg:g;23 and the other is the quality control reviewer in the

24
{

Station Nuclear Engineering and then the quality assurance,

25 coordinator who is responsible for engineering, signs off
|

O
|

/.CERSCN 25 CR~NG COMP ANY. INC.
|
'
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22 1 that the manual is acceptable.
D.
U 2 Q Do you personally have any responsibility for

3 approving those quality assurance programs?
(n,
() 4 A Yes, I do, as well as the manager of engineering.

2 5 0 Have you personally reviewed equality assurance

6 programs of Brooks and Perkins, Leckenby and Nuclear

j 7 services corporation?

5 8 A In the process of approving each of those

E 9 companies for edition to our pro-bidders list, I reviewed
a
4 10 each and every one of their reviews to verify that all

f 11 < deficiencies were cleared up and that all requirements
s
5 12 that had to be met in their program were done.
5
. 13 Q Do you review the program or the reviews of

ii
Os
- 3 14 the programs?

-

3 15 A I review the review of the programs.
E

E 16 Q Based on the review process which you've just
9

i 17 outlined, do you have an opinion as to whether the quality

j 13 assurance programs for Nuclear Services Corporation,

d 19 Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby are adequately insured
k
M 20 that the tubes and racks and the Dresden project will meet

21 the required specifications?
E
" u A My opinion is that the programs are adequate

. 23 otherwise they would not have been approved, and they're" -

k 24 adequate in their implementation and it will achieve the

O
25 quality that we expect to achieve with the requirements

,

AI.OE;tecN ME. SORT *No COMPANY. INC.
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1 set by engineering.

2 MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, I have nothing

3 further of this witness, and I tender him for cross-
/

~' 4 examination with respect to Contention 2.

2 5' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Contention 2?
7

6 Miss Murray or Miss Sekuler?'

e

3 7 MISS SEKULER: Miss Murray will continue the
"

8 cross-examination. |
|

2
9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE. Are you ready to cross-examinoa

a
d 10 the witness?
~

-

j 11 ' MISS MURRAY: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
'E

j 12 CHAIRMAN UOLFE: Nill you proceed then?
5
~. 13

])
'

14 CROSS-EXAMINATION
:
3 15 BY: MISS MURRAY
E
.

16C
8
.hg 17 Q Mr. Shewski, you just received -- you just

f* ' 3 testified as to a correction on Page 2 with regard to

k 19 construction sites that have deficiencies in the QA
g

20 Program where the implementation of the QA Program.

( 21 What site or sites are you referring to?
B

12 A I'm talking about the LaSalle construction site.

~ 23 Q Any other sites?g
S 24 A Not in my mind.{')

a
25 Q Mr. Shewski, is the quality assurance program

7-
,

_ _ -
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1 used by Commonwealth Edison at LaSalle similar to the7^x
U 2 quality assurance program that is used at all of the

other nuclear power plants owned by Commonwealth Edison? !3

(~.s)
''' 4 A We have one program, and then one quality

j 5 assurance program; and that is in all operating and con-

0' 6 struction sites.

7 O So, the p'ogram that you are having problems;

-

I with at LaSalle is the same program that is used at'

3
0~

Dresden?
a
4 10 A Well, we're not having problems with the program.
=

h
11 ' 'de're having problems with deficiency. That's the problem

-

j 12 that we had to correct.
<
:.

13g Q Nhat is that deficiency?

() 14 A It was the case where we failed to audit some ,

E 15 design activities that had started on-site in a timelyn
.=

f 10 fashion.

U 17
Q Can you be more specific as to what those design=

.

: igd activities were?
.

b 19 A They were piping design, piping hangingg

20 deficiencies._

* 21
g Q How long after you-- Let me rephrase that.

2 Strike that please..

g 23 How long after the deficiency existed did

N 24
{}

you disccver it?

25 A I would estimate about three weeks before we i

r'g

i

/.L:ERiCN REFCR-'NG COMPANY. INC.

__
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I.

25
1 caught that the audits were -- had slipped in an untimely

2 fashion.

3 Q And how long after that did you correct the

4 deficiency?

"

3 5 A Right away; right after that. It took us a few

6 days or a week to get it done, but we did it right away.

3 7 0 Okay. Thank you.
_

} 8 Secondly, it's my understanding that you

b have not reviewed quality assurance programs of Leckenby,9
a
g to Brooks and Perkins and Nuclear Serivces Corporation; is
.

! 11 ; that correct?
E

5 12 A My people did the reviewing. They report to me
4
5 13 and I am responsibic for them.

() 14 Q But you do not read the quality assurance

5 15 programs yourself; is that correct?
E
# 16 A I do not read them. I occasionally check one
%

h 17 on a spot basis. I do not read one and every one of them.
.

: ig G Okay. Thank you,.

a

d 19 Is it correr,t that Nuclear Services
s
a pf Corporation does audits of Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby?
=
% 21 A Yes.
5
"

12 Q Does conmonwealth Wdison do audits of Brooks and

. 23 Perkins and Leckenby?

f k 24 A Yes.fs.

U
'

25 Q Do commonwealth Edison do audits of Nuclear

OV
|

!
t ,

'

I

AI.OE.WcN ML oMT*NG COMPANY. INC.
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I Services Corporation?
2{ }

2 A Yes.

3 And do Nuclear Services Corporation, Brooks andQ

4 Perkins, Leckenby all do internal self audits?

5 A Yes.
'

0' 6
Q Do you read all of those audits?

7
: A I do not.
~

$
i Q Who does?

% 9 A The people who would review those audits when
.

u
10 they are at their location performing an audit or

,

11 surveyance.

12 Should they find any deficiencies that would be0
~

13,; reported in an uudit, do they report those deficienfies
z

O : 14
3

~ to you? .

-

| 15 A They would report a deficiency to me that was
a

P 16
g not getting taken care of in a timely fashion or one that

17 was very significant and I ought to know about it.
,

= ,3d MR. STEPTOE: Excuse me, !!r. Chairman. Objection.
.

b 19 I think some clarification of who "they" is and what auditsa

?
20a

we're talking about. We had a very confusing array of
=
-
* 21 audits being carried out, internal audits and crosse
"

22 | audits.

'% CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Shewski, can you explain

CN 24() who "they" are and what audits you were referring to,
25 please ?

O

AI OERicN P.E cCNO COMPANY. INC.s
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'27-T 1 T!!E WITNESS: I'd like to hear the last question
U

2 and answer read back, please.

3 (From the Record above, theO
V 4 Court Reporter read back the

j 5 following: "O Should they

h6 find any deficiencies that

; 3 7 would be reported in an audit,
~,

$8 do they recort those deficien-
I

9a cies to you?"
a

"

d 10 "A They would report a
*

=
g 11 ' deficiency to me that was not

! 8
5 12 getting taken care of in a
E

13
; timely fashion or one that was.

r %

V) 5 14 very significant and I ought to
:
3 15 know about it.")
=

>

j 16"

The guy I was talking to was our man when
. o

y 17 he was looking to identify and he would report to me. j
5 ,3 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: What's the name of "our man"?
*

v

f 19 TIIE WITNESS: Our quality assurance program, our
=
g 20 company quality assurance program.
;:

21 CHAIRMAN UOLFE: What's his name?

' '2 TiiE WITNESS: It could be anyone. There are.

4 23 several people who do this.

( N 24 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, who are they?

25 TIIE WITNESS: Names?

O

/.i :ERicN anscRT*NG COMPANY. INC.

.
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.,

2 THE WITNEGS: Well, people that have done audits4

3 as these three locations are Bazel Harl, H a r 1, Mike
O

4 Stanish, S t a n i s h, Henry Studmann, Studnann.

5 That's all I can think of.

6 CHAIIUfAN WOLFE: And they've done audits in the
'

j 7 last year or two years?,

1

8 TILE NITNESS: Yes, sir.
:

9 CHAIRMAN WO7FE: On this project?a

a
4 10 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

11 ' CHAIi1 MAN WOLFE: And what kind of audits, reports,
a
j 12 ' have they made to you?
$

13 THE UITNESS: I get the written reports, a full. .

ap .

d 5 14 audit report, and a checklist and all the details. The
! E

15 results of the audits you'd like?=

=

g 16 CHAIIUiAN WOLFE: Well, I want to know are these
2
s 17 quality assurance audits that they're doing?

9 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, they are quality

( 19 assurance audits. i

b 20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And what does that consist of?
5

21 What do these people look for?

, '2 TIIE WITNESS: In connection with the audits that.

23 'KW our people and Commonwealth Edison perform at Lockenby or

24 Nuclear Services Corporation or Brooks and Perkins, we

25 would be doing audits to their quality assurance programs,

,

O

j.cg.qdcN a!E. SORT'.'iG C::MPANY. INC.
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29_ 1 the commitments and their program; and we would be also

O
2 auditing what they implemented the program properly and

3 such as by procedures, special process, such as vielding,

[V 4 and adherence for corrective action; controlling if it

5 was designed, controlling design, assuring total adherencej
f6 to the requirements that they are committed to do.

j 7' CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Now, are these racks made on

5 8 a line or are they made inlividually at a factory or
3
% 9 how are they fabricated?
a
4 10 THE WITNESS: At Brooks and Perkins first.

f 11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes?-

si

5 12 4 THE WITNESS: They make the tubes. The first
Q
2

13 process is the -- one of the processes is rolling the
,

14 ingots into tne boral sheets.

I 15 CHAIRMAN WOLTE: Now, what is your auditor doing
v.

$ 16 there? Is he watching the process of it being rolled on
5

3 17 a sheet or what?
.

2
13 THE WITNESS: Our auditor, if had that on his

a

d 19 checklist, he would verify that there was traceability that
,

t
N 20 the materia 1'being used was proper material; that it had

5
* 21 been received properly and it was just proper.
E
"

9,2 CHAIRMAN NOLFE: Does he do that by looking at

23 records or does he make sone physical exanination?
,.

' 24 THE WITNESS: He does it by examining records

| 25 and identifying -- identification marks to verify

; O

! t.L.0ERicM ag,3cRT*NG COMPANY. INC.
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1 traceability, and he-- For example, he might verify a

2 number on a sheet that's been rolled. He would go back to

3 the documentation, verifying all the way back to the

V 4 instruction, and there would be documentation of the

.

: 5 materials and certifying that the materials were
7

6 acceptable and verified all those steps in place and'

j 7i properly done by Brooks and Perkins.

E CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Now, who fabricated the tubes

E
9 in the racks?"

a
4 10 THE WITNESS: Well, Leckenby.
*

=

5 11 : CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And what would the auditor do
3
j 12 I there?
$
~

i 13 THE WITNESS: The auditor there would audit the-

14 implementation of the quality assurance program very
=
3 15 similar to what I've exclained to Brooks and Perkins and
a

i 16 specifically, they would audit the receipt inspection,
p

i 17 take control of the welding processes, the various stages

$ '3 of inspections that Leckenby does.

f 19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Would he physically examinei

C
20 all the welds?'s

5
21 THE WITNESS: He would visually look at them,

"

'2 yes, and he would verify that the welds were good if there.
,

7% 23 ' was radiography.

D 24 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Very well. Thank you.
d i

25 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

_________
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BY MS. MURRAY:
ONS 1 Q The program you described with the visital
.m.

f 10 2 inspection, is that done for every one of the welders cr

Ro e Mari
3 is it just done on a sampling of them?

: >

\m/ 4 A Who are you talking about?

3 5 0 Your quality assurance person.
7

6 A Our quality assurance person would do it on' *

3 7i an audit basis. Periodically we audit and we do at the
0

8 time we are doing the audit.,

3
% 9 Q What does a periodic basis mean? How often is
a
4 10 that?

f 11 A It could vary from three months, six months to
E
E 12 a year, depending on the need.
S.

i . 13 O How is the need determined?
Es

! E 14 A Generally on the basis of the start of the work,.sj
-

5 15 on the basis of the progress of the work, the work time
2
: 16 period and things like that would be taken into account.
5
9 17 Also, if there were indications of any problems in the

- 53 previous audit or surveillance we might double back. All

d 19 those factors are taken into account in determining an '

s
5 20 appropriate schedule of auditing.
E

21 Q Who makes the determination as to when an audit*

i
~

'2 should be done?.

gqp=5 23 A Generally one of my supervisors or directors.

$ 24 Q one of your supervisors?(~
> ;

25 A For our audits. |

,.

'w]
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, 1 Q Is it not your decision or somebody under you?

2 A I approve the audit schedules. I approve them

3 and then they have to adhere to them. Tha formation of the

4 audit schedules are done by my supervisors.

3 5 0 Who is that?

I, 6 A One is Mr. Studman. Another is Mr. Tanner,

j 7| Mr. Abrel and Mr. tiarcus.
O

8; Q As I understand it, when you refer to your,

9 supervisors, that r!.oes not refer to somebody that has
a
4 10 authority over you; is that correct?

f 11 A They work for me.
!!
j 12 Q They work under you?
5

13 A That is right. They are my supervisors. They
~

.

O i 14 iare ewe geog 1e thee de the seeervisien eer me.
= .

I 15 Q Thank you.
2
y 16 So you approve when these audits will be done?
E
y 17 A I approve the audit schedule.

'S Q Based on the information that these supervisors

d 19 that work under you give to you?
1
M 20 A That is correct.
=
E 21 Q Let me go back for a minute to the auditing
i
"

' '?2 procedure. It is my understanding and is this correct that

23 when one of your people, quality assurance people does an., %

[N 24 audit they only do a sampling of various things and don't

25 inspect one hundred percent of whatever it is they are

1

io:
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1 auditing?
V,f s

2 A An audit is a selection of certain things and

3 it is not a hundred percent or complete._

4 Q Who determines what that selection will be?

2 5 A It is selected on the basis of each time there
"

6 is a selection made covering the 18 criteria. For example,'

3 7 if all 18 criteria applied to a corporation then we might

", 8 take, five, six or seven of them in one audit and take
3

9 another'five or six on the next audit, or we may take ninea

a
d 10 or we may take them all, depending on what the situation
i
E 11 was.
E
j 12 O Who determines what those will be?
<
*

13 A The same supervision that work for me and I.
-

(y <i-

(_) y 14 review them.
r
3 15 Q Let me give you an example. For instance,
,,

E

$ 16 Mr. Studman might say that he thinks you ought to review
e

i 17 of the 18 criteria criteria 5, 6 and 7 on a particular
'

--
;- '3 audit of a particular company, say, Leckenby, and he asks

d 19 you that and you approve that?
2
M 20 A Yes, I would.
5

21 < Q That would be the correct procedure that is
~

12 taken every time?

qqg2gg 23 A And I may suggest other areas that he ought to

h 24 be looking at also. I will interrogate him in the course{}
25 of.these different audits, what have you not covered and

i
'

/~%
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1' what is left to cover in an audit and also what should youO
2 cover again.

3 0 Is this particular procedure that you have
OV 4 just described to me documented anywhere?

2 5 A It is required that all audits be approved,
7
j 6 audit schedules be approved. That is documented.

3 7 Q Recuired by whom?

", 8 A In our procedure.
a

9 0 Is that an NRC requirement or a Commonwealtha

a
d 10 Edison requirement?

11 A The 18 criteria require that audits be planned
8
5 12 and scheduled. That criteria requires that the audits be
S.
~

13 scheduled..
c;

b 14 Q Are the procedures for doing the audit that you
-

=-
3 15 have described to me an NRC requirement or a Commonwealth
f
y 16 Edison requirement?
f.
M 17 A Both.

'3 Q Then you only review audits that the people

!i 19 that work under you think are necessary for you to review;
2
a 20 is that correct?
5
* 21 A No.
3
~

T; Q What audits do you review?
,

.g 23 A I review all audit reports that come across my

2 24 desk and I read every one of them.

25 0 Which ones come across your desk?

IDN./
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i

fs 1 A All audits. All audit reports come across my
(,J

2 desk.

3 Q That would include a Brocks and Perkins self-
O)(
s/ 4 audit?

3 5 A No. All audit reports that are generated by
7

6 Commonwealth Edison Company, Quality Assurance Department.'

3 7! Q How do you find out what is in a Nuclear Services
0

8 Corporation audit of Brooks and Perkins, for example?,

! 9 A I think I answered that once. What I said is
a
4 10 the what it works is that our person that does an audit,
i
g 11 as part of doing an audit, he will review their audits.
'd
E 12 Q Thank you.
0

*

~, 13 Then it is possible that you would not be aware

()'

14 of all the findings or observations that hav,,e been made at
r
3 15 Nuclear Services, Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby; is that
E
D 16 correct?
I
i 17 A That is possible.

f. 13 Q Do you know if the NRC would be made aware of

$ 19 all the findings and observations that were made at NSC?
s
M 20 A The NRC has the right to look at any and all
5

21 documents that we have. If they chose to look at those*

E
~

12 audits at Leckenby, at Brooks and Perkins, at NSC or at

qggtgg 23 Commonwealth Edison, they have that right, but otherwise

{^} $ 24 it is not told to them in an official way or given to them

! 25 in an official way.

!
|
t
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1 Q Thank you.gm
k)

2 Does the-NRC do audits of NSC, or_do you know?

3 A I do not know whether the NRC has done.an
s

' 4 inspection of MSC.

3 5 Q If the NRC did an inspection, would that document
"

j 6 cross your desk?

3 7 A I would request it and I would be aware of it.
"

g 8, O In every instance?
8

9 A Every I can't swear to, but it is understooda

a
4 10 ' by our contractors that when NRC does an inspection of
i
g 11 ' their facilities and they are doin ; work for us that we be -
W
j 12 made aware of it.
5
~

13 MR. REMICK: If I may ask a question at this.
e-

() 14 point. Does your contract or purchase order with NSC call
r
3 15 for access of the NRC to their records?
E

( 16 THE WITNESS: It does not specifically say that.
9

5 17 The route that the NRC uses is that we are the licensee.

;- 'S They come to us and request to go to that location and we

d 19 grant them permission. They have done that several times
2
U 20 in the last several months that I know about.
E

21 MR. REMICK: But there is nothing in the NSC
~

| 12 quality assurance plan that speaks to that possibility?

. 23 There is nothing contractual that will permit that?
,.

('N / ' 24 THE WITNESS: That would be highly unusual.*

I(_)
25 I think the answer to that question is no.

O
N)
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lq MR. REMICK: Thank you.
V

2 BY MS . MUl'. RAY

3 Q Did commonwealth Edison hire Nuclear Services
i )

'' 4 Corporation to do the quality assurance work with the
.

5'
Dresden reracking?

6 A The responsibility for assuring quality has

j 7; been assigned to Nuclear Services Corporation under their
-

8
: contract.
%>

9~
Q Did Commonwealth Edison hire Brooks and Perkinsa

4 10 to fabricate the tubes for the reracking at Dresden?
~
=
g 11 A Yes.
W

5 12 Q Did Commonwealth Edison hire Leckenby to fabricate
s

]. 13 the racks for the reracking at Dresden?
.4

Oy 5 14 A Yes.

.

r
15 Q So NRS, Brooks and Perkins and Leckenby are

g 16 essentially all employees or agents of Commonwealth Edison;
2
y 17 is that correct?
.

:
a ig MR. STEPTOE: Objection, Mr. Chairman. That

h 19 calls for a legal conclusion I think.
C
g 20 P1S . MURRAY: Let me rephrase that then.
;

21 Essentially then is NSC, Brooks and ?erkins

' '2. and Leckenby all employees of Commonwealth Edison?

(q 23 MR. STEPTOE: Same objection.

; ]L - 24 CHAIRMAN WOLF: State that again, please.,

25 Essentially what?

ft
U
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1 MS. MURRAY: --- employees or contractors of
U

2 Commonwealth Edison.

3 MR. STEPTOE: Same objection, Mr. Chairman.O
4 It seems to me what counsel is trying to do is

5 to get a legal admission out of the witness who is not an

6'
attorney about the relationship between Commonwealth Edison

3 7 and Brooks and Perkins, Leckenby and NSR which it is
8 transparent is going to be used to have legal consequences

E
9a

in this proceeding.

i 10 It seems to me the words being used, " agent"
i
g 11 and " employee" have a' double meaning. They have a normal
9-

j 12 meaning in the English language. There are also legal
5.
~

13 consequences which flow from that which this witness who is.

O 5
(/ 5 14 not an attorney would not be aware of or prepared to address.

-
-

15 Therefore, the question is patently uhfair.
.=

j 16 CIIAIRMABI WOLF: The objection is well taken.
2
M 17 You can't ask this witness to give an opinion as to the
=
J ,3

relationship between the contractors that Commonwealth

h 19 Edison has and_ Commonwealth Edison. They could be agents,
?
g 20 but I doubt whether they would be employees. It would be
.-

21 very unusual if they were.

'2 ! Ms. MURRAY: I agree. I was merely trying toj
.

.g 23 determine what the relationship between the four parties
*

| 24

|DV
was.

; 25 CHAIRMAN WOLF: I don't think that this witness

| 0

|
|
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1 is the one from whom you ought to elicit that.3

2 MS. MURRAY: Okay.

3 CHAIRMAN WOLF: I hope that there will be some

' O>'- 4 witness that might be qualified to explain that if it is

3 5 important to the case.
7

6, MS. MURRAY: Okay. Thank you.'

3 7i MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, just to pursue that
0

8; for a moment. If it is important to this case the contracts,

?
9 ought to be produced and a ruling could be made by the~

d
i d 10 Board.

E
g 11 CHAIRMAN WOLF: That is correct, yes.
2,

5 12 MS. LITTLE: There is just one point that I
'

a
5
-

13 had already marked that this might be a good time to clear.

rm 'I
s) E 14 up. On page 3 of your testimony, the wording there struckt

r
3 15 me as unusual in_the first line of the second paragraph.
2

E 16 It says, "In the case of the spent fuel storage racks for
p

i 17 Dresden, Nuclear Services Corporation has been hired as a

'S Consulting Engineer "
. . . .

d 19 THE WITNESS: What we have done is assign
2
U 20 as part of the contract to Nuclear Services Corporation the
E; 21 responsibility to perform the inspections and surveillances
%

12 during construction rather than Commonwealth Edison doing

gq ]; 23 it or some other finn doing it. We felt that we wanted some-

EY f 24 one else in addition to Brooks and Perkins doing this.C'

-- .

25 MS. LITTLE: The Corporation has an arrangement - l

. f.t.::g;t4CN RL*CRT*NG COMPANY. :NC.
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I-) with Commonwealth Edison to perform these inspections and
V

2 surveillances ---

3 THE WITNESS: As part of the~ purchase order.
f'n

4 MS. LITTLE: ----in their capacity as a"'

5 corporation which has on its staff consulting engineers. Is

j 6 that how we are to interpret this?

3 7 THE WITNESS: Yes.
O.

8g MS. LITTLE: Okay. Thank you.

9< CHAIRMAN WOLF: In that connection, Mr. Steptoe,
a
i 10 with the question raised by Dr. Little, it might be well
i

! g 11 ' if you did bring in the contract. I hope it is not too
M
j 12 long.
S
~

13 (Laugher.)'
.

e

() f 14 MR. STEPTOE: Do you want the contracts for
=
5 15 Leckenby, Brooks and Perkins and NSC, or just the Brooks
E
y 16 and Perkins?
2
M 17 MS. LITTLE: If we have those available we could

'3 then determine which ones would be necessary for clarification
|

d 19 of just what capacity they serve in.
I
E 20 MR. STEPTOE: I think in response to the implicit
5

21 suggestion from the Board, we won't bring in all of the
"

' 12 ' referenced documents in the contracts such as specifications

.g 23 or quality assurance.

(") 24 CHAIRMAN WOLF: I don't think that is required
*

\>
25 at all, but merely to establish what the relationship is

3
ss/
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1 between Commonwealth Edison and these " subcontractors," if,'T
\_)

2 that is what they are.

3 MR. STEPTOE: Certainly, Mr. Chairman.

'> 4 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Ms. Murray, are you ready to

3 5 proceed?
?

6 MS. MURRAY: Yes, I am. Thank you.'

; 7 BY MS. MURRAY:
0

8 Q Mr. Shewski, I realize I may have asked you,

3
% 9 this question before, but mm I correct that if one of your
a
d 10 people discovers something they consider significant in
i

'
5 11 ' the quality assurance programs at NSC, Brooks and Perkins,

,

M
j 12 or Leckenby, then they report that directly to you?

. E
| 13 A Yes..

2f~s

(_) y 14 Q Do any of the people that work under you review
r
3 15 the internal audits of Leckenby?
E

E 16 A The auditor that goes to Leckenby would review
;

9

E 17 those audits when he is there at their location.

|- 'S Q The internal audits?

d 19 A Yes.
2
5 20 0 And the same applies to NSC and Brooks and
_E i
* 21 ' Perkins?
3
~

12 | A Yes,

gg}:q;23 Q Do you keep records of the things that are

h 24 reported to you by your quality assurance people in audits?('s
't)

25 A I don't keep a file or a documented record of

O

,
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1
,3 those reported, except are reported like in surveillances
( !
'"

2 or audits. Those are filed. Verbal communication reporting

3 to me, I do not document that.(,,<
'~2 4'

Q Do you keep a file of the audit reports submitted
a

5'
to you by the people who work under you?

? 6 A All audits are filed and maintained by our*

j 7' department.

O Q These audits are.kept in the regular course<

8
9~

u,
, of your business?

d 10 A Yes.
~

=
g 11 Q Are you aware that during 1979 there was no
E

5 , 12 internal audit conducted for the Dresden reracking project
5

{i
13 by Nuclear Services Corporation?.

rn

(_) 5 14
. A I believe there was an audit conducted in

r

] 15 December of 1979 by the Nuclear Services Corporation.
7

5 16 MS. MURRAY: I would like to have this document
2
t 17 marked as Exhibit 5 for identification, please. |
) '3 (The document referred to was marked

19 Intervenor's Exhibit No. 5 forXXXXXXX
-

3 20 identification.)
;

i; 21 BY MR. MURRAY: |
e -

22 ; O Mr. Shewski, I would ask you to look at what

Egg:g; 23 has been marked as Exhibit 5 for identification and tell me !

2 ~ *U |24 if that is your signature on the bottom of the front page? |s

25 A It is my signature.

7~'s
-

!
s.J

|
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i

1 Q Did you write this audit?

2 A No.

3 Q Did you review this audit when it was written?

4 A It was reviewed by Gary Able.

3 5 0 Did you review this audit?
7

6 A I reviewed it before I signed the letter.
'

3 7, MR. STEPTOE: Mr. Chairman, excuse me. My
"

8 copy of this document has places marked out in it on the,

E
9 third page and the fourth.~

d
d 10 MS. MURRAY: I believe that before those were
-

-

R 11 ' Xeroxed they had yellow highlighter or pink highlighter or
2

| j 12 something that caused the Xerox machine to pick it up. I
\ $
' ~

13 have seen it before..

'5s

) 5 14 MR. STEPTOE: Could we find out who altered
i=

3 15 it?
$
$ 16 MS. MURRAY: Mr. Steptoe, we obtained this
2
M 17 document from you.

'3 CIIAIRMAN WOLF: It is originally your documenc,

$ 19 isn't it?
5
0 20 MR. STEPTOE: That is correct, but I would just
E
* 21 like to know who did that to the document, whether it was
3 1
~

12 them or us.
,

q q 23 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Well, you should know whether

h f, 24 you did it.
f 4

Q
25 (Laughter.)

O
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MR. STEPTOE: Could ue ask the witness?y

V) '
2 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Let'.s go off the record a

second.3

4 (Discussion off the record.)

5 BY MS. MURRAY:
}
f6 Q Mr. Shewski, since you didn't write the audit

;; 7; but you did write the letter, do you therefore take
2 '

5 8 responsibility for what is in the audit?
E
2 g A I am responsible for the people who work for me.

a
d 10 The responsibf.lity for the audit is that of Mr. Harl and
.

5 11 , Mr. Able.
e
si

E 12 Q You are responsible for them?
"c
: A That is right.13.

t:

O $ * 14 Q Isn't it correct that Finding No. 7 on the thirdN/ ~'

5 to the last page reads that "There was no internal audit15

16 conducted during 1979 for the Dresden and Zion project"?
5

I 17 A It reads that way, but that is not correct.

:
ig There was an audit do'ne in December 1979.

a

{ ig CIIAIRMAN WOLF: In this connection, Mr. Stahl,
5
h 20 it might save a lot of time if the audit that the witness

21 refers uas brought in and submitted to correct this statement

E
.)2 if this statement is in error.
.

. 23 MR. STAHL: Fine. We will attempt to locate~

that.*/ 24p)%
25

nv
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1 BY MS. MURRAY:
("

2 Q Mr. Shewski, if an audit was done in December

3 of 1979, why did you sign off on a document that said there
(N> 4, was no audit done until September of 1930?

3 5 A Well, since the letter was signed there has
7

6, been a lot of activity relative to this hearing and I'

3 7| investigated thoroughly all the audits that were conducted
C

8g and surveillances and inspection reports and became aware
3

9 that that audit had been done.a

a
4 10 Q Then what you are telling me is when you
i
g 11 signed this document you signed what was essentially not
E
j 12 ' true and you hadn't investigated it to find out whether it
5 |
~. 13 was true or not?

() 14 A I signed the document.
r
3 15 MR. REMICK: Mr. Shewski, for clarification when
2
g 16 you have an audit finding, does the organization audited,
9

E 17 are they required to make a response in writing to that

'S finding?

d 19 THE WITNESS: Yes.
5
U 20 MR. REMICK: And if they do not make a response ;

E; 21 to that finding or if the finding is not satisfactory, is

12 that considered an open item?,

. 23 THE WITNESS: If the response is not satisfactory 1
~

('s 4 24 MR. REMICK: If the response is not satisfactory
%)

25 or if there is not a response does that remain as an open

i /.cG4cN .: E. cort *NG COMPANY. INC.
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6
l

I-) finding?

LJ
2< THE WITNESS: Yes, it is.

i

.
3' MR. REMICK: Do your procedures call'for anf

\~' Ah specified time that they must be closed out?

{ 5 THE WITNESS: When you do an audit you have an

6 interest meeting and you make arrangements and then you go

f7 through the audit. Then when you finish the audit you have'

; o

8 an exit meeting. At that time you discuss the audit findings,

s
A 9 and what was found with the people of the company that you

,

u
d 10 audited.
~

=
g 11 At that time they are to speak up about what
E

3 12 they don't agree with. In this case apparently it was not
5

13 broght out. So our man left feeling that what he had done.

14 was correct. The audit was written up that way and it
r
3 15 was sent out.
?
{ 16 In 'the exist meeting or at the time of the
$
E 17 response each finding is supposed to give a date when

.

: Sg corrective action is to be completed by. We then verifyd

19 first that the corrective action is all right, and then
-
g 20 later that the corrective action was done within the time
?

21 period that was specified. It is open until it is closed

; 12 , out, satisfactorily closed out.

qg}2gg 23 Does that answer your question?

24 MR. REMICK: Yes. Backing up this audit report/~N
LJ

25 would there be copies of those findings and a place for,

(2)
.

.
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1 response from the audited organization?7 ~-
(. i
''

2 THE WITNESS: Backing up these findings is a

3 check list of formal questions and there is objective
(

~ 4 evidence on each question on which the auditor indicated.
.

: 5 We have that in our files.
7

6 The finding and the discussion about the finding
'

3 7 is in here. The response would come back to us by a company.
0 1

8 They would list the finding and maybe the discussion, but,

9
5 9$ for sure the proposed corrective action.
d
d 10 MR. REMICK: Was it in the response from the
~

=
g 11 ' audited organizzation that you found that an audit had
d
'

j 12 been conducted in 1979, or was this from your own independent
S

} 13 investigation?
/m u
\,,) 5 14 THE WITNESS: I can say for sure that I uncovered

:
5 15 it as a result of getting ready for this hearing. I
E

E 16 uncovered the fact that the audit had been done in December.
p

3 17 MR. REMICK: The audited organization did not

9 object to the finding?

g' 19
'

THE WITNESS: That is right.

3 20 MR. REMICK: Do you find that unusual?
G

21 THE WITNESS: Yes. Usually they are right
~

12 on our toes and correct it and I really don't know why

23K this got through.-

| C 24 MR. REMICK: Thank you.

25 MS. LITTLE: I notice on the third page of

|

("h
m-
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1 what has been identified by the State as No. 5, on thes

2 third page of that handout it says that " Nuclear Services

3 Corporation is requested to provide a response by October,~

i !

'~# 4 17th, 1980. Has that responce been submitted by the NSC?

5 THE WITNESS: The response has been received

6 and the audit is closed out. All corrective action has been
'

3 7 satisf actorily completed. That was verified on November lith
":.

8 or 12th or 13th of this month by Mr. Sutton.,

E
9 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Mr. Steptoe, it seems to the~

a
d 10 Board that the documents that relate this audit, the
i
ji 11 follow-up docaments should also be submitted as part of the
3
j 12 exhibit in order to have a complete exhibit. ,

S.

]s.
13 MR. STEPTOE: We would be willing to do that,

,y

() 5 14 Mr. Chairman. However, the documents have been provided
5
= 15 to the State and it is a State examination at this point.
a

j 16 I think when the State gives you a document that shows that
;:

E 17 there is an open item it should also give you the follow-up

'3 item which I know we provided. The November lith and 12th

19 documents we provided yesterday to them. So perhaps they

20 have them already in their possession, but if they don't
i:

21 we certainly will provide them.

'2 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Ms. Murray, would you get-

~ 23gg together with Mr. Steptoe and work it cut, please. I think

24 the exhibit should be complete.

25 MS. MURRAY: Yes,

f"N
$

\
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1 MR. STEPTOE: Certainly.

O
2 CHAIRMAN NOLF: And any of these others that

3 require additional follow-up documents should be submitted,

O)%~ 4 too.

j 5 MS. MURRAY: Mr. Chairman, at this point, based

d 6 on the fact that Mr. Schewski has testified that this is

j 7' his letter and the audit is kept in the regular course of
O

8, business, I would like to put this into evidence as Exhibit,
'

E
E 9 5. Tomorrow, when I have the additional documents, I will
a
d 10 be willing to add those.

f 11 < MR. STEPTOE: No objection, Mr. Chairman.
E
E 12 , CHAIRMAN WOLF: Mr. Goddard. ,

_E.
~

13 MR. GODDARD: One moment, sir..

() 14 (Short pause.)

5 15 MR. GODDARD: The staff has no objection.
E

$ 16 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Without objection, the document
?
9 17 that has been marked Intervenor's Exhibit 5 for identifica-
3.

13 tion will be received in evidence,
n

f 19 (Intervenor's Exhibit No. 5, previousiy
b 20 marked for identification, was

! E
XXXXXXX 21 received in evidence.)'

4

'

E
~

12 BY MS.-MURRAY:

zgg:g; 23 Q Mr. Schewski, I would like you to refer to the
,

('s $kf24 second to the last page of this document, observation No. 4,

\m)
25 which states that Leckenby Company in Seattle has been

O

AI 0$RicN RL*CRT*NG COMPANY. INC.
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g- I audited only once in 17 months by Nuclear Services. Is
(>)

2 that correct?

3 A That is correct.
O
\~/ 4 Q During that period of time there were 62

3 5 deviation disposition requests; is that correct?
' "

6 A That is what it says here.'

3 7 Q What is a deviation disposition request?

", 8 A It is a deviation from the standard that is
E
E 9 required.
d
d 10 CHAIRMAN WOLF: I am sorry, I can't hear you.
*

m
g 11 THE WITNESS: It is a deviation from what is
M
E 12 i required. It is a deficiency type item.'

5
~. 13 BY MS. MURRAY:

) 14 Q Deficiency from what?
r
3 15 A From the basic requirements.
E
g 16 Q Requirements of what?
?

3 17 A That are set down in specifications or in

j 'S procedures. Welding i;ocedures, for example, if there was

j 19 undercutting or there was a hairline crack or improper use

b 20 of a weld rod, tha. could be a deficiency which would show
E

21 up on a deviation report.~

E
~

; 12 Q Are these deviations from documented crocedures?

gg 23 A They could be, but they are generally more

C[EE ' 24 apt to be deviations from work activities or inspection(
%-}d

25 activities.

O%J
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1 Q Is it possible that since the audit was done

'''
2 once in 17 months that there could have been more deviations

3 than were noted?
,,

K.,j 4 A I don't know.

5 (Short pause.)

d 6 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Yes, Ms. Sekuler.

7 MS. SEKULER: Mr. Chairman, we anticipate that
2

5 8 there would be about another hour of interrogation of
E
2 g this witness. Ms. Murray is about to go into a new line
a
d 10 of questioning. As there is a scheduled tour of the site
.

5 11 tonight at about 5 o' clock tonight, we would suggest that
e
u

| 12 ue would adjourn for today and take up tomorrow morning
<

$ 13 where we have left off.

'I |en
I j g 14 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Does that fit into the plan jtj -

5 15 for the visit to the site? I

|=
2

# 16 MR. STEPTOE: It is all right with us,
-

*

5

I 17 Mr. Chairman. We have no objection.

f 13 CHAIRMAN WOLF: Mr. Goddard?

d 19 MR. GODDARD: No objection.
I
M 20 CHAIRMAN WOLF: We will adjourn then at this

21 ' time in order to make the visit to the plant. We will
E
"

12 j reassembly in this courtroom at 9 a.m.

gqg 23 (Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the hearing adjourned,

j [4('[24 to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Thursday, November 20, 1980.)

* * *25

,-

\ )
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thereof for the file of the Com=ission., ,
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